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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Little research has been conducted to determine the duties and 
traits expected of office workers who have completed a two-year college 
program in office administration. Although many follow-up studies have 
determined the titles of jobs held by former students, there is a need 
for specific information about the duties performed by and competencies 
desirable in office workers. Business educators at the college level 
seem to be developing an interest in determining exactly what college-
prepared office workers can and should do on the job. As cited in the 
review of literature, some educators are becoming increasingly aware of 
the need for detailed, pertinent data upon which to base curriculum de-
velopment. This information is particularly needed at the present time 
as the community college office education and mid-management programs 
are increasing in annual enrollment and as technology is constantly 
changing the business world. 
This study compares the opinions of office workers and their of-
fice managers with regard to the duties performed by office workers and 
their competence in performing these duties; the frequency with which 
office workers operate various machines and their competence in operat-
ing these machines; the decision-making opportunities given to office 
workers, the desirability of decision-making by office workers, and 
their competence in making valid decisions; the traits that are 
important in decision-making and the degree to which office workers 
possess and exhibit these traits; and the present and future trends for 
the office workers concerning personal traits, individual autonomy, 
general knowledge, specialized skills, and decision-making. The study 
is an attempt to gather specific information about these topics from' 
two important sources: the office worker and the office manager. 
'l'his study demonstrates how an integrated approach, that is,. one 
which gathers information from both managers and office workers, can be 
useful to business educators in planning and revising curricula. In-
formation gathered from both sources is compared and analyzed to aid in 
the construction of a curriculum that will better teach the skills and 
traits necessary for satisfactory office employment. What office 
workers are doing and what they should be doing are often two different 
things. A report from either office workers or business management may 
be insufficient for curriculum planning purposes. 
If only management officials are surveyed concerning duties per-
formed and traits needed by beginning workers, bias may result because , 
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management may have an unrealistic and idealistic concept of the factors 
involved in the job performance. They may fail to view the job from 
the workers' points of view. Management does, however, establish cer-
tain job requirements and can be an invaluable source of information 
relative to the types and numbers of workers hired, the general employ-
ment skills and attitudes desired, the areas in which workers are supe-
rior or deficient, and future employment trends, 
Tonne and Nanassy (54) on pages 476-477 and 481 state that office 
workers surveyed in follow-up studies sometimes bias their responses in 
order to make their present positions appear more impressive to the 
educator. Also, it is difficult to determine from worker surveys 
whether or not office workers are doing all the things desired by em-
ployers. Therefore, sound curriculum revision cannot be made solely on 
the basis of follow-up studies of office workers, 
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The integrated approach attempts to eliminate bias that might occur 
by analyzing the responses of either group exclusively. It further per-
mits testing for significant differences of opinion~ between office 
workers and employers so the findings have credibility beyond that of 
the traditional opinion survey. If the opinions of the office workers 
and office managers are significantly different, these differences must 
be analyzed and understood in curriculum planning. 
The data gathered in this study may be examined by business edu-
cators for implications in office administration curriculum planning and 
revision. The data are concerned with specific information related to 
the office worker instead of with general, broad findings. The specific 
nature of the data provides a means of identifying the exact duties and 
machine operations, competence levels, decision-making opportunities, 
decision-making traits, and future trends for office workers useful in 
improved curriculum development. The data can also be used to indicate 
specific areas.in office education needing further research and evalu-
ation. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to compare the opinions of office 
workers and their office managers concerning: (1) the duties performed 
by office workers and the degree of competency with which they perform 
these duties; (2) the frequency with which office workers operate 
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various machines and the degree of competence with which they operate 
these machines; (3) the decision-making opportunities given to office 
workers, the desirability of decision-making by office workers, and 
their degree of competence in making valid decisions; (4) the traits 
that are important in decision-making and the degree to which the office 
workers possess and exhibit these traits; and (5) the present and future 
trends for office workers with regard to personal traits, individual 
autonomy, general knowledge, specialized skills, and decision-making. 
The major null hypothesis is: 
There is no significant difference of opinions between office 
workers and their office managers with respect to the duties 
involved in office work and the competence with which the of-
fice worker performs these duties; the frequency with which 
office workers operate the office machines and the competence 
with which office workers operate these machines; the 
decision-making opportunities existing for office workers, 
the desirability of decision-making by office workers, and 
the competence with which the office workers make decisions; 
the traits needed for decision-making by office workers and 
the degree with which the office workers possess and exhibit 
these decision-making traits; and the present and future 
trends for office workers with regard to personal traits, 
individual autonomy, general knowledge, specialized skills, 
and decision-making. 
To more specifically identify the differences of opinions that 
might exist, the following null hypotheses will be tested: 
1. There is no significant difference of opinions between of-
fice workers and their office managers with respect to the 
frequency of specific duties involved in office work. 
2. There is no significant difference of opinions between of-
fice workers and their office managers with respect to the 
degree of competence with which office workers perform 
specific duties involved in office work, 
3. There is no significant difference of opinions between of-
fice workers and their office managers with respect to the 
frequency of specific machine operating duties involved in 
office work. 
4. There is no significant difference of opinions between of-
fice workers and their office managers witl:J. respect to the 
degree of competence with which office workers perform 
these specific machine operating duties involved in office 
work. 
5. There is no significant difference of opinions between of-
fice workers and their office managers with respect to the 
frequency and desirability of individual decision-making 
opportunities by office workers. 
6. There is qo significant difference of opinions between of-
fice workers and their office managers with respect to the 
degree of competency with which office workers make deci-
sions. 
7. There is no significant difference of opinions between of-
fice workers and their office managers with respect to the 
importance of specific decision-making traits needed by of-
fice workers. 
8. There is no significant difference of opinions between of-
fice workers and tl:J.eir office managers with respect to the 
degree to which office workers possess and exhibit these 
specific decision-making traits. 
9. There is no significant difference of opinions between of· 
fice workers and their office managers with respect to 
specific present and future trends for office workers with 
regard to personal traits, individual autonomy, general 
knowledge, specialized skills, and decision-making. 
Significance of the Study 
lhis study points out differences of opinions of office workers 
and their managers concerning the office worker's competency in per-
forming these activities. The study is significant because these dif-
ferences of opinions should be analyzed and evaluated in revising and 
developing business educo;1t;i.on curricula. ln commenting about current 
surveys of businessmen's opin;i.ons, Tonne and Nanassy (54) on page 476-
477 state that the business educator sometimes assumes that the busi-
nessman knows ail the answers. If the businessman does not know all 
the answers, as Tonne and No;1nassy infer, then a survey of businessmen 
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is not sufficient for curriculum planni:n,g, Tonne and Nanassy also cau-
tion against using the follow-up study as the sole basis for curriculum 
planning because of the posSible bias of the respondents. An integrated 
approach, surveying both the office worker and his office manager, would 
seem to yie'ld more reliable information. This study, through the appli-
cation of the integrated approach, shows biases that might exist by 
gathering data from Qnly office managers or office workers and shows 
how the integrated survey approach can be one aspect of curriculum de-
velopment and revisi9n. 
Because of the rapidly changing nature of the business world, busi-
ness education programs must constantly revise and adapt curricula to 
meet the needs of the business wqrld. Tonne and Nanassy (54) on pages 
467 ... 477 state that specific inforI11qtion must be gathered about the na-
ture c;,f the office duties and com,petencies. instead of the· general type 
of follow-up survey~ and management surveys that have been popular. 
They criticize these general surveys because they seem to do little 
more than reveal the workers' job titles and overall duties without 
differentiating between the important and ll!limportant aspects of the 
job. This study gathers specific information from.office workers and 
their managers needed by business educators in qetermining the skills 
and competencies important for job success. Such information is useful 
in planning courses and content, 
Currently, the nature of office administration's role in the busi-
ness world is changing. Past education in office administration has 
been somewhat confined to the study of manual and mechanical means of 
communicating, accounting, and :record keeping. The present availability 
of computerized information has transformed office administration from 
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a supporting function to one of facilitating and directing the informa-
tion flow in productive ways permeating the whole company. Lemasters 
and Stead (30) on pages 25-29 of their article state that all graduates 
should be able to assume some degree of managerial responsibilities and 
make decisions. This opinion is supported by Tonne and Nanassy (54) on 
page 37 and Place, Hicks, and Wilkinson (45) on pages 203-580 who dis-
cuss such topics as systems analysis, managerial training, and decision-
theory as integral parts of the office administration curriculum. This 
study furnishes specific information about dec:j.sion-making opportunities 
and traits that is needed for curriculum planning. 
Business educators may wish to collect similar data from other 
populations, or they may find a need for more information related to a 
particular aspect of this study. In such cases, a model is provided by 
which additional research designs may be patterned. 
Methods. and Procedures 
Four hundred office workers and their 400 office managers employed 
in 9 classifications of business and industries in the nation's 14 
largest cities were included in the sample (see Table II on page 37), 
The business and industry classifications were: real estate; manufac-
turing; banking; reta:i,1; government;.insurance; legal; medical; and 
schools, colleges and universities. The job classifications were: 
secretary, stenographer, typist, file clerk, receptionist, bookkeeper, 
mail clerk, m~chine operator, and data processing operator. It is im-
portant to note that responses were collected from 400 office workers 
and their 400 office managers. 
A survey instrument was designed to gather the needed data and was 
mailed to the personnel directors of the selected firms along with a 
letter identifying the type of participants to be selected from each 
firm and the definitions of the various job titles of the workers to be 
selected. Each personnel director then distributed the questionnaires 
to an office worker who qualified and her manager. 
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The data were analyzed by the Mann-Whitney U Test, and the findings 
are reported in frequency and percentage tables. A descriptive discus-
sion of the significant findings follows each statistical analysis. A 
complete discussion of the methods and procedures is presented in 
Chapter III. 
Limitations of Study 
The limitations of this study are: (1) 400 beginning office work-
ers who completed a two-year office administration collegiate curricu-
lum from 1966 through 1970 were surveyed; (2) a cross-section of office 
workers possessing 9 job titles were surveyed; (3) a cross-section of 
office workers employed in 9 classifications of business and industry 
were surveyed; (4) a cross-section of office workers in the nation's 14 
largest cities were surveyed; (5) the 400 office managers of the par-
ticipating office workers were surveyed; (6) questionnaire responses 
were confined primarily to the categories provided on the survey in-
strument, although provision was made for additional comment; and (7) 
a selected sampling method instead of a random sampling method was used. 
Definition of Terms 
Business education. Tonne and Nanassy (54) on page 12 define a 
business education as an education that: 
• , • is school learning (1) for competency in business occupa-
tions--this learning involves skill learning and the develop-
ment of occupational intelligence; and (2) to make students 
better consumers of the services of business and better mem-
bers of the economic community. 
Business educator. A business educator is one who offers students 
the type of training and education defined above. 
Competepce, Competence means capability, 
Decision. Weber and Peters (55) on page 31 define a decision as 
''the alternative chosen over other alternatives. Alternati,ves may be 
actions, opinions, judgments, or beliefs." 
Decision-making. Weber and Peters (55) on page 5 state that 
decision-ma~ing.is "defining the problem, developing alternatives, and 
selecting the alternative." 
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Decision;making trait, A decision-making trait is a characteristic 
of the office worker needed for selecting the proper alternative and 
taking.the needed action. These characteristics in t!:lis study are: 
judgment; initiative; responsibility; curiosity; dependability; self-
confidence; critical, rational, and logical thinking; intuition; antici-
pation of business needs; adaptability; ability to form valid conclu-
sions; objectivity; and ability to communicate ideas and questions in 
verbal and written form. 
Duties. Duties are tasks involved in office work which are as 
follows: dictation; transcription; typing; filing; bookkeeping; com-
posing; processing mail; telephoning; receptionist; administrative 
(planning, consulting, advising); and information processing. 
Office Administration Curriculum. An Office Administration Cur-
riculum is a title given to a two-year college~level program for the 
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preparation of office workers. 
Office machines. Office machines are the machines involved in of-
fice work. In this study, the office machines are: electric type-
writer; manual typewriter; dictating equipment; rotary calculator; 
printing calculator; electronic calculator; check writer; reproducing 
equipment (photocopy, duplicating, offset); mail meter; bookkeeping 
machine; adding machine; keypunch; verifier; collator; reproducer; ac-
counting machine; card sorter; interpreter; data converting equipment; 
paper-tape equipment; computer console; rand<:>m access devices; and sum-
mary punch. 
Office machine operations. Office machine operations are the 
duties requiring the office worker to operate the following office ma-
chines: electric typewriter; manual typewriter; dictating equipment; 
rotary calculator; printing calculator; electronic calculator; check 
writer; reproducing equipment (photocopy, duplicating, offset); mail 
meter; bookkeeping machine; adding mc1chine;.keypunch; verifier; col-
lator; reproducer; accounting machine;.card sorter;. interpreter; data 
converting equipment; paper-tape equipment; computer console; random 
access devices; and summary punch. 
Office manager. An office manager is a person who is the immediate 
superior or supervisor of the office worker performing the duties, ma-
chine operations, and decision-making as described in the questionnaire. 
Office workers. Office workers are those who completed a two-year 
Office Adm;i.nistration Curriculum at the college level within the last 
five years (1966 through 1970) and who are currently employed in office 
work. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
In an article reviewing the methods and topics of proposals used 
by business educators in thesis or dissertation writing from 1952 to 
1956~ William C. Himstreet (19) on pages 148-150 reported that: 
. 1. A questionnaire-interview was used by sixty percent of 
the researchers. 
2, A statistical anatysis or method was used by only seven 
percent of the researchers. 
3. Much of the research was irrelevant qr redundant, 
This study is an attempt to use the questionnaire survey method 
along with a statistical analysis of the data to provide research that 
will be of value to business educators in curriculum evaluation and in 
establishing the cri.teria upon which a curriculum sh,ould be based. 
Much writing q.as been done on the need for business educators to 
gatq.er specific data r~garding tasks and attitudes needed for job sue-
cess. The changing technology and requirements of the work world neces-
sitate constant and pertinent evaluation, The first section of this 
chapter will review literature of an introductory nature supporting the 
need for the present study. 
A number of follow-up studies have been done in the high school to 
determine the occupations entered by buQiness graduates. A few have 
dealt specifically with the duties and attitudes involved in job per-
formance. Very few studies have been made of this nature at the 
1 1 
collegiate level. Samples of this type of survey will be reviewed in 
the secoqd section of this chapter, 
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Some literature is beginning to appear utilizing an integrated ap-
proach; that is, various combinations of opinions from management, 
workers, and business educators. !his literature is reviewed in the 
third section of the chapter. 
Business educators frequently consult management in curriculum 
planning. ~elections from studies and articles utilizing businessmen 
as resource persons will be reviewed in the fourth section of the chap-
ter. 
An increasing amount of literature in business education and in 
management; is appearing concerning the demand for decision-making and 
problem-solving ability in office workers. The final section of the 
chapter reviews some of the literature as it relates to the office ad-
ministrat;ipn curriculum. 
Introductory Literature 
James A. Hallam (15) on pages 10-15 and 90-104 reported an in-
formal survey of high school and college business educators regarding 
those areas in business education which were in need of further re-
search. Among his findings was the need for more research in curriculum 
and course content of college business education so that a more effec-
tive curriculum could be designed. This problem was among the top ten 
problem areas revealed in his research study. 
In their current te~tbook, Tonne and Nanassy (54) on pages 476-477 
cited the need for an end to general information gathering and the need 
for contacting the immediate supervisor of the office worker for 
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detailed, accurate information about the worker's duties, attitudes, 
and job performance. An interpretation of their comments related to 
employer surveys or employee surveys directs business educators to 
gather specific information relating to job performance and to use this 
information in curriculum planning and revision. 
Evelyn Meredith (36) on pages 28-89 reported her research related 
to some aspects of selected business community surveys. Respondents 
reported that tpese investigations were made to collect information 
necessary for administering business education programs and for guid-
ap.ce. No one effect:ive technique for securing the needed information 
was deter~ined. A variety of instruments and methods was used, and no 
standard survey form has yet been devised that can be used uniformly in 
such surveys to gather information for business curriculum revision. 
M;uch literature emphasize~ the need for office wor~ers to become 
administrative assistants. In his doctoral dissertation, Alton V, 
Finch (10) on page 111 concluded that qualif icatioi;is for an administra-
tive assistant were a combination of skills, the ability to get along 
with others, judgment, and at least a minimum of two years of ~ollege 
where studies should include courses in management, economics, and 
psychology. He surveyed former college graduates in an effort to de-
termine the relationships between collegiate business education and the 
business career$ of graduates. Skill development, judgment, and per-
sonal rel~tions are concerns of the present research study. 
Follow-Up Studies 
Most fol\ow-up studi,es are taken to survey office or business 
education graduates regarding the relationship of the courses taken and 
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their degree of he~pfulness as preparation for the job, Often these do 
not deal directly with the duties and attitudes required by employers, 
and these general surveys have been omitted from this chapter. 
A National Business Education_Quarterly summary of research done 
by Sister Mary Shawn Perkins (43) on page 46 indicated that Mercy High 
School business graduates were surveyed to obtain information about of-
fice employment in Milwaukee. Her study attempted to define the duties 
and attitudes needed by office workers as reported by the office work-
ers. As a result of the survey, the duties and skills needed by office 
workers were identified. It was interesting to note that the reasons 
given for job failure were: lack of interest, personality faults, and 
lack of skill, respectively. It appears that motivation and personal-
ity traits are more important to keeping a job than are job skills, 
However, this emphasis on motivation and personality traits could be 
relatEld directly to Tonne and Nanassy's (54) conclusion on pages 298-
315 that busin~ss education does adequately prepare the office workers 
with job skills. Therefore, there are few complaints about skill areas 
by workers and employers; but emphasis on the skill areas is still im-
portant. 
Dr. Robert A. Lowry (~3) on pages 261-293 listed an excellent bib-
liography of follow-up studies, mostly at the high school level. Al-
though a few of the studies listed were devised to obtain information 
about particular job duties and skills, most of the follow-up studies 
differ from this research in that they are of an o~cupational informa-
tion nature designed to ascertain the job title of the office worker's 
present position. Also, no statistical analyses are performed on the 
data; and only one group, former students now employed in office work, 
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are surveyed. 
A few follow-up studies that have been completed at the college 
level for business education are not included in this review of litera-
ture because these studies disclose only general occupat:ional data. 
Such studies are typified by the following title listed in the Business 
Education Index: ~ Follow-up Study of~ Educational and Employment 
Activities and the Present Status of the Business Education Graduates of - - - - ----- ----- -----
Middle Tennessee ~ College, Murfreesboro, Tennessee, 1953-1962, (21) 
on page 34. This study includes general occupational information that 
is related to the curriculum but does not include any specific informa-
tion regarding what skills, duties, and attitudes are actually .involved 
in the office job. 
A follow-up study by Alton V. Finch (10) of graduates of eleven 
colleges and universities in North Car~:>lina to determine the relation-
ship between undergraduate collegiate business education and bus:Lness 
careers concluded on page 111 that: 
Students seeking a major in business education should be made 
fully aware of what they should expect to encounter upon 
graduation with respect to job opportunities, duties, respon-
sibilities, salary, and advancement. 
His study relates to this survey because it indicates a need for gath-
ering more specific Job information to be useq iTI teaching and planning 
office and business education programs to realistically prepare gradu-
-:- '. ' 
ates for the business world and to prepare them to adjust to the work 
situation rapidly and successfully. 
In an article discussing follow-up studies for curriculum evalu-
ation in the business education area, Andrew Decraene (7) on page 144 
stated: 
Evidences indicate that business education programs have been 
improved as a result of a follow•up study. However, there are 
many evidences to indicate that the follow-up study is placed 
in the inactive file •.• budness educators may believe that 
they know more about the training of office workers than any-
one else and refuse to accept suggestions from businessmen or 
graduates .•.• A follow-up study of graduates and a sur-
vey of the employers of graduates will provide the kind of 
evaluation that so often is needed. 
The research and literature summarized in this section point out the 
need for comprehensive surveys to be used in curriculum evaluation. 
Integrated Studies 
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A few integrated studies have been made by business educators in an 
effort to gain a more comprehensive picture of the job situation. An 
integrated study attempts to gather data from two or more sources, syn-
tpesize the data, and report it in useful form. 
the dissertatton abstract concerning an Atlanta, Georgia, study by 
Henry Lovern (32) on page 1991 indicated the research was designed to 
give a comprehensive view of the employment situation in that city. 
The questionnaire-survey method was used to survey teachers, management, 
beginning office workers (some graduates of Atlanta schools were in-
cl.uded in this sample), and experienced office workers to determine the 
job classifications and job traits needed for successful employment. 
Lovern also used personal interviews with management personnel in fifty 
firms. He found that discharge of office workers was primarily due to 
unsatisfactory personal relations with the employer and other workers 
rather than because of unsatisfactory skill performance. In fact, 
there was little consistency among the three hundred ninety total work-
ers sampled concerning the actual duties performed on the job. This 
study related solely to high school graduates and contained a percentage 
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analysis of the data without a subsequent statistical analysis for sig-
nificant differences of opinions between groups. 
A survey of respondents from seven industries and five business 
associations was made by Bette Stead and cited in the National Business 
Education _Quarterly (50) on pages 49-50. The study determines adminis-
trative management duties and specific curriculum recommendations based 
upon the survey responses. Thfl decisions and problems faced by adminis-
trative management are identified as personnel, finance, equipment se-
lection, records maintenance, and new systems and procedures recommenda-
tions. Creativity is essential for job success because these positions 
encompass many responsibilities. A modern office worker must be able to 
make decisions and assl.lllle responsibility in addition to actual task 
performance. She surveyed management-level personnel in her study. 
A dissertation abstract indicated that Jack Noodell (40) on page 
3568 surveyed high school business graduates and businessmen employing 
those graduates to obtain information about requirements needed for the 
successful employment of office workers. Personal traits and initiative 
were especially important. He concluded that additional office pro-
cedures courses need to be offered to adequately prepare students for 
the office worker role. 
These integrated studies have been included because they do com-
prise a more sophisticated survey than those using only one group--
office workers, teachers,.£!: employers in determining classroom needs. 
By using an integrated survey, significant differences of opinions be-
tween groups can be ascertained giving. the findings more validity than 
those in less formal studies~ 
The need for more comprehensive studies to synthesize views and 
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data in the office education field was clearly pointed out in a dis-
sertation abstract of Francis Hitzelberger's (20) study on page 2437. 
His survey was an attempt to compare the opinions of two groups of re-
spondents, secondary business classroom teachers and business education 
leaders, regarding current classroom practices and objectives. His 
study emphasized the discrepancies in opinions between groups concerned 
with business education. The survey determined that opinions of teach-
ers and leaders.differ concerning the objectives, practices, and re-
quirements for business education. In, fact, the curricula in the high 
schools did not reflect either group's opinions. From his survey, it 
appears that, until the discrepancies in opinions are identified con-
cerning the business curriculum and until these differences of opinions 
are analyzed and understood, the curriculum will probably contain many 
ambiguous principles that hinder the successful preparation of youths 
for employment. 
A Delta !1 Ep$ilon article indicated that Warren C. Weber (56) on 
pages 6.:.11 had eighty-three secretaries (NSA members in Phoenix, 
Arizona), thirty-one executives, and. twenty-two secretarial block vo-
cational office educ~tion teachers in the Phoenix area do a Q~sort of 
sixty items concerning office work. The respondents were not selected 
on the basis of educational background but were selected because o;f 
their individual job titles. He applied a statistical analysis to the 
results to determine differences and agreements among the groups con-
cerning the·importance of the items to the office worker and her job. 
Weber found strong agreement regarding the importance of dependability, 
initiative, resourcefulness, ability to plan and organize work, judg-
ment, and common sense for the office workers' job success. In 
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addition, he found significant differences in opinions among the groups 
concerning the importance of duties and training for office workers. 
Teachers did not emphasize fundamental business understandings as much 
as secretaries and executives did. Teachers overemphasized the impor-
tance of typing, stenographic, and machine duties in comparison to the 
other two groups, Besides indicating that personal traits were impor-
tant, Weber's study. indicated that some differences do exist among 
opinions concerning which traits are important, what duties are impor-
tant, and what training.is important for office workers. A study of 
different types of office workers in a larger geographic area who have 
been selected according to educational backgrounds would add to the 
data that Weber has gathered and furnish additional comparisons of 
ppinions that will substantiate or contradict Weber's Phoenix findings, 
Weber did not match secretaries and executives. Matching the two groups 
could give specific data locating discrepancies in the two groups' 
opinions. 
Integrated approaches were also used in less sophisticated studies 
not including formal statistical analyses of the data by Irene Bass and 
Charles Reilly (3) described on pages 13-45, Catherine Delaney (8) de-
scribed on pages 11-29, and Wilbur Krauth (26) reported on pages 12-38 
in surveying former business students employed in offices and their 
employers. After the data were reported and responses of graduates and 
employers were compared, the implications of the integrated surveys 
were used for curriculum revision. Percentage differences and similar-
ities in responses between the groups surveyed formed the basis for a 
more comprehensive and intelligent curriculum revision and ultimately 
led to a better understanding between the educators, workers, and 
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emplpyers copcerning the vital components of successful office workers. 
The integrated studies appear to indicate that knowledge of the 
differences and similar:i,ties of opinions between office workers, office 
employers, and/or business educators is important for effective curricu-
·lum revi1;1iori. They also indicate that,, in sqme cases, personal traits 
s1,1ch as those needed for decision-.making are becoming more important for 
the office worker. Furthermore, they indicate a growing.interest of 
business educators for more comprehep.sive and integrated information by 
which curriculum building can be improved, 
Management Studies 
Nolan, Hayden and Maisbary (39) on page 74 stated: 
••• the best results will be obtained if curriculum re-
vision is.looked upon as a cooperative enterprise in which 
business te~chers, outside curriculum specialists, repre-
sentatives of ponbus:i.ness departments in which business 
$tudents will be enrolled, a representative committee of 
employers, and the administration all participate. 
The necessity for gathering and integrating the opinions of business 
teachers, curriculum specialists, nonbusiness teachers, employers, and 
administrators for use in business education curriculum fevision is 
pointed out by this quot~. If a reference to the office worker per se 
·had been included, the group would appear to be complete, Business 
educators have been consulting employers for many years. However, as 
ctted by Tonne and Nanassy (54) on pages 467-477,. they have oftep. 
failed to consult the immediate superior of the office worker and have 
failed to gain accurate·informatien concerning the actual jab perferm-
ance and requirements •. These business educators urged more pertinent 
management surveys at the office supervisory level. 
A dissertation abstract of research done by William. Gleason (11) 
on page·l339 i,ndicated that a jury of business educators and managers 
in the ~arm service industry evaluated the duties of office workers, 
sales personnel, and field personnel in that industry for implications 
regarding the course and material content of the educational programs 
preparing such workers. Final agreement was reached between management 
and educators OP. the traits, functions, skills,. characteristics, and 
social attributes needed by such workers. The educators used these data 
in revising related programs and also in establishing valuable manage-
ment contacts for resource information and public relations purposes. 
Personal tt'aits, administrative apilities, ap.d human relations were 
emphasized as having an.ip.creasingly import;ant place in educational pro-
grams for these workers. 
In 21, management-survey research projec1:t reported in an article, 
Jean McCutcheon of Washtenaw Community, in Ann Arbor, Michigan, reasoned 
that office managers should know what types of em,ployees were needed, 
the competencies required for their successful job performance, and the 
values placed on certain aspects of the office-worker's competencies. 
A questiopnaire survey was taken of forty-six company managers. A 
major conclusion Qf McCut;cheon (35) on page·l2 was: 
••. ~ some agree111ent ought to be reached between teacher and 
office manager and school and business as to what, precisely, 
a student should be qualified to do when he or she steps ' 
through the employment office door. 
Surveys.of l>usi,ness management have been taken by William Kruse 
(27) reported on pages 10-52, Estella Coley (4) reported on pages 1-31, 
Frances Bailey (2) reported 01:1 pages 6-18, and Sr. M. Cecila Grynkiewicz 
(14) reported on pages 3-27 in attempts to gain specific information 
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concerning the job opportunities, duties, and deficiencies of beginning 
office workers. These are more specific studies.than occupational in-
formation studies and can yield specific information for the curriculum 
expert. 
~any surveys are taken of management opinions concerning the occu-
pational trends of the future. This type of study yields general in-
formation concerning overall business trends. However, the surveys are 
seldom detailed enough to give information concerning specific duties, 
traits, .and competencies needed by the office worker for successful job 
performance. rt is difficult to find surveys and studies of management 
at the supervisory level that yield specific information concerning job 
requirements and attitudes. A need exists for more detailed study in 
this area. 
Decision-Making 
Studies have been conducted on the decision-making process 1.1sing 
various simulated models or using experimental techniques. However, 
little specific research deal:i,ng with the relationship of decision-
making to the office worker or its place in the office administration 
program has been conducted. The first of this section is devoted to a 
review of current literature (not research) related to decision-making 
and the office worker. 
A quote from an article by rrma Stierwalt (51) on page 401 shows 
the growing recognition of the need for the office worker and secretary 
to make decisions: 
There seems to be agreement among both the businessmen and 
the secretaries that superior secretaries not only need to 
be adept in the basic skills r •• , but they also need to 
be able to work things out for themselves. A secretary is 
given very few instructions, and then she works under very 
little supervision. Therefore,-. :i,t would seem that our cur-
riculum in business education should include some practice 
in decision-making for the prospective secretary. 
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In an article, Dr. Mary Ellen Oliverio (42) on pages 26 and 31 dis-
cussed decision-making and its inclusion in the business curriculum. A 
student should be able to make rational decisions by the time his train-
ing nears conclusion. Doing what has to be done in a prescribed way is 
no longe~ sufficient for the business worker. 
The latter part of this section reviews.literature directly con-
cern.ed with administrative management and decision-making and with de-
velopments.in the management field pertaining to training in handling 
man.agement decisions, The management literature is included because 
many of the management theor:i,es regarding decision-making appear to be 
applicable to the off:lce administration and business education fields. 
Administrative management and meml:>ers of administrative management 
associatio11s were surveyed to determine the duties and responsibilities 
of the office administrator as well as other mana,gers. The results of 
the survey by John Jones (22) reported on page 98 were: 
. 1. Typical decisions and problems facing adm:i,nistrat:i,ve man-
agement are personnel, finance, equipment, records main-
tenance, and new systems and' procedures reconunendation,s. 
2. Administrative management personnel hold responsible po-
sitions as indicated by position titles and span of con-
trol. 
3. Creativity is essential for success in administrat:i,ve 
management. 
4. Admin;i..strative management personnel have the authority 
.. to implement programs within their own areas • • • • 
Since it appe1;1.rs that tlw administrative manager should be skilled in 
decision-making, it seems logical to conclude that office workers 
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aspiring to reach management levels should possess some degree of 
decision-making skill, 
Robert A, Gordon and James E. Howell (12) on pages 98-99 stated 
that regarding education for business the need for sound judgment and 
the ability of the office worker to reach decisions on the basis of 
available information continues to be a critical need. Gordon and 
Howell supported the assumption that office administrators and workers 
need experience in decision-making. It seems logical that some 
decision-making experience can be provided by the office administration 
curriculum at the collegiate level. 
Gerald Thomas (53) on pages 13-45 developed a model for a manage-
ment training program for office supervisors as a result of the growing 
' interest and need for training some office workers for managerial duties 
including decision-making. Management indicated that worke~s had not 
been adequately trained for decision-making by the standard office ad-
ministration curriculum, His model is easily adaptable for collegiate 
office education curriculum use. 
Rosemar:y :Pledger (46) on pages 295-297 stated in her article that 
the secretary is achieving more status in the firm now than ever before. 
She must be involved in more exei:utive decision-making and must assume 
greater responsibility for managerial duties. Without assuming more 
executive responsibilities, she is denied any additional status. For 
these reasons, a need is indicated for increased emphasis on training 
responsible office workers capable of making decisions, 
Further support for improving the decision-making ability of of-
fice workers was evidenc~d in an article by Mary Greene Hamilton (17) 
on page 153 as she discussed the college woman and her success in the 
business world. She stated: 
One of the !llajor complaints of employers is that women are 
inclined to reason subjectively when faced with a business 
problem. This factor has tended to eliminate women from 
administrative positions in the past. 
She contended that with proper training in decision-making, women have 
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been accepted in administrative positions, College must train women to 
reason objectively in making valid decisions. 
Daniel Katz and Robert L. Kahn have discussed job satisfaction at 
some length. the employees higher in job satisfaction were found to be 
those who participated in more decision-making responsibilities and 
whose jobs provided a variety of duties for performance. A general con-
clusion of Katz and Kahn (23) on page 372 was: " ••. that a more 
varied and demanding task produces greater job satisfaction than rou-
tine, repetitive activity." Their review of related experiments and 
literature indicated that much must be done to determine more about job 
satisfaction concepts and duty performance. They also urged a unifica-
tion of the views of employees and management. Job satisfaction seemed 
intrinsically involved with decision-making opportunities. 
Management is becoming increasingly aware of the importance of 
proper office administration as a major contributor to the success of 
the firm. Management is seeking better trained office managers who can 
assume extensive administrative responsibilities, In his article, S. 
Kuttner (29) on pages 10-13 outlined steps for proper office management. 
Many of these steps concerned decision-making and problem solving. 
Since office managers are promoted from the office employees in many 
instances, the office worker trained in decision-making would be in an 
advantageous position for advancement. 
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Management literature contains entire volumes devoted to decision-
making by individuals and by the ;firm. A few that are particularly 
applicable to th~s study are cited next~ 
C. Weber and G. Peters (55) on pages 5-40 devised various models 
to help individuals in making administrative decisions. They present 
theorhs related to identifying problems, proposing alternatives, gen-
erating the outcomes of the various alternatives, selecting the best 
alternative, <1nd evaluating the result of the decisions •. Some decisions 
are routine and .do not require new alternatives. They merely require a 
repetitiop. of previous actions. Other decisions are non-routine and re-
quire completion of the decision~making cycle each time. 
DavidW, Miller and Martin K. St;:arr examined the structure of 
decision problems from an integrated approach compiled after reviewing 
all existing decision-making methods. Miller and Starr's (37) princi-
ples.in teaching dec:l.sion-making stated on page viii a~e: 
1. ijow to recognize the appropriate classification for a 
decision problem, and 
21 How to approach problems of each class in accord with 
the present theory. 
'l'hey consider decision-making as a basic part of all human activity. 
James G. March and Herbert A. Simon (34) on page 169 discuss de-
cision theory from the framework of rational human choice by stating: 
It has been the central th~me of this chapter that the 
basic features of organization structure and function are 
derived from the characteristics of human problem-solving 
processes and rational human choice. Because of the limits 
pf tu,\man ini;:eilective capacities in comparison with the com-
plexities of the problems that individuals and organizations 
face, rational behavior calls for simplified models that 
capture the main features of a problem without capturing all 
its complexities. 
Thl;l simplifications have a number of characteristic fea-
tures: (1) Opt:f..mizing is replaced by satisficing--the re-
. quirement th~t satisfactory levels of the crit,rion variables 
be attained. (2) Alternatives of action and consequences of 
action are discovered sequentially thr6ugh search processes. 
(3) Repertories of act:i,01;1 programs are developed by organi-
zations and individuals, and these serve as the alternatives 
of choice in recu:r;rent situations. _(4) Each action pro-
gram is capable pf being executed in semi-independence of 
the others--they are only loosely coupled together. 
Action is goal-oriented and adaptive. :Sut because pf 
its approximating and fragmented character~ only a few ele-
ments of the system are adaptive at any given one time; the 
remainder are, at least in the short nm, I givens. ' So, for 
example, an individual or organization may attend to im-
proving a particular program, or ta selecting an appropriate 
program from the existing repertory to meet a particular 
situation. 
Their principles are intended to help individuals and organizations 
make rational decisions based upon intelligently gathered and compiled 
information. 
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Harold F. Smiddy .indicates that he fears individuals will conclude 
that decision-,making is a computerized process after reviewing manage-
ment theories. like those prev:i.ously mentioned. In his article, Smiddy 
(49) on page 318 interprets the decision-making theories by stating: 
A precisely opposite philosophical apHroach is, of 
course, equally possi.ble, namely, to carry out research to 
prodµce organizing, managing, and information-system princi-
ples which, while employing the most advanced concepts of 
information technolosy, can be used to avoid centralized 
planning and decision-making, and can consequentlybe used 
to get the planning and deciding done directly at the work-
place to an ever-increasing degree. This will be all the 
more true as businesses and their functions become more and 
more complex. 
His opinion is that decisions made by individuals are becoming increas-
ingly important for workers at all levels. Smiddy does not feel that 
the majority of important business dec;i.sions are made by groups instead 
of individuals, Therefore, he advocates that each individual worker be 
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able to make rational decisions. 
Barry E. Collins and Harold Guetzcow (5) reported on pages 2~123 
iheir attempt to integrate the research efforts concerning individual 
and group decision-making into a usable set of principles. They re-
viewed the research available on the topic and developed working hy-
potheses from al~ theories on small group and individual l:,ehavior in 
decision-making that were supported by sound empirical evidence. Their 
purpose was to provide a guide for middle management to use in managing 
individuals and groups effectively for decision~making purposes and for 
determining the proper mix of individual and group characteristics for 
optimum use in decision-making. 
Much of the theory on decision-makip.g has been applied to simula-
tions or games as methods of better tE:!aching of decision-making. Paul 
S. Greenlaw, Lowell W. Herron, and Richard H. Rawdon (13) on page 56 
discuss a business simulation or game as: 
••• .!! sequential.decision-making exercise structured around 
.!! model .21 ..!!!. business operation,. in .which participants assume 
the role of managing .!b& simulated operation. Although the 
term 'game' in a technical sense implies competitive inter-
action ... a growing number of games provide for competi-
tion only in the sense that each team or participant attempts 
to op~rate as efficiently as possible in a similar or iden-
tical environment. 
They stated that during the past several years the traditional lecture 
and discussion methods of teaching management principles have been in-
creasingly supplemented by the case study approach, role playing, and 
many other problem-solving approaches, including decision simulation, in 
an effort to better prepare the student to adjust to decision-making in 
the business environment. 
Miller and Starr (37) on pages 127-134 and Joel M. Kibbee, Clifford 
J. Craft, and Burt Nanus (25) on pages 315-336 also discuss games. The 
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Carne~ie Tech Mi:magement Game and the AMA Top Management Decision Simu-
lation (28) as reported by ~urtz on pages 30-61 are widely used simu-
lations to provide decision-making experiences in a businesslike en-
vironment. 
Some business educators are studying management principles and at-
. tempting to reiate them to business education curricula, Evidence that 
business educators are considering management teaching devices such as 
those mentioned i;n this section is presented on pages 14-16 in Jerome I. 
Levanthal's (31) article listing methods of providing dec,::ision-making 
experiences in the business and distributive education classroom. He 
suggests experiences such as brainstorming, simulation, case problems, 
role playing, and conference and group leadership study. He states that 
decision-making must be taught and that in the business and distributive 
education classroom there is no room for rigid, textbook-oriented ap-
proaches to this subject. He advocates.innovative teaching methods for 
teaching decision-making. 
James R, Kurtz (28) on pages 15-60 analyzed the practicability and 
use of management games in business education as an aid to teaching 
about business and individual decisions more effectively. He concluded 
that some of the games could be used to teach decision-making more ef-
fectively, 
It appears from the literature that business educators are becoming 
more interested in the decision-making process and are exploring manage-
ment educators' approaches to teaching the topic. It also appears that 
much further research and material related to decision-making needs to 
be investigated as it is becoming necessary for employees and employers 
to make more decisions and more complex decisions than ever before. 
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Summary of Literature 
Because few studies have been done concerning the collegiate office 
administration curriculum, the literature reviewed indicates a need for 
integrated studies to gather specific information to be used in col-
legiate office administration curriculum implementation and revisian. 
The literature also indicates a growing need for curriculum revision in 
the collegiate office administrative area. The literature further indi-
cates that management surveys have usually contained generalities and 
have ;(;ailed t<;> obtain information from the immediate superior of the 
office worker. The immediate superior is the person who is most famil-
iar with the duties and attitudes needed for successful job performance. 
A few studies have tried an integrated approach using combination sur-
veys of business educators, management, leaders, and workers, 
The literature further indicates a growing recognition of the need 
for decision-making experiences for the future office worker. The 
qualities and extent of decision-making duties on the job must be ana-
lyzed and :i,.ncorporated into curriculum plans. 
The literature indicates the various differences of opinions among 
workers, management, educators, and business leaders concerning the of-
fice worker and his duties and competencies. The need for an analysis 
of these differences of opinions for the purpose of improving the cur-
riculum is evident, 
In addition, the literature seems to indicate that many of the 
existing management theories and teaching methods concerning decision-
making instruction can be applied to instruction in business education 
decision-making. This change in teaching methodology could supplement 
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or take the place of complete curriculum revision if a separate course 
in decis:l,on-m~~ing cannot be offered for the office administration stu-
dent, 
From all the literature, it; seems apparent that: (1) Specific 
facts.should be gathered concerning the college-prepared office worker, 
her job dutie1;1 performed, and her competency level of performing offi.ce 
duties; (2) lnformation must be gathered :concerning the office worker's 
deci~iCl>n~making opportunittes, competency, and traits; (3) There is a 
growing awareness on the part of business educators that integrated and 
comprehensive informat;:ic;,n is needed for curriculum revision and for 
evaluating teaching_ methodology; (4) There is a growing interest on the 
part of business educators in teaching decision-making and in manage-
ment's approach to this type of instruction; and (5) There is an in-
creasing trend for the office worker to assume more job responsibilities 
and to ma:kemoredecisions, which means that personal traits and judg-
ment leading l;o effective decision-making must be included in the col-
legiate office administration curriculum. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Sample·Selection 
To gather the needed data for testing the hypotheses, survey re-
sponses were obtained from 400.office wqrkers and their 400 inunediate 
supervisc,rs. '.!:he office wo:1;kers were selected from the fqllowing 9 
different job title categories: (1) secretary, (2) stenographer, (3) 
typist, (4) file clerk, (5) receptionist, (6) bookkeeper, (7) mail 
clerk, (8) machine operator, and (9) data processing operator. The 9 
job·titles were selected qn the basis of a general survey of related 
literature which indicated that o;ff;ice work,ers were most frequently em-
ployed in jobs designated by these titles. 
Tl:l.e participating firms were selected from listings in Poor's 
Registe!.Q.t Corporations, Directors, and Executives (47) on pages 16.-
165 and supplemented, where necessary, from listings in the telephone 
books of selected cities. The 9 business and industrial classifications 
used for selecting the participating firms were: (1) real estate; (2) 
manufacturing; (3) banking; (4) retail; (5) government; (6) insurance; 
(7) legal; (8) medical; ap.d (9) schools, colleges and universities. 
The business and industrial categories except for schools, col-
leges, and universities and the legal and medical categories, were com-
parable with the ·standard industrial classification listed in Poor's 
....... 
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Register Q! Corporations, Directors, and Executives (47) on pages.16-
1~5. The ~irst 5 fh:ms in the 14.largest cities appearing in the reg-
ister were selected for the survey. Because 3 categories in the reg-
ister (legal; medical; anc;l schools, colleges, and universities) did not 
list at least 5 Urms for each city, the telephone directories of the 
needed cities were used to supplement these categories, The first 
listings in·these categories in the various telephone directories were 
used until a total of 5 businesses and industries in each category had 
been selected. 
The Occupational Outlook Handbook.1970-1971 (4l)on pages 271-290 
indicated that 9 business and industrial classifications of firms cur-
rently employed and showed a potential for employing the greatest num-
bers of office workers in the future. l'he sample was stratified by 
using the bt1siness and industrial classifications.in order to obtain 
responses from office workers and office managers in various types of 
fil'tl'IS. 
All participants were etllployed in the nation's 14 largest cities 
as ;reported in the Sta~istical Abstract of the l,Jnited States: .!.2.§.2. 
(52) pages 4-62. The cities used in t,:he study were: (1) 'New York, 
(Z) Chica.go, (3) Los Angeles, (4) Philadelphia, (5) Detroit, (6) Balti-
ll\Ote, (7) Houston, (8) Cleveland, (9) Washington, (10) St. Louis, (11) 
Milwaukee, (12) San Francisco, (13) Boston, and (14) Dallas. The na-
tion's 14 largest; cities we-re selected in an attempt to eliminate bias 
that would occur if the respondents were located in one concentrated 
geographic area. The 14 la:rge:st cities were also selected because the 
city si~e in~ured that the desired number of each category of respond-
ents q,uld event;t1ally be obtained. Because the number of respondents 
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from each city is nearly equal, either 28 or 29 per city, any bias :f;rom 
respondents concentrated in one particular geographical area should be 
eliminated • 
Only office workers with a two-year college education in an office 
admin,istration pragram were included in the sample, For each office 
worker included in the study, a response was received from her immedi-
ate supervisor, 
A total <;>f 630 firms were initially contacted, and the first 400 
responses from office workers and their office managers falling into the 
proper categories were included in the final sample. Follow-ups were 
made, ap.d 100 additional firms were contacted until the desired 400 had 
responded. 
Although this sampling technique was not random, it was felt that 
it was appropriate and necessary for this study. Preliminary study 
showed that it was impQssible to obtain lists of office employees with 
two years qf college e:>i;peJ;"ience in office administration stratified by 
the proper job titles and business and industrial classifications. Such 
a list was necessary for random sampling. The National Secretaries' 
Association offered to randomly sample member secretaries, but this 
technique would n~t have included the yariQ1,1s job categories of office 
workers previously discussed •. Becaµse information from office workers 
with·9 different job titles and employed by firms.in 9 different busi-
ness and industrial classifications would give a good cross section of 
workers' responses to be used in this study, it was decided to proceed 
without a random sample in order to gather the needed data. This lack 
Qf random sample technique may point out the need for better means of 
campiling lists of office workers classified in various ways that would 
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enable business educators and other interested persons to do better re-
search in the office worker area. 
Table I shows the distribution by business and industry classifi-
cations of office workers and their office managers among the various 
job categories, The questionnaires used for the office workers and 
their office managers had one of these 9 categories checked by the re-
searcher bef.ore the questionnaire was mailed. The office worker's job 
title had to be similar to the job title checked in order for him to be 
eligible for participation. An attempt was made to keep the number of 
" respondents in each category approximately equal in order to eliminate 
any bias that could occur if any one group were more heavily represented 
in the· final analysis than other groups, Between 43 and 45 office 
workers and their respective office·managers in e1:1ch job classification 
responded to the questionnaire. 
Table II shows the total distribution of respondents by job title 
categories for each of the 14 cities included in the sampie. Table III 
shows the total distribution of respondents by industry category and 
city. As described by Tables I, II, and III, the respondents from each 
of the 9 industry categories, 9 job categories, and 14 city categories 
were evenly distributed in order to eliminate any bias that could occur 
if the mi;!jor:i,ty of workers and managers were employed in any one clas-
sification of industry, job category, or cit~. 
Mailing Procedure 
The mailing procedure was developed after consultation with office 
workers, office managers, bus:i,ness educators and doctoral committee 
members. A trial mailing was made to selected personnel directors to 
TABLE I 
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION OF OFFICE WORKER AND OFFICE MANAGER RESPONDENTS 
-: BY '_INDUSTRY CATEGORY A1lD . JOB -CATEGORY 
'* Job Cate2orv 
Business or Industry Category l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1. Real Estate -5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
2. Manufacturing 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 
3. Banking 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
4. Retail 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 
5. Government 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6. Insurance 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
' 
7. Legal 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 
8. Medical' 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
9. Schools, colleges, and --
universities 5 5 5 . 5 5 5 5 5 
' 














* Job Category--1. Secretarial 2. Stenographic 3. Typist 4. File Clerk 5. 
Data Processing Operator 
Receptionist 















Job Title NY CHI,C 
Secretary 3 3 
Steno. 3 3 
Typist 3 3 
File Clerk ,3 3 
Recept. 3 3 
Bkkr. 3 4 
Mail Clerk 3 4 
Machine Op. 4 3 
D.P. Op. 4 3 
Total ~9 29 
TABLE II 
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION OF OFFICE WORKER AND OFFICE MANAGER 




LA PHIL DET BALT ROUS CLEVE WASH ST LOU MIL 
3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 
3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
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3 ·4 3 3 3 ·4 3 3- 3' 
4 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 
.. 
4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 
3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 
3: 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 















































Schools, etc •. 4 
Total ~9 
-TABLE III 
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION OF OFFICE WORKER AND OFFICE MANAGER RESPONDENTS 
BY CITY AND INDUSTRY CATEGORIES 
City 
CHIC ¥ PHIL DET ·. BALT HOUS CLEVE WASH STLOU MIL 
3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 
3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 
3 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 
3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 
4 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 
4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 
3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 




































insure that the selected procedure would result in a response from the 
proper office worker and her office manager. 
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A cover letter (see Appendix A) was sent to the personnel directors 
of the selected firms (see Appendix B) explaining the purpose of the 
survey and asking them to select the particular office workers and their 
office managers who qualified for the survey. In the same mailing, the 
personnel director received two more cover letters addressed to the of-
fice worker and her office manager, questionnaires for the office worker 
and her office manager, and two stamped return envelopes. The personnel 
director's cover letter specifically outlined the educational require-
ment and job title of the office worker. The letter also stipulated 
that the office manager was to be the immediate superior of the office 
worker. An additional page including the Dictionary of Occupations (9) 
definition (see Appendix A) for each job title taken from pages 4-25 
was attached to the letter in an attempt to make certain that the re-
spondents had positions comparable with the title prechecked on the 
questionnaire. By specifying the exact job definitions and the two-
year college education in office administration areas, the personnel 
directors could select the appropriate participants within their firms. 
One hundred seventy-seven usable responses to the initial question-
naire mailing were received by December 12, 1970. The 473 personnel 
directors of t:he office workers and office managers not responding to 
the initial mailing by December 11, 1970, were again contacted with a 
follow-up letter of December 12, 1970. The initial mailing had been 
coded so that follow-up of nonrespondents could be done easily. By 
December 24, 1970, 332 of the initial 630 had responded. Nonrespondents 
at th~s time were assumed to be nonparticipants. One hundred additional 
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businesses and industrial firms were contacted using the needed strati-
fication of workers by job category, ci,ty, arid business and industrial 
classification. Sixty-eight usable responses were received by January 
·8, 1971, thus completing the needed returns from 400 office workers 
and their office-managers. 
~y using this procedure, it was possible to keep the industry 
stratification proportionate, the job classifications proportionate, 
the city stratification proportionate, and to complete the sampling 
within a six·week period. Also, this procedure provided a comprehensive 
sample representtng a cross-section of firms and office workers from 
the nation's fourteen largest cities. 
Questlonnaire 
A survey of literature indicated that there was no standard ques-
tionnaire suitable for gathering the information desired for the study. 
After consulting business education faculty members and committee mem-
bers at Oklahoma State University, a questionnaire (see Appendix C) was 
designed. After consultations with office workers, office managers, 
business educators, and doctoral committee members, the questionnaire 
was revised. The questionnaire consists of: 
1. Section !· A general information section to identify the 
office worker respondent by job category, educational 
experience, and years of work experience; the office man-
ager respondent was identified by job title and type of 
worker supervised. 
2. Section II. Information concerning the duties and com-
petencie;-'involved in the office work and the machine 
·operation duties and competencies involved in the office 
work. 
3. Section III. Information concerning the frequency and 
desirability of decision-making opportunities and com-
petency of the office workers, the importance of certain 
decision-making traits and the degree with which the 
decisi<:m-making trait is exhibited and possessed by the 
office worker. 
4. Section IV. Information concerning present and future 
trends for the office worker. 
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!he q~estionnaire was developed from a review of literature and was 
designed to gather specific information related to the purpose of thE! 
study and adaptable to a statistical analysis. 
Section I on general information was designed to identify the job 
title, educational experience, and work experience of the worker re-
spending and being rated by her office manager. The information con-
tained in this section of the office worker's form included: (1) edu-
cational experience beyond high school, (2) number of previous .jobs with 
other firms, (3) number of months and years with the present firm, (4) 
total years' office experience, and (5) a listing of the nine job titles 
with one job title checked by the researcher before the questionnaire 
was mailed. For example, if the worker receiving a questionnaire with 
a check beside secretary did not have the job title of secretary, she 
was instructed to return the questionnaire to her personnel director. 
The checking of the job cateiory on the office manager's form also en-
abled the office manager to ascertain that he was reporting on the 
worker in the proper job category, The office manager respondent was 
identified by job title and title of office worker to be evaluated in 
this section. The responses were from the proper personnel if the per-
sonnel director selected the proper office worker and her office man-
ager and if each respond~nt ascertained that she was properly qualified. 
The duties. listed in Section II, Parts A and B, of the question-
naire were developed after surveying current literature. The duties 
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were: (1) dictation, (2) transcription, (3) typing, (4) filing, (5) 
pookkeeping, (6) composing, (7) processing mail, (8) telephoning, (9) 
receptionist, (10) administrative (planning, consulting, and advising), 
and (11) information processing (organizing, condensing, and categoriz-
ing data). l'his list was compiled after reviewing literature, specifi-
cally writings by Agpew, Meehan, and Oliverio (1) on pagesl-12, Tonne 
and Nanassy (54) on pages 282-316, and Place and Hicks (44) on pages 9-
12. 
Section II, Parts C and D, on machine operation duties and compe-
tencies (items 1-11) include the following machines: (1) electric type-
writer, (2) manual typewriter, (3) dictating equipment, (4) rotary cal-
culator, (5) printing calculator, (6) electronic calculator, (7) check 
writer, (8) reproducing equipment (photocopy, duplicating, and offset), 
(9) mail meter, (10) bookkeeping machine, and (11) adding machine, This 
listing of machines was used in a unpublished Master's independent study 
paper (38) reported on pages 15-44. The listing resulted from consulta-
tion with business educators and business education faculty members at 
Michigan State University. 
Section II, Parts C and D, on data processing equipment operated 
(items 12- 23) included: (12) keypunch, (13) verifier, (14) collator, 
(15) reproducer, (16) accounting machine, (17) card sorter, (18) inter-
preter, (19) data converting equipment, (20) paper-tape equipment, (21) 
computer console, (22) random access devices, and (23) summary punch. 
This listing was derived from a doctoral study by Elva Hallstrom (16) 
which listed on pages 41-92 the most frequently used machines involved 
in data processing instruction in twenty-one counties in Illinois. The 
list was also substantiated by a U, S. Office of Education publication 
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(6) on pages,10-.21 on data processing, 
The definitions for decision-making.included in Section III were 
quoted directly from Weber and Peters (55) on pages 5 and 31. The defi-
nitions were: 
Decision. A decision is the alternative chosen over other 
alternatives. Alternatives may be actions, opinions, judg-
ments, and/or beliefs. · 
Decision-Making. Decision ... making is defining the problem, 
developing alternatives, and selecting the alternative. 
Miller and Starr (37) on pages 1-30 also contained similar defi-
nitions. A general survey of management literature and business educa-
tion literature concerning decision-making and cited in Chapter II sub-
stantiated these definitions. 
Section III, Parts A an9 B, was designed for decision-making in-
formation related to this study. Part A contained the following ques-
tions: (1) How much opportunity does the office worker have for indi-
vidual decision-making on the job? (2) How much opportunity for indi-
vidual decision-making on the job is desirable for the office worker? 
Part Basked: (1) How much competence does the office worker display 
in making decisions on the job? 
Section III, Part C, of the questionnaire requires the office 
worker and o;ffice manager to describe the importance of specific 
decision-making traits for the office worker's job success. The traits 
were: (1) judgment; (2) initiative; (3) responsibility; (4) curiosity; 
(5) dependability; (6) self-confidence; (7) critical, rational, and 
logical thinking; (8) intuition; (9) anticipatJon of business needs; 
(10) adaptability; (11) ability to form valid conclusions; (12) objec-
tivity; and (13) ability to communicate ideas and conclusions in verbal 
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and written forms. Section III, Part D, of the questionnaire requires 
the office worker and office manager to describe the degree with which 
the decision-making traits are possessed and exhibited by the office 
worker. Many of the traits resulted from the findings of Weber (56) 
.cited on pages 6-11 of his article concerning office workers', execu-
tives', and vocational office education teachers'.opinions of the most 
important traits for office workers. Additional traits resulting from 
discussions with office workers, office managers, and business teachers, 
as well as traits resulting from a review of business education litera-
ture listed in the bibliography were·included on the questionnaire. 
Section IV concerns present and future trends for office workers. 
The following five statements were contained in this section: (1) 
Presently and in the future, personal traits are becoming more impor-
tant for success in office work than they have previously been. (2) 
In the future, office workers will assume more independence and auton-
omy. (3) In the future, more general knowledge will be needed for 
office workers than has been previously needed. (4) In the future, 
higher skill specialization will be needed for office employment than 
previously was needed. (5) In the future, decision-making ability 
will 1:>e as important as actual job skills possessed by office workers. 
Business edµcation and management literature reviewed and included in 
the bibliography mentioned these trends. Business educators, office 
workers, and office managers also supported these items, 
A final revision was made on the questionnaire after it was exam-
ined by office workers, office managers, business educators and doctoral 
committee members. The materials were sent to 30 personnel managers in 
the Lansing, Michigan, area with whom the researcher had previously 
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worked, The directors were asked to comment and make suggestions about 
the instr1Jtnents and the survey procedures. The personne 1 di rec tors had 
their office workers and office managers fill out the forms and also 
make comments. The job classifications and industry classifications 
were comparable to those used in the final study. The forms were re-
turned to the researcher and the results analyzed~ After reviewing 
their comments related to the form and procedure used, business educa-
tors and committee members at Oklahoma State University were also asked 
for their comments. A revised questionnaire was made and submitted to 
the doctoral committee members at Oklahoma State University, The final 
questionnaire was a result of this entire process. 
Statistical Analysis 
With the exception of the general information section of the ques-
tionnaire, the data are quantifiable into ordinal categories; and the 
Mann-Whitney U Test for two independent samples, the office supervisors 
and the office workers, was used in analyzing the data. Sidney Siegel 
describes the applicability of the Mann-Whitney U Test. Siegel (48) on 
page 116 stated: 
When at least ordinal measurement has been achieved, the 
Mann-Whitney U Test may be used to test :whether two.independ-
ent groups have been drawn from the same population, This is 
one of the most powerful of the nonparametric tests, and it 
is a most useful alternative to the parametric l test when 
the researcher wishes to avoid the l test's assumptions, or 
when the measurement in the research is weaker than interval 
scaling. 
Because the information collected is not interval data and the 
assumptions related to interval data in a parametric test are not met, 
the U test is appropriate for the analysis of the two independent 
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samples. The test enables the researcher to identify significant dif-
ferences of opinions between the office managers and the office workers 
at the .05 significance level. An overall comparison of the differences 
of opinions on the entire questionnaire can be made, and an analysis can 
be performed on each item and on any combination of items or sections 
deemed important. The varioµs sections of the questionnaire are tested 
followed by individual testing of each item. Each item or statement on 
the questionnaire was answered by checking one category on a scale of 
five that could be used for statistical testing. 
Since each group included in the sample has more than 100 respond-
ents, the sample size is sufficient to reduce any sampling error to a 
minimum. 
Descriptive Analysis 
The data collected were classified and tabulated in a series of 
percentage tables as well as ~tatistically tested, The tables and de-
scriptive analyses of the data are included in the findings. The de-
scriptive analyses isolate differences of opinions between the office 
workers and office managers and point out specific factors that are im-
portant for office education, The findings have implications for actual 
curriculum and methodology revision in office education. For example, 
if the findings show which duties are necessary for the office worker 
to perform frequently and the comJ?etency levels with which the office 
workers perform the duties are not very high, the curriculum content 
can be altered to give more attention to developing a high competency 
level in performance of the important duties. If the competence level 
related to performing other specific duties is high but the frequency 
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of duty performance is low, the curriculum should not emphasize these 
skills too highly. If the competence level of performance on a certain 
machine is high·but the frequency of use is·low, perhaps the curriculum 
should not emphasize extensive training on this machine. Many other 




The 9 related nu11 hypatheses. and the 1 research null hypothesis 
. listed in Chapter l were statistically tested by the Mann-Whitney U 
from the data gathered. in the questionnaire survey of the 400 respondent 
office workers and their respective 400 office-managers. 
For interpreting the data regarding significance, the .OS signifi-
cance-level ii; used throughout the research. The .OS significance level 
requires a.! score (result .obtained by applying the Mann-Whitney U test 
usiQ.g the large-gr.oup· formula) of at least 1, 96. The obtained !. score 
is an indication of the number of standard deviations from ·the mean on 
a bel!-shaped curve, and the dgnificance level is an indication of the 
probability of the!. score occurring only by chance. The .OS signifi-
ca.nce·level means.that the results could occur by chance not more than 
5 percent pf the time, In other words, the difference of opinians is 
actually significant at least 95 percent of the time if the z score is 
1.96 or higher~ 
. A !. score was computed for each null hypothesis. The ebtained !. 
was compared with the required.! of 1.96 at the .OS significance level. 
If the obtained!. was equal to or greater than the 1.96, the probability 
o:I: the obtai.ned results occurring by chance was equal to or less .than 
.OS; and the null hypothesh can be rejected~ Since the related null 
hypotheses .. and null research hypothesis were stated in the null form 
/,0 
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which assumes no existing difference of opinions between the two groups, 
a significant result ~ of 1,96 or greater) is evidence that a differ-
ence of opinions does exist between the two groups. In this case, a 
visual examination of the tabled frequency data and an examination and 
discussion of the tabled percentage data along with the z scores for 
each item in the questionnaire section isolates the items related to 
the opinion differences. 
Conversely, if the obtained~ is less than the required~ of 1.96, 
the probability of the actual results occurring by chance is greater 
than .05. In this case, the null hypothesis is accepted; and evidence 
exists.that there·is no significant difference of opinions between the 
two groups, It is also possible for the null hypothesis to have an 
overall ~ score of less than 1. 96, an insignificant difference of opin-
ions, while some of the individual items in the questionnaire section 
have ~ scores of more than 1. 96, significant differences of opinions. 
The percentages and~ scores for each item resulting in a significant 
score will be discussed fully. The individual item analyses are per-
formed to isolate differences of opinions on individual items that 
might not be disclosed by testing the null hypothesis only. 
The data are reported in each of the following sections by fre-
quency and percentage tables. The discussion is limited to the data 
reported in the percentage tables, and interested readers may observe 
the frequency data by scanning the frequency tables. The data are also 
reported in tables showing~ scores for each individual item and are 
further discussed. 
Although some results may be statistically insignificant, some 
insignificant findings can be important to this research because 
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similarities of opinions.indicate items or null hypotheses .that should 
<;>r should l).Ot receive continued emphasis in the preparation of office 
workers. For example, if there is no significant difference concerning 
overall trends for office workers but both groups report that skill 
specialization will peco~e less important than it presently is for of-
fice wor~ers while·general knowledge wili become more important, the 
implication of this statement should be examined. It would,_ therefore, 
seem logical that a more diversified program of office worker prepara-
tion providing broad general knowledge would be needed in the future. 
For this reason, it is important to report and analyze insignificant 
differences-of opinions. 
Null Hypotheses ;Findings of Significant Differences 
For a significant difference to exist at the .05 significance 
. level, the obtained~ score must be 1.96 or greater. The null hypothe-
ses with a z score of 1,96 or greater, or those recording significant ..... 
difterences of opinions, are reported in this section. 
Competence_of Office Workers'· Specific Duty Performance 
Hypothesis 2. 'There is .no significant di:j:ference of opin-
ions between office workers and their office managers with 
respect to the degree of competence with which office workers 
perform specific duties involved in office work. 
The office workers and office managers were asked to respond to 
.the items concerning general office duty performance by the office 
worker by checking one response, on a scale of one to five,,indicating 
the degree of competence with which the office worker performed the 
duties. The responses were classified as: (1) competence not required 
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on the job, (2) c1:>mpetence needs improvement to satisfy me, (3) average 
competence, (4) satisfactory competence, and (5) excellent competence. 
The detailed responses of the office workers and office managers 
are reported in Table J:V. To aid in interpreting Table IV and all sub-
sequent frefluency tables, only the first line of Table IV will be ex-
plained asit should l:>e read. Frequency.o:f; responses regarding the 
office workers' level of competence in performing specific dictation 
.duties can be reported as follows: · 135 of the 400 office workers and 
88 of the 400 office managers responded that the office·worker performed 
dictation duties with excellent c;:ompetence;,102 of the 400 office work-
ers and 47 of the 400,office managers responded that the office worker 
performed dictation duties with satisfactory competence; 53 of the 400 
office workers and 60 of the 400office managers responded that the of-
fice worker performed dictation duties with average competence; 43 of 
the 400 office workers and 150 of the 400 office managers.reported that 
office workers needed to improve their competence in performing .dicta-
tion duties; and 67 of the 400 office workers and 55 of the 400 office 
managers.reported that dictation was net an on-the-job requirement for 
the office workers. The total number of responses for each group was 
400 and the aggregate total of responses was 800. 
The obtained .! score of 2.03 reported in Table V, leads to the re-
jection of Null Hypothesis 2. Consequently,.a significant difference of 
opinions exists between office workers and office·managers regarding 
the affice workers' competence in performing specific office duties. 
The.! scores for the individual items are included in Table V. 
Significant differences of opinions existed between the two groups on 
the office workers' cpmpetence in perfe>rmi,ng all duties except 
TABLE IV 
FREQUENCY DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING THE 
COMPETENCE WITH WHICH THE OFFICE WORKERS PERFORM SPECIFIC OFFICE DUTIES 
5--Excellent Competence 4--Satisfactory Competence 3--Average Competence 2--Needs Improvement 
1--Not Requlred 
Comoetence Category bv No. of Res onses 
5 
Duty o.w. ~ O.M.*~ o;w. 
Dictation 135 88 102 
Transcription 130 71 101 i 
Typing 128 31 99 
Filing 160 134 131 
Bookkeeping 42 38 152 
Composing 45 30 84 
Processing mail 70 62 103 
Telephoning 175 154 125 
Receptionist 64 69 101 
Administrative (planning, 
consulting, advising) 63 21 159 
Information processing 
(organizing, condensing, 
and categorizing data) 75 30 120 
-
Total Response 1087 728 1277 
---· 
*O.W. stands for Office Workers' Response 
















o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. 
53 60 43 150 67 
62 53 38 152 69 
95 108 30 157 48 
53 98 41 46 15 
16 101 96 128 94 
114 132 79' 121 78 
80 106 82 44 65 
51 77 36 20 13 
148 162 37 30 · 50 
55 90 72 208 51 
88 86 80 212 37 
-
815 1073 634 1268 587 
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telephoning~ of .87) and receptionist~ of .64) duties. Significant 
z scores are: dictation,~ of 5.45; transcription,~ of 6.77; typing, 
z of 9.57; filing,~ of 3.01; bookkeeping,~ of 4.21; composing, z of 
3.80; processing mail,~ of 4.51; aqministrative, ~ of 7.45; and infor-
mation processing,~ of 7.80. 
A comparison of the percentage responses of both groups regarding 
the office workers' degree of competence in performing specific office 
duties is reported in Table VI, An examination of this table should 
help explain exact responses resulting in a significant difference of 
opinions in the two groups' responses. To assist in reading Table VI 
and all subsequent percentage tables, the first line, "Dictation," is 
explained as it should be read. Of the total responses from office 
workers and off:i,ce managers regarding the dictation competence of office 
workers: 34 percent of the office workers and 23 percent of the office 
managers indicated excellent competence; 26 percent of the office work-
ers and 11 percent of the office managers indicated satisfactory compe-
tence; 13 percent of the office workers and 15 percent of the office 
managers indicated average competence; 11 percent of the office workers 
and 37 percent of the office managers indicated competence needs im-
provement; and 16 percent of the office workers and 14 percent of the 
office managers indicate that dictation competence is not required. 
Each group's percentage response totals 100 percent, 
Percentage responses in Table VI indicated that lL percent o~ the 
office workers, compared with·37 percent of the office managers, ex-
pressed a desire for the office worker to improve competence in d:i,cta-
tion. Sixty percent of the office workers compared to only 34 percent 
of the office managers indicated at least satisfactory competence in 
TABLE VI 
PERCENTAGE DATA OF OFFICE WORKERSt AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING 
THE COMPETENCE WITH WHICH THE OFFICE WORKERS PERFORM SPECIFIC DUTIES 
5--Excellent Competence 4--Satisfactory Competence 3--Average Competence 
2--Needs Improvement 1--Not Required 
= ,-,,cv ~"'teo-nrv bv % of Resnonses 
Duty 5 -4 
O.W.* . O.M. ** o. w. 
Dictation 34 23 . 26 
Transcription 32 18 25 
Typing 32 8 25 
Filing 40 34 33 
Bookkeeping 11 10 38 
Composing 11 9 21 
Processing mail. 18 16 26 
Telephoning 44 39 31 
Receptionist 16 17 25 
Administrative 
(planning, consul-
ting, advising) 15 5 40 
Information processing 
(organizing, condens-
ing, and categorizing 
data) 19 8 30 
* O.W. stands for Office Worker's response 
** O.M. stands for Office Manager's response 
3 2 
O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. 
11 13 15 11 37 
13 17 13 9 38 
17 24 27 7 39 
26 13 24 10 11 
8 4 25 24 32 
8 29 33 20 30 
42 20 26 20 11 
35 13 19 9 5 
24 37 41 9 a 
16 14 23 18 52 
13 22 21 20 53 
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dictation (categories 5 and 4). It appears that few office workers 
feel the need for improvement in dictation skill while about one-third 
of the office managers indicate that their office workers need improve-
ment in this area. Further, only about one-third of the office managers 
consider their office worker's skill to be at least satisfactory while 
almost two-thirds of the office workers think their skill in dictation 
is at least satisfactory. 
Nine percent of the office workers, compared with 38 percent of 
the office m~nagers, indicated that the transcription competence of the 
office worker needed improvement. Fifty-seven percent of the office 
workers, compared to only 31 percent of the office managers, indicated 
at least satisfactory competence in the office workers' performance of 
transcription duties. It appears that few office workers feel the need 
for improvement in transcription skill while over one-third of the of-
fice managers indicate that their office workers need improvement in 
this area. Further, oniy about one-third of the office managers con-
sider their office worker's skill at least satisfactory while almost 
two-thirds of the office workers think their skill in transcription is 
at least satisfactory. 
Seven percent of the office workers, compared with 39 percent of 
the office managers, indicated that the office workers' typing needed 
improvement; while 57 percent of office workers, compared with 25 per-
cent of the office manage:r;:-s, indicated that the office workers' typing 
competence was satisfactory or excellent. About one-fourth of each 
group responded with the average competence category. It appears that 
over half of the office workers, compared to about one-fourth of the 
office managers, consider typing skill to be at least satisfactory. 
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Almost two-fifths of the office managers, compared to less than one-
tenth of the office workers, responded with the needs improvement cate-
gory. Again, few office workers· feel the need for improvement; but of-
fice managers seem to feel that there is a need for improvement in typ-
ing skill. 
Combining the excellent and satisfactory categories, 73 percent of 
the office workers, compared to 60 percent of the office managers, indi-
cated that the office workers' filing competence was at least satis-
factory. Only 13 percent of the office workers, compared to 24 percent 
of the office managers, indicated average competence. It appears that 
few respondents consider the need for improvement with only about one-
tenth of each group :responding with the needs improvement category. 
Filing appears to be a job requirement of many workers as few respond-
ents indicated the not required category. Over four-fifths of both 
groups indicated at least average competence. However, almost three-
fourths of the office workers responded with at least satisfactory com-
petence while less than two-thirds of the office managers responded 
with at least satisfactory. 
Concerning bookkeeping competence, 49 percent of the office work-
ers, compared to only 18 percent of the office managers, reported that 
the office workers' competence was satisfactory or better; while only 
4 percent of the office workers, compared to 25 percent of the office 
managers, reported the office workers' bookkeeping competence was aver-
age. However, 24 percent of the office workers and 32 percent of the 
office managers responded with the needs improvement category. About 
one-fourth of each group consider bookkeeping as not required. However, 
almost one-fourth of the office workers and one-third of the office 
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managers indicate that bookkeeping skil~s need improvement. It appears 
that office workers consider their bookkeeping skills to be more satis-
factory than do the office managers, but some members of both groups 
appear to consider some need for improvement. Over half the office 
workers, compared to about two-fifths of the office managers, consider 
bookkeeping skills to be at least average. 
Thirty-two percent of the office workers, compared to only 17 per-
cent of the office ~anagers, reported that the office workers' composi-
tion competence was satisfactory or excellent. Twenty percent of the 
office workers, com~ared to 30 p~rcent of the office managers, indicated 
that the office workers' composition competence needed improvement. It 
appears that office workers' composing skill may need improvement since 
about one-fourth of the office workers and about one-third of the office 
managers responded in the needs improvement category. Further, about 
one-third of the office workers and less than one-fifth of the office 
managers indicated that the office workers' composing skill was at least 
satisfactory. 
Forty-four percent of the office workers, compared to 58 percent 
of the office managers, indicated that the office workers' competence in 
processing.mail was at least satisfactory. However, 20 percent of the 
office workers, compared to only 11 percent of the office managers, re-
sponded with the needs improvement category. However, over three-fifths 
of the office work~rs and over four-fifths of the office managers re-
sponded with at least average. It appears that the office workers are 
satisfactorily performing mail processing duties. 
Fifty-five percent of the office workers, compared to only 21 per-
cent of the office managers, indicated that the office workers' 
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competence in administrative areas was satisfactory or better, Eighteen 
percent of the office workers, compared to 52 percent of the office man-
agers,' responded with needs improvement. It appears that the office 
workers' administrative skills could be improved since over one-half of 
the office managers responded with the needs improvement category .. Fur-
ther, almost three-fourths of the office workers, compared with less 
than one-half of the office managers responded that administrative 
skills were at least average. 
Forty-nine percent of the office workers, compared to only 21 per-
cent of the office managers, indicated that the office workers' compe-
tence in information processing was at least satisfactory. Only 20 per-
cent of the office workers, compared to 53 percent of the office managers, 
indicated a need for improvement. It appears that the office workers' 
skill in performing information processing duties needs improvement as 
indicated by over one-half the office managers' responses. Further, 
almost three-fourths of the office workers, but only two-fifths of the 
office managers, responded with at least average. 
The percentage differences in the two groups' responses regarding 
the office workers' competence in telephoning and receptionist duties 
(resulting in insignificant z scores) were more uniform than for the 
items on which a significant~ score was obtained. Seventy-five per-
cent of the office workers and 74 percent of the office managers re-
sponded that the office worker performed telephoning duties with excel-
lent competence or satisfactory competence. Forty-one percent of each 
of the two groups indicated at least a satisfactory competence level 
concerning the office workers' performance of receptionist duties, 
Thirty-seven percent of the office workers and 41 percent of the office 
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managers indicated the average competence category. 
The findings of this section indicate that the office workers al-
most ·consistently indicated more favorable competence levels regarding 
the office workers' performance bf specific office duties than did the 
office managers with the exception.of processing mail. Regarding the 
office workers' competence in dictation, transcription, typing, book-
keeping, composing, processing mail, administrative, and information 
processing, from 30 percent to 53 percent of the office managers, com-
pared to 7 percent to 24 percent of the office workers, indicated com-
petence needs improvement. The percentage of office managers indicating 
a need for improved competence appears substantial enough to warrant 
the attention of the business ed'ucator in curriculum development and re-
vision. Tonne and Nanassy's assumption (54) on pages 450-481 cited in 
the review of literature that skill areas are adequately handled by 
existing business education programs may need re-examining. 
It appears that the majority of office workers are satisfactorily 
performing telephoning and receptionist duties. 
It is interesting to note that the office workers' tendency to 
indicate a more favorable compet~ncy level in relation to their per-
formance is repeated in null hypotheses 4, 6, and 8, 
Freguency and Desirability of Office Workers' Opportunities for 
Decision-Making 
Hypothesis 5, There is no significant difference of op1n1ons 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the frequency and desirability of individual decision-
making opportunities by office workers. 
The office workers were asked to respond to two questions concern-
ing the opportunities for the office worker to·make on~the-job 
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decisions: (1) How much opportunity do you have for individual 
decision-making on the job? (2) How much opportunity would you like 
for decision-making opportunities on the job? The office managers were 
asked to respond to the following questions: (1) How do you describe 
opportunities for your office worker's decision-making on the job? (2) 
How much opportunity would you like for your office worker to have for 
making on-the-job decisions? 
The frequency of decision-.making opportunities was described as: 
(1) never, (2) rarely, (3) average of one or two times every month, 
(4) average two or three times a week, and (5) daily. 
Table VII shows the frequency responses for office worker and of-
fice manager. 
Because the obtained~ score on Table VIII was 2.08, the overall 
null hypothesis of no difference of opinions between groups regarding 
the frequency and desirability of office workers' decision-making oppor-
tunities is rejected. 
The individual~ scores for the two questions are also included in 
Table VIII. A significant~ score of 8,04 was obtained regarding the 
frequency of the office workers' decision-making opportunities. How-
ever, the~ score of ,10 resulting from asking the office worker how 
much decision-making opportunity the office worker desired and from 
asking the office managers how much decision-making opportunities they 
desired for the office workers indicated no significant difference of 
opinions between the two groups. 
A comparison of the percentage responses of both groups regarding 
the office workers' decision-making opportunities are reported in Table 
IX. An examination of the percentage data shows marked differences in 
TABLE VII 
FREQUENCY DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING THE 
FREQUENCY AND DESIRABILITY OF THE WORKERS' DECISION-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES 
5--Daily 4--Average of two or three 
times a week 
3--Average of one or two 
times every month 
2--Rarely 1--Never 
Freauencv Cate~orv bv No. of Resoonses 
5 4 3 2 
* ** Question: o.w. O.M. 
*** How much opportunity do you 
h've for individual decision-
making on the job? (on office 122 78 
workers' questionnaire) 
**** How much opportunity would 
you like for decision-making_ 
opportunities on the job? 142 207 
(on office workers' question-
naire) 
Total Responses 264 285 
* O.W. stands for Office Worker's response 
** O.M. stands for Office Manager's response 
*** How do you describe opportunities for your 
**** 
office worker's decision-making on the job? 
(on office manager's questionnaire) 
How much opportunity would you like for 
your office worker to have for making on-
the-job decisions? (on office manager's 
questionnaire) 
o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. 
227 152 33 88 13 82 
220 56 10 75 21 42 
447 208 43 163 34 124 
1 Each Group 
o.w. O.M. Total Total 
5 0 400 800 
7 20 400 800 
12 20 800 1600 
°' ~
TABLE VIII 
RESULTS OF MANN-WHITNEY U TEST REGARDING THE OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' 
OPINIONS OF THE FREQUENCY AND DESIRABILITY OF THE OFFICE 
WORKERS' DECISION-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES 
Overall Null Hypothesis 
Question 
*How much opportunity do you. 
have for individual decision-
making on the job? (on office 
worker's questionnaire) 
**How much opportunity would 
you like for decision-making 
opportunities on the job? (on 
office worker's que'stionna!re) 
*How do you describe opportunities 
for your office worker's decision-
making on the job? (on office 
manager's questionnaire) 
**How much opportunity would you 
like for your office worker to 
have for making on-the-job 
decisions? (on office manager's 
questionnaire) 
... 







PERCENTAGE DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING 
THE FREQUENCY AND DESIRABILITY OF THE OFFICE WORKERS' 
DECISION-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES 
5-,-Daily 4--Average of two or three 
times a week 
3--Average of one or two 
times every month 
2--Rarely 
Freauencv Cate11:orv bv % of Resnonses 
'> 4 
Ouestion: O.W.* O.M. ** o.w. 
***How much opportunity 
do you have.for indi-
vidual decision-making 
on-the-job? (on office 
worker's questionnaire) 31 20 57 .. 
****How much opportunity 
would you.like for 
decision-making oppor-
tunities on the job? 
(on office worker's 
questionnaire) 36 52 55 
*O,W. stands for Office Worker's response 
**O.M. stands for Office Manager's response 
***How do you describe opportunities for your 
office worker's decision-making on the job? 
(on office manager's questionnaire) 
****How much opportunity would you like for 
your office worker to have for making on-
the-job decisions? (on office manager's 
questionnaire) 
3 2 1 
O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w·. O.M. 
38 8 22 3 20 1 0 
14 3 19 5 10 1 5 
1-Bev~r 







the two groups' responses to the two questions. These differences of 
office workers' and office managers' responses should help explain the 
exact responses leading to the significant~ scores. Eighty-eight per-
cent of the office workers, contrasted to 58 percent of the office man-
agers, reported that the office worker had daily decision-making oppor-
,, 
tunities or decision-making opportunities on an average of two or three 
times a week. Only 8 percent of the office workers, compared with 22 
percent of the office managers, reported decision-making on an average 
of one or two times every month, Only 3 percent of the office workers, 
contrasted to 20 percent of the office managers, reported office worker 
decision-making opportunities as rare, Most office workers feel they 
make decisions at least two or three times a week while little more than 
half the office managers feel the cffice workers make decisions this 
often. It appears that office managers feel that office workers make 
considerably fewer decisions than the office workers feel they make. 
Concerning the office workers' and office managers' desired fre-
quency of decision-making opportunities for the office worker, an in-
significant~ score was reported. However, the percentages are reported 
because of possible implications for curriculum development and revi-
sion. Ninety-one percent of the office workers, compared to 66 percent 
of the office managers, indicated a desire for daily decision-making or 
a desire for decision-making averaging two or three times a week. Only 
3 percent of the office workers, compared to 19 percent of the office 
managers, expressed a desire for decision-making on an average of one 
or two times every month. Almost every month all the office managers 
and two-thirds of the office workers reported a desire for decision-
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making at least two or three times a month. It appears that both groups 
desire frequent decision-making by the office worker. 
The findings of this section.indicate that frequent decision-
·making Opportunities exist for over half of the office workers. Also, 
a m~jority of the office workers and office managers expressed the de-
sire for the office worker to have frequent decision-making opportuni-
ties. It is interesting to note that the office workers indicated more 
frequent decision-making opportunities than did the office managers 
(88 percent office workers' contrasted with 58 percent office managers' 
responses in the top two frequency categories). Also, a higher per-
centage of office workers' responses than office managers' responses 
(91 percent office workers' contrasted to 66 percent office managers' 
responses) indicated a desire for more frequent decision-making oppor-
tunities. Possibly, office managers may not feel that their office 
workers are capable of making acceptable decisions or are reluctant to 
admit that office workers do make decisions. Two of the many possible 
reasons for this difference in response percentages are: (1) Office 
managers consider office workers lacking in decision-making ability, or 
(2) Office managers underestimate the capabilities and responsibilities 
of office workers in this area. Whatever the reason for the discrep-
ancy, it does appear that the office managers would provide more 
decision-making opportunities if they were convinced that the office 
workers could make acceptable decisions. Further research to determine 
why office workers are not making as many decisions as desired is war-
ranted. 
• 
Competency Displayed by Office Workers.in Making On-The-Job Decisions 
Hypothesis 6. There is no significapt difference of opinions 
between office workers and tpeir office managers with respect 
to the degree of competency with which office workers make 
decisions. 
The office workers and office managers were asked to describe the 
degree of competency with which the office workers made on-the-job de-
cisions. Degree of competence was categorized as: . (1) competence not 
required on the job, (2) competence needs improvement to satisfy me, 
(3) average competence, (4) sati"sfactory competence, and (5) excellent 
competence. 
Table X shows the frequency distribution of the responses for of-
fice worker and office manager. 
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Table XI snows the obtained~ score of 10.97 exceeded the required 
1.96 for testing the null hypothesis. Thus, the null hypothesis is re-
jected, and a significant difference of office workers' and office man-
agers' opinions related to the office workers' decision-making compe~ 
tence is asserted. 
The questionnaire section·included only the single question for 
office workers: "How much competence do you display in making decisions 
on the job?" The office managers were asked: "How competent is your 
office worker in making decisions on the job?" The significant~ score 
for the item analysis was also 10.97 as shown in Table XI. 
Table XII shows the percentage responses for both groups regarding 
the office workers' decision-making competence. An examination of this 
table should help further explain the exact responses resulting in a 
significant difference of opinions. Sixty-two percent of the office 
workers, compared with 25 percent of the office managers, reported the 
TABLE X 
• 
FREQUENCY DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS :R'.tGARDING 
THE OFFICE WORKERS' DECISION-MAKING COMPETENCE 
5--Excellent Competence 4--Satisfactory Competence ~Average Competence 
2--Needs Improvement 1--Competence not required 
-r.nm::iet mce \..ateeorv bv No. of Responses· . 
5 4 ·3 2 
Question: -o~w. * O~M. ** o~w. 
: 
*** How much competence 
do you display in mak-
ing decisions on your 
job? (on office 101 49 150. 
worker's questionnaire) 
Total Responses 101 49 150 
* O.W. stands for Office Worker's response 
** O.M. stands for Office Manager's response 
*** How competent is your office worker in 
making decisions on the job? (on office 
manager's questionnaire) 
O.-M.- o.-w. O.M. o.w.· ro:M. 
53- . 84. 88 62 206 

















RESULTS OF THE MANN-WHITNEY U TEST REGARDING THE OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' 
OPINIONS OF THE OFFICE WORKERS' DECISION-MAKING COMPETENCE 
Overall Null Hypothesis 
Question 
*How much competence do · y.ou 
display in making decisions 
on your job? (on office 
worker's questionnaire) 
*How competent is your office 
worker in making decisions 
on the job? (on office 
manager's questionnaire) 






PERCENTAGE DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING 
THE OFFICE WORKERS' DECISION-MAKING COMPETENCE 
5--Excellent Competence 4--Satisfactory Competence 3--Average Competence 
2--Needs Improvement !--Competence not required 
·c .. . .D:l'P r.~~ --v bv % ..,-f R.-----,.-..,, c: 
5 4 - . . 3 . z· . 1 
Question: O.W.* O.M. ** o~w. O.M. · o.·w. ·o.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. 
*** How much competence do 
you display in making 
decisions on your job? : 
(on office worker's 25 12 37 
ques tiom}.aire) 
* O.W. stands for Office Worker's response 
** O.M. stands for Office Managerts response 
*** How competent is your office worker in 
making decisions on the job? (on office 
manager's questionnaire) 
13 21 22 16 52 1 1 






office workers' decision-making competence as excellent or satisfactory. 
Only 16 percent of the office workers, compared to 52 percent of the 
office managers, reported that competence needs improvement. 
The findings of this section indicate that the office workers' com-
petence in decision-making needed improvement, according to about half 
of the office managers responding. However, almost two-thirds of the 
office workers reported their competence as at least satisfactory. This 
response trend is similar to the office workers 1 tendency to indicate 
higher levels of competency than the office managers as evidenced in 
null hypothesis 2. It must be recognized that the workers may be more 
cognizant of their own job requirements related to decision-making than 
the office managers. At any rate, the more positive trend for office 
workers' responses and the more negative trend for office managers' re-
sponses regarding competence must again be noted. 
Description of Importance of Spe'cific Decision-Making Traits for Office 
Workers 
Hypothesis 7. There is no significant difference of op1.n1.ons 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the importance of specific decision-making traits needed 
by office workers. 
The two groups were asked to respond to the importance of thirteen 
decision-making traits: (1) judgment; (2) initiative; (3) responsibil-
ity; (4) curiosity; (5) dependability; (6) self-confidence; (7) crit-
ical, rational and logical thinking; (8) intuition; (9) anticipation of 
business needs; (10) adaptability; (11) ability to form valid conclu-
sions; (12) objectivity; and (13) ability to communicate ideas and con-
clusions in verbal and written form. They recorded their answers 
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regarding the importance of each trait by checking one of the following 
five categories: (1) not important on the job, (2) rarely important, 
(3) average importance, (4) above average importance, and (5) highly 
important. 
Table XIII contains the fr~quency responses in each category for 
both office workers and office managers. 
The obtained~ score of 3.92 reported in Table XIV leads to the 
rejection of the null hypothesis. Office workers and office managers 
do not agree ~pon the importance of various Qecision-making traits for 
the office workers. 
The~ scores for the individual items are included in Table XIV. 
Significant differences of opinions existed between the two groups for 
eight traits: (1) initiative,~ of 4.08; (2) responsibility,~ of 
7.97; (3) dependability, z of 12.42; (4) critical, rational and logical 
thinking,~ of 9.86; (5) adap~ability, ~ of 12.11; (6) ability to form 
valid conclusions,~ of 7.93; (7) objectivity,~ of 9,28; and (8) abil-
ity to communicate ideas and conclusions in verbal and written form,~ 
of 10. 71. Insignificant ~ scores are: . judgment ~ of 1. 54), curiosity 
~ of 1.22), self-confidence~ of .22), intuition~ of .02), and 
anticipation of business needs ~ of .27). 
A comparison of the percentage responses of both groups regarding 
the importance of specific decision-making traits is reported in Table 
XV. An e~amination of the table should indicate the exact responses 
resulting in the significant differences of opinions. Regarding initia-
tive, 63 percent of the office workers, compared to 45 percent of the 
office managers, responded w,ith highly important or above average im-
portance. In the opposite direction, only 22 percent of the office 
TABLE XIII 
FREQUENCY DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND. OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING 
THE IMPORTANCE OF SPECIFIC DECISION-MAKING TRAITS 
5--Highly Important 4--Above Average Importance 3--Average Importance 
2--Rarely Important 1--Not needed on the Job 
Imoortance Categorv bv No. of Responses 
5 4 
Trait o. w. * O.M. ** o.w. 
Judgment 200 203 101 
Initiative 150 130 98 
Responsibility 250 150 87 
Curiosity 111 117 89 
Dependability 302 151 85 
Self-Confidence 198 201 104 
Critical, rational and 
logical thinking 101 253 75 
Intuition 150 127 84 
Anticipation of business 
needs 206 214 98 
Adaptability 106 281 107 
Ability to form valid 
conclusions 126 249 88 
Objectivity 97 218 89 
Ability to communicate 
ideas and conclusions 
in verbal and written 
form 117 268 82 
Total Responses 2114 2562 1187 
* O.W. stands for Office Workers' response 
** O.M. stands for Office Managers' response 
3 2 
O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w .. O.M. o.w. 
48 89 132 8 13 2 
51 90 110 58 85 4 
91 54 136 7 21 2 
80 101 132 75 69 24 
89 10 128 2 24 1 
89 69 78 26 32 3 
34 203 101 18 11 3 
92 67 129 88 46 11 
71 85 98 10 15 1 
36 87 69 62 13 38 
36 109 81 63 32 14 
54 105 106 88 19 21 
56 139 49 33 24 29 
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PERCENTAGE DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING 
THE IMPORTANCE OF SPECIFIC DECISION-MAKING TRAITS 
5--Highly Important 4--Above Average Importance 3--Average Importance 
2--Rarely Important 1--Not needed on the Job 
Fre rnencv Cate.!'orv bv % of Res,.onses 
5 4 3 2 1 
Trait O.W.* O.M.** o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. · 
Judgment 50 51 25 
Initiative 38 32 25 
Responsibility 62 38 22 
Curiosity 28 29 22 
Dependability 75 38 21 
Self-Confidence 50 30 26 
Critical, rational and 
logical thinking 25 63 19 
Intuition 37 32 21 
Anticipation of business 
needs 52 54 25 
Adaptability 26 70 27 
Ability to form valid 
conclusions 32 62 22 
Objectivity 24 54 22 
Ability to conununicate 
ideas·and conclusions· 
in verbal and written 
form 29 I 61 21 
* O.W. stands for Office Workers' response 














22 33 2 3 1 1 
22 28 14 21 1 6 
14 34 2 5 0 0 
25 33 19 17 6 1 
3 32 1 6 0 2 
17 20 6 13 1 0 
51 25 4 3 1 (:) 
17 32 22 11 3 2 
21 'l5 2 3 0 0 
22 18 16 .3 9 0 
27 'lO 15 8 4 l 
27 27 22 3 5 2 
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workers, contrasted to 28 percent of the office managers, responded with 
average importance. Furthermore, only 14 percent of the office workers, 
compared to 21 percent of the office managers, responded that initiative 
was rarely important. While both office workers and office managers 
regarded initiative as a trait of average importance or above, there 
was a discrepancy in the degree of importance placed on this trait by 
the two groups. Some 73 percent of the office managers and 85 percent 
of the office workers ranked this trait in the top three categories, 
but office workers placed greater importance on it than office managers. 
While 84 percent of the office workers indicated that responsibil-
ity was at least above average in importance, only 61 percent of the 
office managers indicated these categories. In the opposite direction, 
only 14 percent of the office workers, compared to 34 percent of the 
office managers, responded with average importance. 
Again, almost all respondents ranked responsibility as an impor-
tant trait, but office workers tended to think it is highly important 
whereas office managers think it is of average or above average impor-
tance, 
For dependability, 96 percent of the office workers, compared to 
60 percent of the office managers, indicated the highly important or 
above average importance categories. Only 3 percent of the office 
workers, contrasted to 32 percent of the office managers, indicated 
that dependability had average importance. More office workers than 
office managers ranked dependability as highly important while more 
office managers than office workers ranked the trait as average in im-
portance. Over three-fifths of both groups ranked dependability as 
above average or highly important. 
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Critical, rational, and logical thinking was highly important or of 
above average importance to 44 percent of the office workers compared 
to 72 percent of the office managers. Fifty-one percent of the office 
workers, compared to only 25 percent of the office managers,. indicated 
the importance of critical, rational, and logical thinking as average. 
Over half the office managers rated this trait as highly important while 
about half the office workers rated it as of average importance. The 
trait is considered important to both groups, but office managers con-
sider it to be much more important than office workers do. 
Adaptability was at least of above average importance to 53 percent 
of the office workers and 79 percent of the office managers. Sixteen 
percent of the office workers compared to only 3 percent of the office 
managers, indicated that adaptability was rarely important, While over 
half of both groups indicated at least above average importance for 
adaptability, there was a discrepancy in the importance placed on this 
trait by the two groups. Almost three-fourths of the office managers 
and only one-fo~rth of the office workers ranked adaptability as highly 
important. 
The ability to form valid conclusions was highly important or of 
above average importance to 54 percent of the office workers contrasted 
to 71 percent of the office managers, Again, over half of both groups 
ranked the ability to form valid conclusions as an important trait, but 
two-thirds of the office managers considered it highly important com-
pared to only about one-third of the office workers. 
Forty-six percent of the office workers, compared to 68 percent of 
the office managers, considered objectivity as at least of above aver-
age importance. Twenty-two percent of the office workers, contrasted 
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to 3 percent of the office managers, indicated that objectivity was 
rarely important, While over half the office managers considered objec-
tivity highly important, the office workers' responses were fairly 
evenly distributed among categories 5, 4, 3, and 2. 
The ability to conununicate ideas and conclusions in verbal and 
written form was considered highly important or of above average impor-
tance by 50 percent of the office workers compared to 81 percent of the 
office managers. Thirty-five percent of the office workers, compared 
to only 12 percent of the office managers, responded with average im-
portance. Again, the office managers ranked the ability to communicate 
ideas and conclusions in verbal and written form as more highly impor-
tant than office workers. Over two-thirds of the office managers, com-
pared to less than one-third of the office workers responded with highly 
important. One-half of the office workers responded with the average 
or less categories. 
The percentage analyses can be summarized as follows: While all of 
the above traits are considered important, (1) office workers consider 
initiative, responsibility, and dependability to be more important than 
office managers do. (2) Office managers consider critical, rational, 
and logical thinking; adaptability; ability to form valid conclusions; 
objectivity; and the ability to communicate ideas and conclusions in 
verbal and written form to be more important than office workers do. 
Percentage scores are also reported for insignificant traits be-
cause of possible implications for curriculum development and revision. 
The greatest discrepancy concerning judgment occurred in the categories 
·of above average· importance and average importance. Twenty-five per-
cent of the office workers, compared to only 12 percent of the office 
managers, responded that judgment had above average importance for the 
office worker. Only 22 percent of the office workers, contrasted to 
79 
33 percent of the office managers, responded with average importance in 
discussing judgment's importance to the office worker. Therefore, the 
decisions of office workers and office managers differed only concerning 
the degrees of above average importance and average importance. It 
should be noted that over 50 percent of the office workers and office 
managers considered judgment as highly important; and almost all of the 
remaining respondents, both office workers and office managers, rated 
it as at least average in importance. The office workers considered 
judgment to be slightly higher in importance than did the office man-
agers. 
Curiosity was ranked at least above average according to the re-
sponses of 50 percent of the office workers and 49 percent of the of-
fice managers. Little ~iscrepancy of opinions concerning the importance 
of curiosity occurred between the two groups' responses in the 5 cate-
gories. 
About seventy-five percent of both groups, office workers and of-
fice managers, indicated that self-confidence was highly important or 
of above average importance. Again, little discrepancy between the two 
groups was indicated by the distribution of responses among the) cate-
gories. 
Fifty-eight percent of the office workers and 55 percent of the 
office managers indicated intuition to be of at least above average im-
portance. Some difference of opinions occurred in the average impor-
tance category with only 17 percent of the office workers' responses, 
compared to 32 percent of the office managers' responses, in this 
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category. While over half of both groups consider intuition to be of 
above average importance, more office managers consider intuition to be 
of average importance than office workers do. Thus, there .is a slight 
tendency for office managers to rank the trait more important than of-
fice workers do. 
The anticipation of business needs was at least of above average 
importance according to 77 percent of the office workers and 72 percent 
of the office managers. There was little discrepancy between the two 
groups' opinions as distributed among the 5 response categories. 
While office workers considered judgment to be slightly more im-
portant than office managers did, office managers considered intuition 
to be ~lightly-more important than office workers did. Curiosity, 
self-confidence, and the anticipation of business needs were considered 
to be important traits by about half or more of both groups with little 
discrepancy of opinions occurring in the distribution of the percentage 
responses among the two groups. 
The findings of this section indicate that office managers value 
more versatile, creative, and administrative traits in office workers 
as indicated by the office managers' responses in the highly important 
categories for the office managers concerning: (1) critical, rational, 
and logical thinking, 63 percent response; (2) adaptability, 70 per-
cent response; (3) ability to form valid conclusions, 62 percent re-
sponse; (4) objectivity, 54 percent response; and (5) ability to com-
municate ideas and conclusions in verbal and written form, 67 percent. 
The office workers' responses for these items were considerably lower 
(25 to 32 percent response). The findings indicate that office workers 
value routine, staid traits like responsibility (62 percent response) 
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and dependability (75 percent response) more highly than do the office 
managers (38 percent response for both traits). It also appears that 
both groups, office workers and office managers, consider judgment, 
self-confidence, and the anticipation of business needs as highly im-
portant for the office workers' decision-making. It seems that the 
business educator should study these traits further in designing and 
revising curriculum to develop the most desirable decision-making 
traits for office workers. 
Degree With Which Office Workers Possess and Exhibit Specific Decision-
Making Traits On-The-Job 
Hypothesis 8. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the degree to which office workers possess and exhibit 
these specific decision-making traits. 
The questionnaire answer categories provided were: . (1) not appli-
cable to the job, (2) need to possess more of the trait, (3) average 
degree, (4) satisfactory degree, and (5) superior degree. 
Table XVI shows the frequency of each groups' responses in each 
category. 
The obtained~ score for this hypothesis of 2.51 reported in Table 
XVII leads to the rejection of the null hypothesis. There is a sig-
nificant difference of the two groups' opinions. The z scores for the 
individual items are reported in Table XVII. Significant differences 
of opinions existed between the two groups regarding the office workers' 
possession and exhibition of all traits except: responsibility~ of 
.00), and intuition (z of 1.25). Significant~ scores for the other 
traits are: (1) judgment, z of 10.40; (2) initiative,~ of 14~06; 
TABLE XVI 
FREQUENCY DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING 
THE DEGREE WITH WHICH OFFICE WORKERS POSSESS AND EXHIBIT 
SPECIFIC DECISION-MAKING TRAITS 
5--Superior Degree 4--Satisfactory Degree 3--Average Degree 
2--Need to Possess More 1--Not applicable to the Job 
De11:ree Cate11:orv bv N9. of Responses 
5 4 
Trait O.W.* O.M.** o.w. O.M. 
Judgment 121 68 198 91 
Initiative 115 42 208 73 
Responsibility 135 130 158 169 
Curiosity 122 75 234 102 
Dependability 151 128 197 150 
Self-Confidence 139 118 183 159 
Critical, rational, and 
logical thinking· 147 67 132 85 
Intuition 117 99 108 105 
Adaptability 127 65 161 71 
Ability to form 
valid conclusions 131 57 129 83 
Anticipation of 
business needs 131 62 152 88 
Objectivity 142 68 157 109 
Ability to communicate 
ideas and conclusions 
in verbal and written 
form 133 93 168 122 
Total Responses 1711 1072 218511407 
*O.W. stands for Office Workers' response 
**O.M. stands for Office Managers' response 
3 2 
o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. 
52 101 25 139 
31 45 41 223 
55 51 45 42 
33 52 3 167 
23 74 28 48 
54 ·102 16 19 
43 61 66 168 
98 113 57 81 
82 83 14 165 
82 65 41 190 
87 47 27 201 
45 53 40 167 
62 45 36 138 




o.w. O.M. Tota.L Total 
4 1 400 800 
5 17 400 800 
7 8 400 800 
8 4 400 800 
1 0 400 800 
8 2 400 800 
12 19 400 800 
20 2 400 800 
16 16 400 800 
17 5 400 800 
3 2 400 800 
16 3 400 800 
1 2 400 800 
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(3) curiosity, z of 11.32; (4) dependability, A of 3.98; (5) self-
confidence, A of 2.78; (6) critical, rational and logical thinking, z 
of 9.02; (7) anticipation of business needs, A of 11.26; (8) adaptabil-
ity, A of 10.92; (9) ability to form valid conclusions, A of 9.59; (10) 
objectivity, A of 8,86; and (11) ability to communicate ideas and con-
clusions in verbal and written form, A of 6.70. 
A comparison of the percentage responses of both groups' opinions 
of the degree with which office workers possess and exhibit certain 
decision-making traits is reported in Table XVIII. An examination of 
the table should help further explain the exact responses resulting in 
a significant difference of opinions in the two groups' responses. Re-
sponses indicate that 80 percent of the office workers, compared to 
only 40 percent of the office managers, reported that the office work-
ers possessed and exhibited a superior degree or satisfactory degree of 
judgment in making decisions. In the opposite direction, only 13 per-
cent of the office workers, compared to 26 percent of the office man-
agers, responded that the office workers possessed and exhibited an 
average degree of judgment in decision-making situations. Only 6 per-
cent of the office workers, contrasted to 34 percent of the office man-
agers, responded that the office workers need to possess more judgment. 
It is apparent that office workers regard their skill in judgment as 
being adequate. Further, 93 percent of the office workers ranked their 
possession of this trait as being at least average while 66 percent of 
the office managers considered their office workers' judgment to be at 
least average. Even though one-third of the office managers think 
their office workers' judgment needs improvement, a majority of office 
workers do possess at least average skill as shown by the responses of 
TABLE XVIII 
PERCENTAGE DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING 
THE DEGREE WITH WHICH OFFICE WORKERS POSSESS AND EXHIBIT 
SPECIFIC DECISION-MAKING TRAITS 
5--Superior Degree 4--Satisfactory Degree 3--Average Degree 
2--Need to Possess More 1--Not Applicable to the Job 
De2ree-Cate2or• bv % of Resnonses 
5 -- 4 3 2 
Trait O.W.* O.M.** o.w. O.M. o.w. -O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. 
Judgment 30 17 50 
Initiative 29 11 52 
Responsibility 34 33 40 
Curiosity 31 18 58 
Dependability 36 32 50 
Self-Confidence 38 32 49 
Critical, rational, and 
logical thinking 37 17 33 
Intuition 29 25 27 
Adaptability 32 16 40 
Ability to form 
valid conclusions 33 14 33 
Anticipation of 
business needs 33 16 38 
Objectivity 36 16 39 
Ability to communicate 
ideas and conclusions 
in verbal and written 
form 33 23 42 
*O.W. stands for Office Workers' response 
**O.M. stands for Office· Managers' response 
23 13 26 6 34 1 
18 8 11 10 56 1 
42 14 13 11 10 1 
26 8 13 1 42 2 
38 7 25 7 5 0 
38 6 18 7 12 0 
21 10 15 17 42 3 
26 25 28 14 20 5 
18 20 21 4 41 4 
21 21 16 10 48 3 
22 21 12 7 50 1 
27 11 12 10 42 4 
31 16 11 9 35 0 
1 Total% for 

















two-thirds of the office managers. 
Twenty-nine percent of the office workers, compared to 11 percent 
of the office managers, responded that the office workers possessed and 
exhibited a superior degree of initiative. A satisfactory degree of 
initiative was indicated by 52 percent of the office workers, contrasted 
to only 18 percent of the office managers. In the opposite direction, 
onlylO percent of the office workers, compared to 56 percent of the 
office m~nagers, responded in the needs to possess more category. There 
is much disagreement between office workers and office managers con-
cerning the office worker's initiative. Just over 80 percent of the 
office workers consider their initiative to be at least satisfactory 
while over half of the office managers indicate that their office work-
er needs to possess more initiative. 
Fifty-eight percent of the office workers, compared to 26 percent 
of the office managers, indicated the satisfactory degree category re-
garding curiosity. While over half of both groups indicated that the 
office workers possess and exhibit at least an average degree of curi-
osity, 97 percent of the office workers' responses, compared to 57 per-
cent of the office managers' responses, occur in the top three cate-
gories. Further, 42 percent of the office managers, contrasted to only 
1 percent of the office workers, indicated that the office workers need 
to possess more. There is a tendency for the office worker to respond 
more frequently in the higher categories than the office managers do. 
Almost all office workers reported at least average while a significant 
percent (42 percent) of office managers reported the office worker 
needs to possess more. 
Eighty-six percent of the office workers and seventy percent of 
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the office managers responded that at least a satisfactory,qegree of 
dependability was possessed and exhibited. The business education cur-
riculum must be adequately providing experiences for developing depend-
ability. 
Eighty-seven percent of the office workers, compared to 70 percent 
of the office managers, indicate~ that the office workers possessed and 
exhibited at least a satisfactory degree of self-confidence in decision-
making. Only 6 percent of the office workers, compared to 18 percent 
of the office managers, responded with average degree. While there is 
a tendency for office workers to rank the degree of self-confidence as 
more satisfactory than office managers rank the trait, there·is not as 
much difference in the two groups' responses as there is on some of the 
other traits. 
Regarding critical, rational and logical thinking, 70 percent of 
the office workers, compared to 38 percent of the office managers, re-
sponded with superior degree or satisfactory degree. In the opposite 
direction, only 17 percent of the office workers, compared to 42 per-
cent of the office managers, responded with need to possess more. 
While more than half the office managers stated that office workers 
possess and exhibit at least an average degree, almost half the office 
managers indicated that the office workers need to possess more. Again, 
the office workers ranked themselves more highly than the office man-
agers did. 
Only 4 percent of the office workers, compared to 41 percent of 
the office managers,.indicated the office workers need to possess more 
adaptability. Again, 55 percent of the office managers indicated at 
least average. However, 92 percent of the office workers ranked 
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themselves at ieast average in adaptability. Most office workers say 
adaptability is at least average while a substantial percent (41 per-
cent) of the office managers say the trait needs improvement. The tend-
ency for the office workers to rank themselves more highly was evident 
in these responses. 
At least an average degree of the ability to form valid conclusions 
was possessed and exhibited by office workers according to 87 percent 
of the office workers compared to 51 percent of the office managers. 
In the opposite direction, only 10 percent of the offite workers, com-
pared to 48 percent of the office managers, indicated the need to pos-
sess more category. Although over half the office managers indicated 
the average or above categories, almost half indicated the office work-
ers need to possess more, The office workers 1 responses resulted in 
much higher rankings than did the office managers' responses. 
Seventy-one percent of the office workers, compared to 38 percent 
of the office managers, indicated at least a satisfactory degree of the 
office worker's anticipation of business needs. However, only 7 per-
cent of the office workers, compared to 50 percent of the office man-
agers, indicated the need to possess more category. About three-fourths 
of the office workers consider their anticipation of business needs as 
satisfactory; more than one-half of the office managers say that the 
office worker's possession and exhibition of the trait needs improve-
ment. 
Eighty-six percent of the office workers, compared to 55 percent 
of the office managers, reported that the office worker possessed and 
exhibited at least an average degree of objectivity in decision-making 
situations. In the opposite direction, only 10 percent of the office 
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workers, contrasted to 42 percent of the office managers, responded 
that the office workers need to possess more objectivity in decision-
making. Once again, over half of both groups stated that at least an 
average degree of the trait was possessed and exhibited by the office 
workers; but the office workers ranked themselves higher. A substantial 
percent (42 percent) of the office managers.indicated needsimprovement 
while most office workers indicated at least average. 
Ninety-one percent of the office workers, compared to 65 percent 
of the office managers, responded that the office workers possessed and 
exhibited at least an average degree.of the ability to communicate ideas 
and conclusions in verbal and written form. In the opposite direction, 
only 9 percent of the office workers, contrasted to 35 percent of the 
office managers, responded with the need to possess more category. 
While the office workers tended to rate themselves more highly, the dif-
ferences in opinions were not as great as on some of the other traits. 
Almost all office workers ranked themselves at least average, but a 
little more than one-third of the office managers indicated that the 
office workers need to possess more. 
The response trends in the significant findings can be summarized: 
(1) Office workers consistently ranked themselves higher in 
the possession and exhibitioti of the traits resulting in 
significant ~ values than did the office managers, 
(2) Over one.:third of the office·managers consider that the 
office worker needs to possess and exhibit more judg-
ment; initiative; curiosity; dependability; critical, 
rational, and logical thinking; adaptability; ability 
to form valid conclusions; anticipation of business 
needs; objectivity; and the ability to communicate 
ideas and conclusions in verbal and written form. 
(3) While self-confidence resulted in some opinion dif-
ferences, over three-fourths of the respondents indi-
cated at least an average degree. 
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Some of the decision-making traits possessed and exhibited by of-
fice workers resulted in insignificant~ scores. These percentages are 
reported because of possible implications for curriculum development and 
revision. Eighty-eight percent of both groups reported that the office 
workers possessed and exhibited at least an average degree of responsi-
bility, The data show that almost all the office workers are responsi-
ble and that over three-fourths of the office workers and office man-
agers agree that office workers possess this trait to a satisfactory or 
superior degree. Very, little improvement is needed in this area. 
Eighty-one percent of the office workers and·79 percent of the 
office managers indicated at least an average degree regarding intui-
tion. Very little improvement is needed in this area as over one-half 
of both groups indicated the superior degree or satisfactory degree 
categories. 
The insignificant findings concerning decision-making traits pos-
sessed and exhibited by office workers indicate that little improvement 
is needed in developing responsibility or intuition. 
The findings of this section indicate that the office managers 
desire their office workers to possess and exhibit almost all of the 
listed traits as indicated by the office managers' responses.in the 
need to possess more categories for: (1) judgment, 34 percent response; 
(2) initiative, 56 percent response; (3) curiosity, 42 percent re-
sponse; (4) critical, rational and logical thinking, 42 percent re-
sponse; (5) adaptability, 41 percent response; (6) ability to form 
Vijli,d conclusions, 48 percent response; (7) anticipation of business 
needs, 50 percent response; (8) objectivity,.42 percent response; and 
(9) the ability to communicate ideas and conclusions in verbal and 
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written form, 35 percent response. These responses were considerably 
higher than those of the office workers (1 to 17 percent responses). 
The data tend to support the previous findings indicating that office 
managers desire more versatile, creative, and administrative traits in 
office workers. Both groups, office workers and office managers, indi-
cated that the office worker possesses and exhibits an adequate degree 
of responsibility, self-con{idence, and intuition in decision-making. 
The data show a tendency for the office workers to rank themselves 
higher than office managers do on their degree of possession and exhi-
bition of most of the decision-making traits. It appears that the busi-
ness educator should study these findings for designing and revising 
the curriculum to develop the most desirable decision-making traits for 
office workers. 
Null Hypotheses Findings of No Significant Pifferences 
If the obtained A score is less than 1.96, the probability that 
the differences of opinions occurred by chance is greater than .05; 
therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted that there is no significant 
difference between the opinions of the two groups. The null hypotheses 
for which there were no significant differences in opinions of office 
workers and office managers are reported in this section. 
Frequency of Specific Duty Performance 
Hypothesis 1. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the frequency of specific duties involved in office work. 
The office workers and office managers were asked to indicate how 
often the office worker performed the following office duties: (1) 
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dictation, (2) transcription, (3) typing, (4) filing, (5) bookkeeping, 
(6) composing, (7) processing mail, (8) telephoning, (9) receptionist, 
(10) administrative, and (11) information processing. They recorded 
their responses in five frequency classifications for each listed duty: 
(1) never, (2) rarely, (3) average of one or two times a month, (4) 
average of two or three times a week, and (5) daily. 
Table XIX shows the frequency of responses in each classification 
for both office workers and office managers. 
The A of .79 which is less than the required A of 1.96, as reported 
in Table XX, leads to the acceptance of this null hypothesis. Office 
workers and office managers do agree on the frequency with which the 
office workers perform specific office duties. The individual A scores 
for all the specific duties were insignificant. The insignificant A 
scores reported are: (1) dictation, z of .47; (2) transcription, A of 
,, 
.51; (3) typing, A of .33; (4) filing, z of .07; (5) bookkeeping, A of 
,15; (6) composing, A of .39; (7) processing mail, A of .00; (8) tele-
phoning, z of 1.00; (9) receptionist, z of .44; (10) administrative, 
A of .24; and (11) information processing, z of .48. 
Table XXI contains the two groups' percentage responses for the 
office workers' frequency of performance of specific duties. An exami-
nation of the two groups' responses regarding specific duties is war-
ranted because of the implications of these percentages for curriculum 
development and curriculum revision. Only 9 percent of both groups, 
office managers and office workers, indicated daily dictation duties. 
Combining the average of one or two times every month, rarely, and 
never categories, 72 percent of the office workers and office managers 
reported that dictation duties occurred on an average of one or two 
TABLE XIX 
FREQUENCY DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING THE FREQUENCY 
OF THE OFFICE WORKERS' PERFORMANCE OF SPECIFIC OFFICE DUTIES 
5--Daily 4--Average of two or three 
times a week 
3--Average of one or two 
times every month 
2--Rarely 
Frequency C?te;i;ory by No. of.Responses 
5 
Duties Performed O.W.* O.M. ** o.w. 
Dictation 37 37 78 
Transcription 37 37 78 
Typing 157 159 102 
Filing 201 199 88 
Bookkeeping 54 52 65 
Composing 63 60 108 
Processing Mail 79 75 91 
Telephoning 205 214 110 
Receptionist 92 94 59 
Administrative (planning 
consulting, advising) 88 83 119 
Information processing 
(organizing, condens-
ing, and categorizing 
data) 90 87 123 
Total Response 1103 1097 1021 
* O.W. stands for Office Workers' response 















3 2 1 
o. w. O.M. o. w. O.M. 0. w. O.M. 
178 167 40 46 67 72 
178 168 40 46 67 72 
. 63 61 31 38 47 38 · 
56 62 40 26 15 . 20 
73 74 110 107 98 101 
79 88 70 68 80 82 
80 81 81 90 69 61 
37 29 33 30 15 10 
113 106 84 90 52 45 
' 
72 69 65 63 56 53 
I 
75 69 72 64 40 54 
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PERCENTAGE DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING THE 
FREQUENCY OF THE OFFICE WORKERS' PERFORMANCE OF SPECIFIC DUTIES 
5--Daily 4--Average of two or three 
times a week 
3--Average of one or two 
times every month 
2--Rarely 
Fren encv Careo-orv bv % of Resnonses 
5 
Duties Performed o. w. * O.M.** o.w. 
Dictat.ion 9 9 19 
Transcription 9 9 19 
Typing 39 39 25 
Filing ' '50 50. 22 
Bookkee.ping 14 13 16 
Composing 15 16 27 
Processing Mail 20 19 23 
Telephoning 51 54 28 
Receptionist 23 23 15 
Administrative (planning, 
consulting, advising) 22 21 30 
Information processing 
(organizing, condens-
ing, and categorizing 
data) 22 22 31 
*O.W. stands for Office Workers' response 
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o.w. O~M. 0. w. O.M. o.w. O.M. 
45 42 10 12 17 18 
44 42 lO 12 18 18 
16 15 8 10 12 10 
14 16 1.:0 7 3 5 
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28 27 21 23 13 11 
18 17 16 16 14 13 
19 17 18 16 10 13 
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times every month or less. Both groups indicated that dictation is not 
frequently performed by the office worker. However, 37 percent of the 
office managers responded that the office worker's competence in dicta-
tion skills needs improvement (see Table VI on page 55). It appears 
that office managers might dictate more frequently if the office work-
er's skill in taking dictation improves. The impiications of these 
findings should be ~tudied further for curriculum revision anq develop-
ment. 
Only 9 percent of both groups responded with the daily category 
regarding the office workers' transcription duties; while 72 percent of 
both groups indicated the average of one or two times every·month or 
less categories. The data indicated that transcription duties are not 
frequently performed by the office worker. However, 38 percent of the 
office managers responded that the office worker's competence in tran-
scription skills needs improvement (see Table VI on page 55). It ap-
pears that office managers might require the office workers to tran-
scribe more frequently if the office workers' transcription skill im-
proves. The implications of these findings should be studied further. 
Thirty-nine percent of both groups, office workers and office man-
agers, indicated daily performance of typing.duties by. the office work-
ers~ About 65 percent of both groups indicated typing was performed at 
least on an average of two or three times a week. The data indicate 
,that a majority of office workers frequently perform typing duties. 
Fifty percent of the two groups, office workers and office man-
agers, responded that the office workers performed filing duties daily. 
Almost 75 percent of both groups indicate that the office worker fre-
quently files material. 
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Regarding the frequency of performance of bookkeeping duties, 70 
percent of the office workers and 71 percent of the office managers re-
sponded with 9n an average of one or two times every month or less. 
~hese findings indicate that bookkeeping duties are not frequently in-
cluded in at least 70 percent of the office workers' duties. 
Forty-two percent of the office workers and 41 percent of the of-
fice managers indicated that composing duties were performed by the of-
fice worker at least on an average of two or three times a week. How-
ever, 58 percent of the office workers and 59 percent of the office man-
agers indicated the average of one or two times every month or less 
categories. It appears that a little less than half the office workers 
perform composing duties frequently, while a little more than half do 
not. The frequency of performance is not as easily determined as that 
of other duties. 
Forty-three percent of both groups indicated mail processing at 
least on an average of two or three times a week. However, 57 percent 
of both groups indicated the average of two or three times a month or 
less categories. Like composing duties, a little less than half of the 
office workers are involved in frequent mail processing and a little 
more than half have infrequent involvement in mail processing duties. 
Seventy-nine percent of the office workers and 83 percent of the 
office managers responded that the office workers performed telephoning 
duties on the average of at least two or three times a week. The data 
show that over three-fourths of the office workers are frequently con-
cerned with telephone duties. 
Thirty-eight percent of the office workers and 39 percent of the 
office managers responded that the office workers performed receptionist 
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duties at least on an average of two or three times a week. However, 
62 percent of the office workers and 61 percent of the office managers 
indicated the average of one pr two times every month or less catego-
ries. While over one-third of both groups' respondents indicated fre-
quent receptionist duties, almost two-thirds of both groups stated that 
this was not a frequent duty. 
Fifty-two percent of the office workers and 54 percent of the of-
fice managers indicated at least the average of two or three times a 
week categories regarding the frequency of the office workers' perform-
ance of administrative duties. However, 48 percent of the office work-
ers and 46 percent of the office managers consider administrative duties 
to be performed on an average of one or two times every month or less, 
A little more than half the respondents indicate frequent administrative 
duties, while a little less than half indicate infrequent duties. 
Again, the implicati,ons of this finding are not as clear as the impli-
cations for many of the other duties. 
Fifty-three percent of office workers and 54 percent of office man-
agers indicated at least an average of two or three times a week for 
information processing duties. However, combining categories 3, 2, and 
1 shows that 47 percent of the office workers and 46 percent of the of-
fice managers report that information processing duties are performed 
on an average of one or two times everymonth or less. Again, a little 
more than half performed the duties frequently, while less than half 
infrequently performed them. 
The findings of this section indicate that office workers and of-
fice managers share similar opinions of the frequency with which the 
office workers perform specific office duties. The duties resulting in 
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responses of over 60 percent of both groups, office workers and office 
managers, in the two highest frequency categories are: (1) typing, 
(2) filing, and (3) telephoning.· Around 50 percent of the office work-
ers and office managers also fairly agree that some office duties are 
performed only on an average of 1 or 2 times a month or less: (1) com-
posing, (2) mail processing, (3) administrative duties, and (4) infor-
mation processing. The implications of these findings should be fur-
ther examined for clarification. Some duties are not frequently per-
formed by office workers (indicated by about 60 percent of the respond-
ents) as indicated by responding in the average of one or two times 
every month or less categories: (1) dictation, (2) transcription, (3) 
bookkeeping, and (4) receptionist. However, the implications of these 
findings concerning dictation and transcription are not clear because 
almost 40 percent of the office managers previously reported that the 
office worker needs improved competency in using these skills (see 
Table VI on page 55). It seems that the business educator should 
thoroughly study these responses related to the frequency of specific 
duty performance for developing and revising the office administration 
curriculum. 
Frequency of Office Workers' Machine Operation Duties 
Hypothesis 3. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the frequency of specific machine operating duties in-
volved in office work. 
The two groups of respondents were asked to indicate the frequency 
with which the office worker operated the following office machines: 
(1) electric typewriter, (2) manual typewriter, (3) dictating equipment, 
(4) rotary calculator, (5) printing calculator, (6) electronic calcu-
lator, (7) check writer, (8) reproducing equipment, (9) mail meter, 
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(10) bookkeeping machine, (11) adding machine, (12) keypunch, (13) veri-
fier, (14) collator, (15) reproducer, (16) accounting machine, (17) card 
sorter, (18) interpreter, (19) data converting equipment, (20) paper-
tape equipment, (21) computer console, (22) random access devices, and 
(23) summary punch. The frequency categories provided for their re-
sponse were: (1) never, (2) rarely, (3) one or two times a month, (4) 
two or three times a week, and (5) daily. 
The frequency of responses in each category for office workers and 
office managers are reported in Table XXII. 
The obtained z score of 1.24 reported in Table XXIII leads to the 
acceptance of Null Hypothesis 3. There is no significant difference be-
tween the opinions of office workers and office managers regarding the 
frequency of specific machine operating duties involved in office work. 
The z scores for the individual machines are also reported in Table 
XXIII. The only significant~ score concerned the frequency of the of-
fice workers' operation of the rotary calculator which resulted in a z 
of 2.24. 
Insignificant z scores are: (1) electric typewriter,~ of ,99; 
(2) manual typewriter,~ of .46; (3) dictating equipment,~ of 1.63; 
(4) printing c~lculator, ~ of .56; (5) electronic calculator,~ of ,15; 
(6) check writer,~ of .21; (7) photocopy,~ of .09; (8) duplicating, 
~ of .36; (9) offset, z of 1.02; (10) mail meter,~ of .32; (11) book-
keeping machine, z of .79; (12) adding machine,~ of .92; (13) key-
punch,~ of .46; (14) verifier,~ of .21; (15) collator, z of ,45; (16) 
reproducer,~ of .04; (17) accounting machine,~ of .00; (18) card 
TABLE XXII 
FREQUENCY DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING 
THE FREQUENCY OF OFFICE WORKERS' SPECIFIC MACHINE OPERATION DUTIES 
5--Daily 4--Average of two or three 
times a week 
3--Average of one or two 
times every month 
2--Rarely 1--Never 
Freauencv Cateizorv: b'v No.. of Resnonses 
5 4 3 2 
0-.W.* O.K.*>11 ----------Machines 0oerate'd O.W. O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. 
Electric Typewriter 178 160 66 78 34 30 32 38 
Manual Typewriter 24 21 43 44 52 51 39 35 
Dictation Equipment 101 97 99 86 57 47 52 51 
Rotary Calculator .99 81 141 137 35 30 43 39 
Printing Calculator 62 57 153 172 50 46 31 28 
Electronic Calculator 42 45 68 64 36 39 130 122 
Check Writer 56 47 68 84 102 97 32 36 
Reproducing Equipment: 
Photocopy (Xerox, etc.) 152 156 86 81 41 37 33 39 
Duplicating (Ditto) 91 85 54 61 37 34 26 22 
Offset 69 65 78 70 24 18 29 32 
Mail Meter 120 131 39 34 36 21 43 35 
Bookkeeping Machine 51 42 47 35 26 37 77 82, 
Adding Machine 87 81 120 116 53 47 51 58 
Keypunch 49 45 62 68 41 47 25 27 
Verifier 47 51 63 64 39 37 75 72 
Collator 41 36 65 69 31 28 120 118 
Reproducer 43 45 64 61 41 38 53 59 
Accounting Machine 7 7 9 10 5 4 . 8 8 
Card Sorter 39 40 71 74 29 24 47 26 
Interpreter 41 58 62 65 35 34 39 32 
Data Converting Equipment 15 15 9 11 13 11 11 11 
Paper-Tape Equipment 6 5 11 13 4 4 5 5 
Computer Console 37 34 64 67 36 39 64 59 
Random Access Devices 17 15 15 17 8 6 Z3 24 
Summary Punch 8 7 10 12 5 I 3 9 11 
Total Response 1482 426 1567 1593 870 1~~! -0_!_ 1_?_6_9_ 
··-· 
*O.W. stands for Office Workers' response 




O.W. O.M.- TotaJ. Total 
90 94 400 800 
242 249 400 800 
91 119 400 800 
82 113 400 800 
104 97 400 800 
124 130 400 800 
142 136 400 800 
88 87 400 800 
192 198 400 800 
200 215 400 800 
162 179 400 .800 
199 204 400 800 
89 98 400 800 
223 213 400 800 
176 176 400 800 
143 149 400 800 
199 197 400 800 
371 371 400 800 
-_ 
214 236 400 800 
?.23 211 400 800 
352 352 400 800· 
374 373 400 800 
199 201 400 800 
337 338 400 800 
368 367 400 800 
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sorter,~ of .90; (19) interpreter,~ of 1.38; (20) data converting 
equipment,~ of .01; (21) paper-tape equipment,~ of .13; (22) computer 
console,.! of .09; (23) random access devices, z of .12; and (24) sum-
mary punch,.! of .12. 
The percentage responses of the two groups of the frequency of the 
office workers' machine operation duties are reported in Table XXIV. 
There was a significant difference of opinion between office work-
ers and office managers concerning the frequency of operation of the 
rotary calculator. Fifty-eight percent of the office workers and 54 
percent of the office managers indicated the average of two or three 
times a week or more categories. Forty-two percent of the office work-
ers, compared to 46 percent of the office managers, indicated the aver-
age of one or two times every month or less categories. While over 
half of both groups responded with the frequent categories, a little 
less than half of both groups indicated that the rotary calculator was 
not frequently used in office work. 
An examination of the two groups' responses for various machines 
that resulted in insignificant~ scores is warranted because of the 
implications for machine instruction in the curriculum. Sixty-one per-
cent of the office workers and 60 percent of the office managers re-
sponded that the office worker used the electric typewriter at least on 
an average of two or three times a week. Further, 45 percent of the 
office workers and 40 percent of the office managers responded with the 
daily category. The electric typewriter is frequently operated in of-
fice work. 
The manual typewriter was never used by the office workers, accord-
ing to 60 percent of the office workers and 62 percent of the office 
.. 
TABLE XXTV 
PERC~NTAGE DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS REGARDING 
THE FREQUENCY OF OFFICE WORKERS' SPECIF IC MACHINE OPERATION DUTIES 
5--Daily 4--Average of two or three 
times a week 
3--Average of one or two 
times every month 
2--R~rety 
Freauencv Cateo"rv bv % of Resoonses 
5 
Machines Operated O.W.* O.M.** o.w. 
Electric Typewriter 45 40 16 
Manual Typewriter 6 5 11 
Dictating Equipment 25 25 25 
Rotary Calculator 23 20 35 
Printing Calculator 16 14 38 
Electronic Calculator 1 I 11 17 
Check Writer 14 12 17 
Reproducing Equipment: 
Photocopy (Xerox, etc.) 38 39 22 
Duplicating (Ditto) 23 21 14 
Offset 17 16 20 
Mail Meter 30 33 10 
Bookkeeping Machine 13 11 12 
Adding Machine 22 20 30 
Keypunch 12 11 16 
Verifier 12 13 16 
Collator 10 9 16 
Reproducer 11 11 16 
Accounting 11achine 2 2 2 
Card Sorter 1.0 LO 18 
Interpreter 11 14 16 
Data Converting Equipment 4 4 2 
Paper-Tape Equipment "- 2 2 
Computer Console 9 9 16 
Random Access Devices 4 4 4 
Summarv Punch 1.....L_ 2 3 
*O.W. stands for Office Workers' response 




























3 2 1 
o.w_~ .Q:_M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M . 
8 8 8 9 23 23 
13 13 10 9 60 62 
14 13 12 12 24 29 
10 8 11 10 21 '28 
13 12 7 7 26 24 
9 10 32 30 31 33 
26 24 8 9 35 34 
10 9 8 10 22 22 
j 9 6 6 48 49 
6 5 7 8 50 53 
9 5 10 9 41 44 
7 C· ~ 19 2.i. 49 51 
13 12 13 15 22 24 
10 12 6 7 56 53 
10 9 18 18 44 44 
8 7 30 30 36 37 
10 11 13 13 50 49 
1 1 2 2 93 93 
7 6 12 6 53 59 
8 8 9 7 56 56 
3 3 3 2 88 88 
1 1 1 1 93 93 
9 10 16 14 50 50 
2 2 6 6 84 84 
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managers. In fact, only 17 percent of the office workers and 16 percent 
of the office managers reported usage at least on an average of two or 
three times a week or more. Therefore, the manual typewriter is rarely 
used in the office. 
About half of both groups indicated frequent use of dictating 
equipment. Fifty percent of the office workers and 46 percent of the 
office managers indicated that dictating equipment was used at least on 
an average of two or three times a week. Combining the average of one 
or two times every month or less categories shows that 50 percent of 
the office workers and 54 percent of the office managers indicated that 
dictating equipment was not frequently used. Further, about one-fourth 
of the office workers and office managers responded with the never cate-
gory. 
Fifty-four percent of the office workers and 57 percent of the of-
fice managers indicated that the printing calculator was used at least 
on an average of two or three times a week. However, 46 percent of the 
office workers and 43 percent of the office managers responded in cate-
gories 3, 2, and 1. Thus a little less than half of both groups indi-
cated the printing calculator was used on an average of one or two times 
every month or less. Further, about one-fourth the office workers and 
office managers responded with the never category. 
Regarding the electronic calculator, 72 percent of the office 
workers and 73 percent of the office managers responded in the average 
of one or two times every month or less categorieso The electronic 
calculator was not frequently used by almost three-fourths of the of-
fice workers. 
Sixty-nine percent of the office workers and 67 percent of the 
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office manager$ indicated that the check writer was only used on an 
average of one or' two times every month or less. Only 31 percent of 
the office workers and 33 percent of the office managers responded that 
the check writer was used at least on an average of two or three times 
a week. Therefore, it appears that the check writer is infrequently 
used by over two-thirds of the office workers and is never used by over 
one-third of the otfice workers. 
Sixty percent of the office workers and 59 percent of the office 
managers responded that the office workers used the photocopy machine at 
least on an average of two or three times a week. Forty percent of the 
office workers and 41 percent of the office managers responded that the 
photocopy machine was used on an average of one or two times every month 
or less. Further, well over half the office workers use the photocopy 
equipment frequently. 
Sixty-three percent of the office workers and 64 percent of the 
office managers indicated that duplicating machines were used on an 
average of one or two times every month or less. Further, almost one-
half responded that the duplicating machine was never used. Only about 
one-third of both groups responded that the office workers use the 
duplicator as often as two or three times a week. 
Sixty-three percent of the office workers and 66 percent of the 
office managers reported that the office workers use offset equipment 
on an average of one or two times every month or less. In fact, 50 per-
cent of the office workers and 53 percent of the office managers re-
ported in the never category. However, almost one-third of both groups 
responded that the offset was used at least two or three times a week. 
Forty-one percent of the office workers and 44 percent of the 
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office managers indicated that the mail meter was never used. However, 
in the opposite direction, 40 percent of the office workers and 42 per-
cent of the office managers indicated that the mail meter was used at 
least on an average-~£ two or three times a week. Further, about one-
third use the mail meter daily. 
Forty-nine percent of the office workers and 51 percent of the of-
fice managers indicated that the bookkeeping machine was never used. 
About two-thirds of both groups responded with rarely or less. Only 25 
percent of the office workers and 19 percent of the office managers re-
sponded with at least two or three times a week. Therefore, the book-
keeping machine is not frequently used by many office workers. 
The adding machine was used at least on an average of two or three 
times a week by office workers according to the responses of 52 percent 
of the office workers and 49 percent of the office managers. However, 
48 percent of the office workers and 51 percent of the office managers 
responded that the office worker did not frequently use the adding ma-
chin.e. The implication of these findings for training on the adding 
machine is not clear. Further study of the adding machine and its use 
by the office worker seems warranted. 
Two of the items related'to data processing, the verifier and 
collator, and the responses were predominantly in the rarely and never 
categories. Sixty-two percent of both groups' responses related to 
verifier usage occurred in the rarely or never categories. Sixty-six 
percent of the office workers and 67 percent of the office managers 
indicated categories 2 and 1 regarding collator usage. It appears that 
the verifier and collator are rarely, if ever, used by about two-thirds 
of the office workers. About one-fourth of the respondents indicated 
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that the verifier and collator were used at least two or three times a 
week. 
The remainder of the items were related to data processing equip-
ment, and the responses were predominantly in the never category. 
Fifty-six percent of the office workers and 53 percent of the office 
managers responded that the office workers never used keypunch equip-
ment. However, about one-fourth the respondents indicated frequent use. 
The frequency of the office workers' use of the reproducer was never 
according to 50 percent of the office workers and 49 percent of the 
office managers. Hqwever, about one-fourth the respondents indicated 
frequent use. Ninety-three percent of the office workers and 93 per-
cent of the office managers responded that the accounting machine was 
never used by the office worker. Fifty-three percent of the office 
workers and 59 percent of the office managers indicated that the card 
sorter was never used by the office worker. Further, about two-thirds 
of the respondents indicated the rarely or never categories. One-
fourth of the respondents indicated at least two or three times a week. 
Regarding the interpreter, 56 percent of both groups responded with the 
never category. About two-thirds of both groups indicated the rarely 
or never categories. About one-fourth of the respondents indicated at 
least two ~r three times a week. Eighty-eight percent of both groups 
indicated that the data converting equipment was never used by the of-
fice worker. Ninety-three percent of both groups responded with the 
never category regarding paper-tape equipment. Fifty percent of both 
groups responded that the office worker never used the computer console. 
About two-thirds indicated the rarely and never categories. However, 
about one-fourth indicated that the computer console was frequently 
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used. The random access equipment was never used according to 84 per-
cent of each group. Ninety-two percent of the office workers and office 
managers indicated that the summary punch was never used by the office 
workers. 
The insignificant findings regarding frequency of the office w_ork-
ers' machine operation duties can be summarized: 
(1) Basically, office workers and office managers share simi-
lar opinions of the frequency with which the office work-
ers perform specific machine operation duties. 
(2) Over sixty percent of the respondents reported frequent 
use (categories 5 and 4) of the electric typewriter. 
(3) Between 40 and 60 percent of the respondents reported 
frequent use (categories 5 and 4) of the adding machine, 
dictating equipment, printing calculator, photocopy, and 
mail meter; however, between 40 and 60 percent of the 
respondents also reported infrequent use (categories 3, 
2, and 1) of these same machines. The direct implica-
tions of the frequency of the usage of these machines 
must be further studied. 
(4) Over 60 percent of both groups reported infrequent use 
(categories 3, 2, and 1) of the manual typewriter, 
electronic calculator, check writer, duplicating ma-
chine, bookkeeping equipment, offset, and collator and 
verifier (the last two items are data processing equip-
ment). 
(5) Over 80 percent of the respondents indicated that cer-
tain kinds of data processing equipment are never used. 
This equipment includes the accounting machine, data 
converting equipment, paper-tape equipment, random 
access device, and summary punch. 
(6) Further between 40 and 60 percent of the respondents 
indicated that various pieces of data processing equip-
ment were never used. These pieces include the keypunch, 
reproducer, card sorter, interpreter, and computer con-
sole. 
The only significant score resulted from the operation of the ro-
tary calculator. However, between 40 and 60 percent of the respondents 
reported frequent usage, while between 40 and 60 percent reported in-
frequent usage. Therefore, the direct implications of the significant 
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item must be studied further. 
It seems that the business educator should study these responses 
concerning the frequency with which office workers operate specific 
office machines further in developing and revising the office adminis-
tration curriculum to adequately prepare the office worker in operating 
the most frequently used office machines and to determine those machines 
on which only incidental training is needed because of infrequent opera-
tion. 
It would be of interest to study further the question of which of-
fice job categories involve the use of data processing equipment by of-
fice workers and which office job categories do not require the use of 
any data processing equipment. A marked pattern would indicate changes 
that would produce a more efficient and adequate office education cur-
riculum. Also, it would be interesting to know why they don't use the 
equipment--whether there is no demand for using such equipment or 
whether they don't use it because workers do not know how to operate the 
equipment. Perhaps there is no consistent pattern of use or non-use of 
data processing equipment by job categories at all, but this point seems 
worthy of future research efforts by those interested in office educa-
tion curriculum. 
Competence of Office Workers' Machine Operation 
Hypothesis 4. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the degree of competence with which office workers perform 
these specific machine operating duties involved in office 
work. 
The questionnaire provided the opportunity for office workers and 
office managers to indicate the office workers' competence level in 
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operating the following office machines: (1) electric typewriter, (2) 
manual typewriter, (3) dictating equipment, (4) rotary calculator, (5) 
printing calculator, (6) electronic calculator, (7) check writer, (8) 
reproducing equipment, (9) mail meter, (10) bookkeeping machine, (11) 
adding machine, (12) keypunch, (13) verifier, (14) collator, (15) repro-
ducer, (16) accounting machine, (17) card sorter, (18) interpreter, (19) 
data converting equipment, (20) paper-tape equipment, (21) computer con-
sole, (22) random access devices, and (23) summary punch. 
The questionnaire provided the opportunity for office workers and 
office managers to indicate the office workers• competence level in 
operating the following categories: (1) not required on the job, (2) 
needing improvement, (3) average, (4) satisfactory, and (5) excellent. 
Table XXV shows the frequency of responses in each category by the 
office workers and office managers regarding the office workers• ma-
chine operating competence, 
The application of the statistical test resulted in a z score of 
.99 as reported in Table XXVI. The z score is well below the required 
A of 1.96; therefore, the null hypothesis that office workers and office 
managers agree upon the office workers• competence in operating office 
machines is accepted. 
Table XXVI reports the~ scores for the questionnaire section 1 s 
individual items concerning machine ope.rating competence. The eight 
significant A scores resulting from the two groups• opinions for the 
office workers' competence in operating machines are: (1) manual type-
writer, A of 5.28; (2) dictating equipment,~ of 5.26; (3) rotary cal-
culator,~ of 5.22; (4) electronic calculator,~ of 6.00; (5) adding 
machine, A of 2.66; (6) keypunch,~ of 2,36; (7) verifier, A of 4,09; 
TABLE XXV 
FREQUENCY DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS 
REGARDING THE OFFICE WORKERS' MACHJ:NE OPERATING COMPETENCE 
5--Excellent Competence 4--Satisfactory Competence 3--Average Competence 
2--Needs Improvement 1--Not Required 
---·· -
Com• utence C:,t-eo-nrv bu No. of Re<onnnses 
5 ' 4 3 . 2 1 
Machines Ooerated o.w. * O.M. *~ o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. 
Electric Typewriter 150 161 87 53 21 33 52 61 90 92 
Manual Typewriter 18 37 34 95 35 20 21 17 292 231 
Dictating Equipment 131 63 98 91 31 33 47 102 93 111 
Rotary Calculator 122 67 101 58 8 37 89 137 80 101 
Printing Calculator 84 42 52 75 8 63 152 122 104 98 
Electronic Calculator 45 31 158 72 67 101 7 17 123 179 
Check Writer 75. 81 · 91 67 81 110 7 6 146 136 
Reproducing_Equipment: :-
Photocopy (Xerox, etc,) 121 113 101 llO 80 85 9 17 89 75 
Duplicating (Ditto) 103 101 61 52 42 35 13 21 181 191 
Offset 67 58 81 65 29 68 15 32 208 177 
Mail Meter 131 108 44 so 17 51 ,7 11 201 180 
Bookkeeping Machine 62 55 64 55 13 62 H 27 250 201 
Adding Machine 173 163 89 35 49 35 8 78 81 89 
Keypunch 88 37 16 21 8 53 17 88 271 201 
Verifier 87 38 75 23 31 52 18 86 189 201 
Collator 36 34 98 65 39 75 34 89 193 137 
Reproducer 51 49 87 20 42 42 18 91 202 198 
Accounting Machin_e_ 11 9 3 15 7 3 1 3 378 370 
Card Sorter 43 32 71 43 35 41 21 53 230 231 
Interpreter 53 35 68 35 20 37 9 51 250 242 
Data Converting Equipment 15 13 1 1 1 4 2 10 381 372 
Paper-Tape Equipment 13 3 5 6 2 8 1 1 379 382 
Computer Console 75 31 53 24 24 54 23 92 225 199 
Random Access Devices 30 13 27 29 5 19 1 9 337 330 
Summ.arv Punch 13 8 4 7 2 9 2 11 379 365 
Total Responses 1797 1382 1569 ll67 697 1130 585 1232 5352 15089 
*O.W. stands .for Office ~orkers' response 
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and (8) reproducer,~ of 2.04. Insignificant~ scores were obtained for 
the following seventeen machines: (1) electric typewriter,~ of .15; 
(2) printing calculator,~ of .07; (3) check writer, z of .06; (4) 
photocopy,~ of .04; (5) duplicating,~ of ,72; (6) offset,~ of .56; 
(7) mail meter, z of .05; (8) bookkeeping machine,~ of 1.94; (9) 
collator,~ of 1.23; (10) accounting machine,~ of 1.12; (11) card 
sorter,~ of 1.27; (12) interpreter,~ of .97; (13) data converting 
equipment,~ of 1.28; (14) paper-tape equipment,~ of .57; (15) computer 
console,~ of 1.13; (16) random access devices,~ of .21; and (17) sum-
mary punch,~ of 1.81. 
A comparison of the percentage responses of both groups regarding 
the office workers' machine operating competence is reported in Table 
XXVII. An examination of this table should further explain the exact 
responses resulting in a significant difference of opinions in the two 
groups' responses. Only 13 percent of the office workers, compared to 
33 percent of the office managers, indicated at least satisfactory com-
petence regarding the office workers' operation of the manual type-
writer. However, 73 percent of the office workers, compared to 58 per-
cent of the office managers, indicated the competence not required cate-
gory. A majority of respondents reported that competence on the manual 
typewriter was not needed. 
Fifty-six percent of the office workers, contrasted to 39 percent 
of the office managers, responded with at least the satisfactory com-
petence categories regarding the office workers' competence in operating 
dictating equipment. Only 12 percent of the office workers, compared to 
25 percent of the office managers, responded with the competence needs 
improvement category. However, 24 percent of the office workers and 28 
lAl:iLr.. XX \J .L 1. 
PERCENTAGE DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS' OPINIONS 
RE.GARDING THE OFFH:F. WORKERS' MACHINE OPERATING COMPETENCf.: 
5--Excellent Competence 4--Satisfactory Competence 3--Average Competence 
2--Needs Improvement 1--Not Required 
-
5 4 
Machines Ooerated O.W.* O.M.** o.w. 
Electric Typewriter 37 42 22 
Manual Typewriter 4 9 ·9 
Dictating Equipment 33 J.6 23 
Rotary Calculator 31 17 25 
Printing Calculator '21 10 13 
Electronic Calculator 11 8 39 
Check Writer 19 20 23 
Reproducing Equipment: 
Photocopy (Xerox, etc., 30 28 25 
Duplicating (Ditto) 26 25 15 
Offset 17 ''\ w 
Mail Meter 33 11 
Bookkeeping Machine 16 14 L6 
Adding Machine 43 41 22 
Keypunch 22 9 4 
Verifier 22 10 19 
Collator ·9 9 26 
Reproduc.er 13 12 22 
Accounting Machine 2 2. 1 
Card Sor·ter 11 8 18 
Interpreter 13 q 17 
Data Converting Equipmenl 4 3 0 
Paper-Tape Equipment 3 1 1 
Computer Console 18 8 13 
Random Access Devices 8 '3 1 
Stmllllary Punch 3 2 1 
-· --- -----·-··-·- ·-- --··-·· -· --
*O.W. stands for Office Workers' response 
**fl.M. stands for Office Managers' response 
~~teon ..... h ... % tl. » ... ,,.,;onses 
3 2 1 
O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. O.M. 
13 5 8 14 15 22 22 
24 9 5 5 4 73 58 
23 8 8 12 25 24 28 
15 2 9 22 33 20 26 
19 2 16 38 30 26 25 
18 17 2' 2 4 31 45 
17 20 28 2 J 36 14 
28 21 21 l 4 .! 3 19 
i 3 11 9 3 5 45 48 
lo 7 17 3 8 53 44 
12 4 u 2 1 50 4) 
14 3 lb 3 6 62 50 
:I 12 8 2 20 21 22 
5 2 13 i 22 68· 51 
6 8 13 !t 21 47 50 
16 9 19 8 22 48 34 
5 11 11 4 22 50 50 
4 2 I. 0 l 94 13 
10 9 10 5 13 58 58 
9 5 9 3 . t.2 62 61 
0 0 I. l j 95 . 93 
l. l 2 0 0 ~5 95 
6 6 L4 5 23 58 49 
7 1 5 0 L 84 83 
2 1 2 l 3 94 91 
--~---- ----- ·--· ---- --
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percent of the office managers indicated competence was not required. 
While about one-fourth of the respondents say that competence is not re-
quired, one~fourth of the office managers say that competence in operat-
ing dictating machines needs improvement. 
Regarding the office workers' competence in operating the rotary 
calculator, 56 percent of the office workers, compared to 32 percent of 
the office managers, responded with at least the satisfactory competence 
category. Only 22 percent of the office workers, compared to 33 percent 
of the office managers, responded with the competence needs improvement 
category, About one-fourth of both groups indicated that competence was 
not required. 
Fifty percent of the office workers, compared to 26 percent of the 
office managers, i.ndicated at least the satisf;actory competence category 
regarding the offic~ workers' operation of the electronic calculator. 
In the opposite direction,, only 17 percent of the office workers, com-
pared with 25 percent of the office managers, indicated average compe-
tence. Only 3i percent of the of;fice workers, compared to 45 percent of 
the office managers, responded that competence was not required. Almost 
one-half of the office managers' responses indicated that the office 
worker did not need competence in operating the electronic calculator. 
Sixty~five percent of the office workers, compared to only 50 per-
cent of the office managers, responded with at least the satisfactory 
competence category regarding the office workers' competence in operat-
ing the adding machine. Only 2 percent of the office workers, con-
trasted to 20 percent of the office managers, indicated that competence 
needs improvement. 
The final three significant~ scores relate to the office workers' 
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compet1:nce in operating data procel:lsing equipment. Twenty-six percent 
of the office workers, compared to only 14 percent of the office man-
agers, indicated that the office workers operated the keypunch with at 
least satisfactory competenceT Only 4 percent of the office workers, 
compared to 22 percent of the office managers, indicated the competence 
needs improvement category. However, 68 percent of the office workers, 
compared 1=0 51 percent of the office mc1,nagers, indicatecj the competence 
not required category. Over hal~ of both groups indicated that the of-
fice worker needs p.o competence .in operating the keypunch. 
Fo;rty-one percent of the office workers, compared to only 16 per-
cent of the office managers, responded with at least the satisfactory 
competence category regarding the office workers' operation of the veri-
fier. ~n the opposite cJirection, only 4 percent of the office workers, 
compared to 21 percent of the office managers, responded that the of-
fice wor~ers' competence in operating the verifier needs improvement. 
However, the response treno noted in keypunch .competence was repeated; 
47 percent of the office workers and 50 percept of the office managers 
respon,cJed that competence was not required. 
Thirty-five percent of the.office workers, compared with only 17 
percent of the 9ffice managers, indicated that the office workers oper-
ated the reproducer wit~ at least satisfactory competence. In the op-
posite direction, only 4 percent of the office workers, contrasted to 
22 percent of the office managers, responcJed with the competence needs 
improvement category. Again, half of each groups' responses occurred 
in the not required category. 
The significant findings concerning the office workers' competence 
in machine operation can be summarized: 
(1) The office workers tended to rank t;l;ieir comp.etence in 
machine operation somewhat higher than office managers 
(dictation equipment, rotary calculator, electronic 
calculator, adding machine, keypunch, verifier, and 
reproducer). 
(2) Over fifty percent of both groups indicated at least 
satisfactory competence in operating the adding ma-
chine. 
(3) Over fifty percent of the office workers indicated at 
lea~t satisfactory competence in operating dictating 
equipment, rotary calculators, and electronic calcu-
lators; however, less than 50 percent of the office man-
agers indicated the satisfactory competence or above 
categories. 
(4) About fifty percent of both groups indicated that com-
petence was not required in operating the manual type-
writer, keypunch, verifier, and reproducer. 
(5) While responses totaled 33 percent or less, consider-
ably more office managers than office workers indicated 
a n.eed for improved i;;ompetence in operating the dic-
tating equipment, rotary calculator, adding machine, 
keypunch, verifier, and reproducer. 
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An examination of the items having insignificant z scores is war-
ranted becau.se of the impUcations of this information for machine in-
struction i,n the .curriculum. Fifty..-nipe percent of the office workers 
and 55 percent of the offi~e managers indicated that the office workers 
operated the electric typewriter with at least satisfactory competence. 
Only 22 percent of the two groups' responses indicated that competence 
was not required. Therefore, skill on the electric typewriter is needed 
in over three-fourth~ of the jobs, and schools seem to be preparing most 
office workers satisfactorily in this area. 
Thirty-four percent of the office workers, compared to on,ly 29 per-
cent of the offi,ce managers, responded that the office workers displayed 
at least satisfactory competence in printing calculator operation. 
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However, 38 perc;:ent of the office workers a~d 30 percent of the office 
manc1.gers indicated that competence in printing cdculator operation 
needs improvement. Also, 26 percent of the office workers and 25 per-
cent of the office managers indicated that cpmpetence was not required. 
Onerfourth say competence is not needed, and about one-third say compe-
tence needs improvement. The implication of these data is not clear 
and further research is indicated. 
While 42 percent of the office workers and 37 percent of the of-
fice managers·iq.dicated at least satis:l;actory competence in operating 
the check writer, over one-third of the two groups' responses occurred 
in the not required category. Very few respondents indicated that com-
petence needs improvement. 
Regarding.photocopy equipment, 55 percent of the office workers 
ap.d 56 percent of the office marti:igers indicated the at least satisfac-
tory competence categ9ry. Twenty-three percent of the office workers 
and 19 percent Qf the office workers say competence is not needed. Al-
most no responses occurred in the needs improvement category. 
Forty-one percent of the office workers and 38 percent of the of-
fice managers in9icated that the office workers' competence in operating 
the duplicating machine was at least satisfactory. However, 45 percent 
of the office workers and 48 percent of the office managers indicated 
the competence not required category relating to the office workers' 
operation of duplicating equipment. Almost no responses occurred in the 
needs improvement category. :J:t appears that further research is war-
ranted to clarify the implications of the data concerning duplicating 
equipment. 
Fi:l;ty-three percent of the office workers and 44 percent of the 
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office managers ;indicated the competence not required category regarding 
ofhet equ:f,pll)ent. Ab~ut on~ .. third of both groupii' responses indicated 
at least satiE!factory competence. Almost none o.f the respondents de-
sired ;improved c9~petence, Furthe~ research is indicated to clarify the 
impUcatioQs of thh data. 
Fifty percent of tq.e office workers and 45 percent Qf the office 
managers indicated the not required category for the mail meter. Over 
one-third of both groups, 44 percent of the office workers and 39 per-
cent crf the office managersl responded with at least satisfactory compe-
tence·~ No tmproven,ent was needed according to almost all of the re-
spondent;:s. The results are somewhat inconclusive, and further research 
. i.s ind:f.cated. 
Sixty .. two percent of the office workers, compared to 50 percent of 
the office i;nanagers~ indicated that competence in operating the book-
keep:f.ns mach:i,ij~ was p.Qt required~ Almost c;me~third of the two groups, 
32 percent of the office workers and 28 percent of the office managers, 
responded with at least satisfactory competence. No improvement appears 
needed. 
The rell'laining machines resulting in insign:i.ficant .! scores related 
t13 data processing equipment. The ~argest percentage responses of both 
groups, office workers and office mana~ers, occurred in the competence 
nc;:,t required category. forty-eight percent of the off;i.ce workers, com-
pared to. 34 pereent of the office managers, responded that competence 
was not reqµired regar~;i.ng operation of the co:Uator. Forty-four per-
cent of the respondents indicated at least average of above competence. 
Also, 22 percent of the office mi;tnagers desired improvement. 
Ninety-four percent of the office workers and 93 percent of the 
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office managers resp9nded with the competence not required category re-
latec;l to the office workers' operation of the accounting machine. 
The competence not required category was indicated by 58 percent of 
both groups, office workers and offi,ce managers, regarding operation of 
the cax:d sorterr Thirty-eight percent of both groups responded with at 
least average compet;ence. 
Si:x:ty-two percent; of th.e office workers 1:1nd 61 percent of the of-
fice managers indicated the competence not required category regarding 
the office workers' operatic;m of the interpreter. Forty-six percent of 
the office workers and 27 percent of the office managers responded with 
at least average competence. 
Also, competence was not required in operating data converting 
equipment as ind:lcated by 95 percent of the office workers' responses 
and 93 percent of the office mana9ers' responses. 
:t-l'inety-five J?ercent of both groups, office workers an,d office man-
agers, re~ppnded .that competence was not required regarding the office 
workers' operation c;,f paper-t;ape equipment. 
Fifty-eight percent of the office workers, compared to 49 percent 
of the office managers, indicated that competence was not required for 
operating the co~puter console. Thirty-seven percent of the office 
workers and 28 percent of the office managers responded with at least 
average competence. Also, 23 percent of the office managers desired 
improvement, 
Regarding the random access device, 84 percent of the office work-
ers and 83 percent c;>f the office managers indicated the competence not 
required category. Ninety-four percent of the office workers and 91 
percent of the office managers responded that competence was not 
requited related to operation of the summary punch. 
The insignificant findings can be summarized: 
(1) While there was less discrepancy between the two groups' 
percentage responses concerning machine operating compe-
tence, the office workers had a slight tendency to rank 
themselves higher than office managers. 
(2) Over half of both groups indicated at least satisfactory 
competence in operating the electric typewriter and 
photocopy equipment. 
(3) Between 25 and 50 percent of both groups indicate at 
least satisfactory competence in operating the check 
writer, duplicating machine, printing calculator, offset, 
and mail meter; however, between 25 and 50 percent indi-
cated that competence in operating these machines was not 
required. 
(4) Between 25 and 50 percent of the respondents indicated 
that printing calculat9r operating competence needs im-
provement. 
(5) Fi(ty percent or more of the respondents indicated that 
cotI1pe-tence in opera ting the bookkeeping machine was not 
requ:Lred. 
(6) The not required category was indicated by over 75 per-
cent of the respondents regarding competence in operating 
the accounting machine, data converting equipment, paper-
tape equipment, ranclom access devices, and summary punch 
(all items are data processing equipment). 
(7) Between 50 percent and 75 percent of the respondents 
indicated that competence was not required in operating 
the card sorter, interpreter, and computer console (data 
processing equipment). 
(8) Slightly less than half the respondents indicated the not 
required category for the collator. 
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It appears that the business educator should study these findings 
regarding the office workers' competence in mach:Lne operation in de-
veloping and revising the office administration curriculum with regard 
to which machines need to be taught for competency and which should be 
taught for acquaintance levels. Also, it is possible that some machine 
training could be eliminated. 
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It appears from the above findings that the business educator 
should study further why about 20 percent of office managers reported 
that the office workers needed to improve competence in operating the 
keypunch; verifier, collator, reproducer, and computer console; while 
about half of the office workers and office managers indicated that 
competence was not required in operating these machines. Also, it 
would be.interesting to discover why so little competence is required in 
data processing machine operation. Perhaps as office workers gained 
proficiency in basic data processing· equipment operation, the office 
managers would provide additional opportunities for the workers to 
utilize such equipment. Whatever the reason, the full implications of 
these response patterns are not determinable from this research; but 
the data disclose interesting tendencies warranting future study by 
office educators. 
The findings also further support the response trend of the office 
workers to indicate somewhat higher competency than the office manager 
as indicated previously in Null Hypotheses 2, 4, and 6. 
Present and Future Trends for Office Workers 
Hypothesis 9. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to specific present and future trends for office workers with 
regard to personal traits, individual autonomy, general knowl-
edge, specialized skills, and decision-making. 
The questionnaire contained five statements concerning present and 
future trends for office workers: (1) Presently and in the future, 
personal traits are becoming more important for success in office work 
than they have previously been; (2) In the future, office workers will 
assume more intjependence and autonomy; (3) In the future, more general 
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knowledge will be needed for office workers than has been previously 
needed; (4) In the future, higher skill specialization will be needed 
for office employment than previously was needed; and (5) In the future, 
decision-making ability will be as important as actual job skills pos-
sessed by office workers. The respondents were asked to indicate their 
opinions of the validity of the statement by checking one of five cate-
gories for each statement: (1) not at all true, (2) rarely might be 
true, (3) might be true, (4) highly probably but not positive, and (5) 
true. 
Table XX-VIII shows the frequency of responses in each category by 
the office workers and office managers regarding present and future 
trends for office workers. 
The resultant~ score of 1.20 reported in Table XXIX is not sig-
nificant. Office workers and office managers anticipate the same pres-
ent and future trends for office workers. Thus, the null hypothesis is 
accepted, 
Table XXIX reports the£ scores for the five questions regarding 
certain present and future trends for offiqe workers. One statement re-
sulted in a~ of 3.42 indicating a significant difference of opinions 
between the two groups. The statement was: In the future, higher 
skill specialization will be needed for office employment than previ-
ously was needed. Insignificant~ scores were reported for: (1) per-
sonal traits becoming important,~ of .31; (2) more office worker auton-
omy,~ of .05; (3) more need for general knowledge, z of 1.06; and (4) 
decision-making ability as important as job skills, z of 1.34. 
A comparison of the percentage responses of bo~h groups regarding 
present and future trends for office workers is given in Table XXX. An 
TABLE XXVII I 
FREQUENCY DATA OF OFFICE WORKERS' AND OFFICE MANAGERS I OPINIONS REGARDING 
SPECIFIC PRESENT AND FUTURE TRENDS FOR OFFICE WORKERS 
5--True 4--Highly Probable but not Positive 3--Must be True 
2--Rarely would be True 1--Not at all True 
Credibilitv Category bv No, of Responses Each 
5 4 3 · 2 1 G:toup 
Trend O. W, *~O.M. ** O. W. O.M. O. W. O.M. 0, W. ·'O.M. 0. W.; O.M. Tota.L Total 
Personal traits becom-
ing more important 248 261 92 63 31 34 18 30 11 12 400 800 
More office worker 
autonomy 217 211 118 131 27 30 23 18 15 10 400 800 
More general knowledge 
needed for office 
workers 213 203 147 141 13 17 14 34 13 5 400 800 
Higher skill 
specialization 62 5 7 84 62 16 11 132 108 106 162 400 800 
Decision-making ability 
as important as actual 
job skills 231 249 139 125 11 16 11 7 8 3 400 800 
) 
Total Responses 971 981 580 522 98 108 198 197 153 192 2000 4000 
*O.W. stands for Office Workers' ·response 




RESULTS OF THE MANN-WrlITNEY U TEST REGARDING THE OFFICE WORKERS' AND OfFICE MANAGERS 1 
OPINIONS OF THE PRESENT AND FUTURE TRENDS FOR OFFICE WORKERS 
Overall Null Hypothesis 
Trend 
Personal traits becoming 
more important 
More office worker autonomy 
More general knowledge needed 
for office workers 
Higher skill specialization 
Decision-making ability as 



















PER,~E}'.'":.'AGE DATP O? DF?ICE WORKERS 1 Al'iD OFFICE MA."vAGERS' OPli'.;;IONS REGARDING 
SPECIFI1 PRESENT AND FUTURE TRENDS FOR OFFICE. WORKERS 
5--True 4--Highly Probable but not Positive 3--Must be True 
2--Rarely would be True 1--Not at.all True 
Credibility Category by% of- Responses 
5 4 3 2 1 
Trend O.W.* O.M. ** o. w. O.M. o. w. O.M. o.w. O.M. o.w. 
Personal traits becom- l 
ing more important 6.2 65 23 
More office worker 
autonomy 54 53 30 
More general knowledge 
needed for office 
workers 53 51 37 
., 
Higher skill 
specialization 16 14 21. 
Decision-making ability 
as important as actual 
job skills 53 51 37 
*O.W. stands for Office Workers' response 
**O.M. stands for Office Managers' response 
I 
16 8 9 5 7 2 
32 7 a 5 ,4 4 
35 3 4 4 9 3 
·15 4 3 33 27 26 


















examination of this table should help explain the exact responses re-
sulting in a significant.! score. Thirty-seven percent of the office 
workers, compared to 29 percent of the office managers, indicated that 
it was at least highly probable but not positive that higher skill spe-
cialization would be needed by the office worker. However, 59 percent 
of the office workers, compared to 68 percent of the office managers, 
indicated that it was rarely true or not at all true that higher skill 
specialization would become more important for office ~orkers. Over 
half the two groups indicated that no increase in skill specialization 
would be needed for future office workers, and more office managers than 
office workers emphasized this trend. Over one-third of the office 
workers and almost one-third of the office managers indicate that it is 
not very probable that more skill specialization will be needed. 
An examination of the items having insignificant.! scores is war-
ranted because of the implications for curriculum development and re-
vision. Eighty-five percent of the office workers and 81 percent of 
the office managers responded that it was true or highly probably that 
personal traits are becoming more important for the office worker. 
Little discrepancy occurred in the two groups' opinions since over 
three-fourths of both groups indicated that personal traits would in-
crease in importance for office workers. 
Similarly, over three-fourths of both groups, 84 percent of the 
office workers and 85 percent of the office managers, indicated that it 
was true or highly probable that the office worker would become more 
autonomous. 
It was true or highly probable that more general knowledge would 
be needed for the office worker, as indicated by 90 percent of the 
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office workers and 86 percent of the office managers. Again, over 
three-fourths of both groups' opinions were reported in these two cate-
gories. 
It was also true or highly probable that decision-making ability 
was as important as actual job skills for the office worker, as reported 
by 90 percent of the office workers and 86 percent of the office man-
agers. The same response pattern was repeated regarding this ability 
with over three-fourths of both groups responding in these two catego-
ries. 
The findings of this section can be summarized: 
(1) The opinions of the two groups differed significantly 
concerning the trend that higher skill specialization 
would become more important for future office workers; 
however, over half of both groups indicated that this 
trend was rarely true or not at all true (Office work-
ers responded more frequently in the higher categories 
than did the office managers). 
(2) Over three-fourths of both groups indicated that per-
sonal traits, autonomy, general knowledge, and decision-
making ability would become more important for future 
office workers. 
It appears that these findings related to present and future trends for 
office workers should be studied by the business educator in developing 
and revising curriculum. 
Null Research Hypothesis Findings 
There is no significant difference of opinions between office 
workers and their office managers with respect to the duties 
involved in office work and the competence with which the 
office worker performs these duties; the frequency with which 
o:(:fice workers operate the office machines and the competence 
with which office workers operate these machines; the 
decision-making opportunities existing tor office workers, 
the desirability of decision-making by office workers, and 
the competence with which the office workers make decisions; 
the traits needed for decision-making by office workers and 
the degree with which the office workers possess and exhibit 
these decision-making traits; and the present and future 
trends for office workers with regard to personal traits, 
individual autonomy, general knowledge, specialized skills, 
and decision-making. 
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rhe purpose qf this null hypothesis is to determine if office work-
ers and office managers agree in their responses on the total question-
naire and, thus, share like opiniqns regarding: (1) the duties per-
formed by office workers and their competence in performing these du-
ties; (2) the frequency with which office workers operate various ma-
chines and their competence in operating these machines; (3) the 
decision-makin~ opportunities given to office workers, the desirability 
of decision-making by office workers, and their degree of competence in 
making valid decisions; (4) the traits that are important in decision-
making and the degree to which the office workers possess and exhibit 
these traits; and (5) the present and future trends for the office work-
e~s concerning personal traits, individual autonomy, general knowledge, 
specialized skills, and decision-making. 
In order to test the main null hypothesis, the questionnaire was 
designed with five response categories for each section. The categories 
were assigned numerical weights of 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 with five indicat-
ing the most frequent or highest competence level and one indicating the 
lowest frequency or competence level. The trends section consistently 
maintained weighting direction with five being the most true statement 
and one being the least true statement. The total points were then 
ranked for the individual questionnaires, and the Mann-Whitney U statis-
tic was applied to test the main null hypothesis. Table XXXI summarizes 
the responses on the completed questionnaire by category weight and per-
cent of total responses. 
TABLE :XXXI 
SUMMARY :ABLE OF TOTAL OFFICE WORKERS 1 At.'D OFFICE MANAGERS I OPINIONS AS 
REPOR'I'ED BY 0ATEGORY WEIGHTS ON THE TOTA.i., QUESTIONNAIRE 
Office Workers Office Managers 
Category Weight: 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 --1-
Frequency of Duty 
Performance 1103 1021 1004 66E 606 1097 1053 974 668 608 
Percent of Total 25 23 23 1; 14 25 24 22 15 14 
Competence of Duty 
Performance 1087 1277 815 63~ 587 728 856 1073 1268 475 
Percent of Total 25 27 21 l~ 13 16 20 24 29 11 
Frequency of Machine 
Operation 1482 1567 870 1097 4984 1426 1593 809 1069 5103 
Percent of Total is 15 9 11 50 14 16 8 11 51 
Competence of Machine 
Operation 1797 1569 697 585 5352 1382 1167 1130 1232 5089 
Percent of Total 18 16 7 6 53 13 12 11 13 51 
Decision-Making 
Frequency & Desirability 264 447 43 34 12 285 208 163 124 20 
Percent of Total 33 56 5 4 2 36 26 20 16 2 
Decision-Making 
Competence 101 150 84 62 3 49 53 88 206 4 
Percent of Total 25 37 21 16 1 12 13 22 52 1 
Decision-Making Trait 
Importance 2114 1187 1208 538 153 2562 827 1349 404 58 
Percent of Total 41 22 23 11 3 49 15 26 8 2 
Degree of Decision-Making 
Trait Possession and 
Exhibition 1711 2185 747 439 118 1072 1407 892 1748 81 
Percent of Total 33 42 15 8 2 22 26 17 34 1 
Trends 971 580 98 198 153 981 522 108 197 192 
Percent of Total 49 29 5 9 8 49 26 5 10 10 ------- -·-- -TOTAL IN RESPONSE 
CATEGORY 10,630 9,983 5,566 4,253 11,968 9 ,582 7,686 6 ,586 6 ,916 11,630 
PERCENT OF TOTAL 






The entire questionnaire responses result in a significant~ of 
2.13 which is greater than the required~ of 1.96. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected. A significant difference of opinions exists 
between office workers and office managers regarding: 
. 1. The:office workers' competence in performing specific 
off ice duties, 
2. The frequency and desirability of decision-making oppor-
tunities existing for office workers, 
3. The office workers' competence in making decisions, 
4. The importance of specific decision-making traits needed 
by office workers, and 
5. The office workers' possession and exhibition of specific 
decision-making traits. 
The total frequency of each groups' responses, office workers' and of-
fice managers' responses, reported in Table XXXI was 42,400. The ag-
gregate frequency response total was 84,800. According to the frequency 
responses in Table XXXI, the following total group frequency responses 
by category weights are indicated: (1) category five, 10,630 of the 
42,400 total office workers' responses and 9,582 of the 42,400 total 
office managers' responses; (2) category four, 9,983 of the 42,400 total 
office workers' responses and 7,686 of the 42,400 total office managers' 
responses; (3) category three, 5,566 of the 42,400 total office workers' 
responses and 6,586 of the 42,400 total office managers' responses; (4) 
category two, only 4,253 of the 42,400 total office workers' responses 
and 6,916 of the 42,400 total office managers' responses, and (5) cate-
gory one, 11,968 of the 42,400 total office workers' responses and 
11,630 of the 42,400 office managers' responses. 
Regarding the significant null hypotheses, Table XXXI can isolate 
the frequency response categories leading to significant differences of 
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opinions. 
Insignificant differences of opinions exist between office workers 
and office managers regar~ing: 
1. The frequency with which the office workers perform spe-
cific office duties, 
2.. The frequency of the office workers' specific machine 
operation duties, 
3. The degree of competence with which the office workers 
perform specific machine operation duties, and 
4. The present and future trends for office workers. 
Regarding the insignificant null hypotheses, Table XXXI can show 
important patterns in the similarities between the office workers' and 
office managers' total responses. 
Table XXXI also contains total percentage responses for the office 
workers and office managers concerning the various null hypotheses. 
Each groups' percent totals 100 percent. The total percentage responses 
for all 9 null hypotheses can be reported as follows: (1) category 
five, 24 percent office workers' total responses and 22 percent office 
managers' total responses; (2) category four, 24 percent office workers' 
total responses and 19 percent office managers' total responses; (3) 
category three, 11 percent office workers' total responses and 16 per-
cent office managers' total responses; (4) category two, 10 percent of-
fice workers' total responses and 17 percent office managers' total re-
sponses; and (5) category one, 29 percent office workers' total re-
sponses and 28 percent office managers' total responses. 
The total percentage responses reported in Table XXXI can further 
help determine the differences of opinions between the office workers 
and office managers resulting in significant null hypotheses findings. 
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Fifty-two percent of the office workers' total responses, compared to 
only 36 percent of the office managers' total responses, indicated cate-
gories 5 and 4 for the office workers' competence in performing specific 
office duties. In the other direction, only 27 percent of the office 
workers' total responses, compared to 40 percent of the office managers' 
total responses, occurred in categories 2 and l. 
Regarding the frequency and desirability of the office workers' 
decision-making opportunities, 89 percent of the office workers' total 
responses, compared to 62 percent of the office managers' total re-
sponses, occurred in categories 5 and 4. In the opposite direction, 6 
percent of the office workers' total responses, compared to 18 percent 
of the office managers' total responses, relating to the office workers' 
frequency and desirability of decision-making opportunities occurred in 
categories 2 and l. 
Sixty-two percent of the office workers, contrasted to only 25 per-
cent of the office managers, responded with categories 5 and 4 regarding 
the office workers' decision-making competence. Only 17 percent of the 
office workers, compared with 53 percent of the office managers, re-
sponded with categories 2 and l. 
Sixty-three percent of the office workers' total responses, com-
pared to 64 percent of the office managers' total responses, occurred 
in categories 5 and 4 regarding the importance of specific decision-
making traits. However, only 14 percent of the office workers, compared 
with 10 percent of the office managers, indicated categories 2 and 1. 
Regarding the degree of the office workers' possession and exhibi-
tion of certain decision-making traits, 75 percent of the office work-
ers' total responses, compared to 48 percent of the office managers' 
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total responses, occurred in categories 5 and 4. In the opposite direc-
tion, only, 10 percent of the office workers' total responses, compared 
to 35 percent of the office managers' total responses occurred in cate-
gories 2 and 1. 
It is important to notice that the office workers indicated the 
higher categories more frequently than did the office managers on the 
questionnaire sections leading to significant differences of opinions. 
Table XXXI can also indicate important patterns in the similarities 
between the office workers' and office managers' total responses relat-
ing to the insignificant null hypotheses. Forty-eight percent of the 
office workers' and 49 percent of the office managers' responses to the 
office workers' frequency of specific office duties occurred in cate-
gories 5 and 4. Twenty-nine percent of both groups' responses occurred 
in categories 2 and 1. 
Categories 2 and 1 were indicated by 61 percent of the office 
workers' total responses and 62 percent of the office managers' total 
responses regarding the office workers' frequency of operation of spe-
cific office machines. Only 30 percent of both groups' responses oc-
curred in categories 5 and 4. 
Also, categories 2 and 1 were indicated by 59 percent of the of-
fice. workers' total responses and 64 percent of the office managers' 
total responses relating to the office workers' competence in operating 
specific office machines. Thirty-four percent of the office workers 
and 25 percent of the office managers responded with categories 5 and 
4. Regarding competence, the office workers ranked themselves slightly 
higher than the office managers ranked them. 
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Categories 5 and 4 were indicated by 78 percent of the office work-
ers' and 75 percent of the office managers' total responses relating to 
present and future trends for office workers. Only 17 percent of the 
office workers and 20 percent of the office managers responded with 
categories 2 and 1. 
The specific findings related to the nine null hypotheses have pre-
viously been discussed. The overall findings, in addition to the sig-
nificant and insignificant null hypotheses enumerated above, tend to 
support the contention that the office workers tend to indicate higher 
competence levels than do the office managers. 
The overall findings related to the significant null hypotheses 
are summarized: 
(1) Office workers ranked ~hemselves higher than office man-
agers did concerning the office workers' competence in 
performing specific office duties, the frequency and de-
sirability of decision-making opportunities, competence 
in decision-making, and the possession and exhibition of 
specific decision-making traits. 
(2) Over half the responses for both groups occurred in cate-
gories 5 and 4 concerning the frequency and desirability 
of decision-making opportunities and the importance of 
specific decision-making traits for the office workers. 
(3) Over half the office workers' responses but less than 
half the office managers' percentage responses occurred 
in categories 5 and 4 concerning the office workers' 
competence in performing specific duties, competence 
in decision-making, and possession and exhibition of. 
specific decision-making traits. 
The important overall findings contained in Table XXXI relating to 
the ins~gnificant null hypotheses are: 
(1) More than half of both groups, office workers and office 
managers, r~sponded in categories 2 and 1 concerning the 
frequency of specific machine operating duties and ma-
chine operating competence. It appears that many ma-
chines are rarely or never used by the office workers 
and that competence in operation is either not required 
or needs improvement (in a few cases already enumerated). 
(2) Over half of both groups responded in categories 5 and 4 
regarding the present and future trends for office work-
ers. 
(3) Slightly less than half of both groups indicated cate-
gories 5 and 4 concerning the frequency of specific of-
fice duties. 
(4) Office workers ranked themselves slightly higher than of-
fice managers concerning machine operating competence. 
More office managers than office workers indicated a need 
for improvement in the office workers' machine operating 
competence. 
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The overall significant and insignificant findings seem to indicate 
that office workers have an overall tendency to indicate higher response 
categories than do the office managers as indicated by the total per-
centage responses reported on the entire table. 
Summary 
The Mann-Whitney U Test was applied to the data gathered from the 
questionnaire survey of office workers and office managers. The data 
gathered centered around the research null hypothesis: 
There is no significant difference of opinions between office 
workers and their office managers with respect to the duties 
involved in office work and the competence with which the 
office worker performs these duties; the frequency with which 
office workers operate the office machines and the competence 
with which office workers operate these machines; the 
decision-making opportunities existing for office workers, 
the desirability of decision-making by office workers, and 
the competence with which the office workers make decisions; 
the traits needed for decision-making by office workers and 
the degree with which the office workers possess and exhibit 
these decision-making traits; and the present and future 
trends for office workers with regard to personal traits, 
individual autonomy, general knowledge, specialized skills, 
and decision-making. 
First, nine individual null hypotheses breaking the major null hy-
pothesis down into its component parts were tested in an effort to 
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locate and examine any possible differences of opinions between the two 
groups. Table XXXII summarizes the significant and insignificant dif-
ferences of opinions existing between the office workers and office man-
agers. 
Significant Differences of Opinions 
According to the tabled data, the following null hypotheses indi-
cate differences of opinions; consequently, the null hypotheses must be 
rejected: 
Hypothesis 2. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the degree of competence with which office workers perform 
specific duties involved in office work. 
Hypothesis 5. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and 'their office managers with respect 
to the frequency and desirability of individual decision-
making opportunities by office workers. 
Hypothesis 6. 
between office 
to the degree 
decisions. 
There is no significant differenGe of opinions 
workers and their office managers with respect 
of competency with which office workers make 
Hypothesis 7. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the importance of specific decision-making traits needed 
by office workers, 
Hypothesis 8. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the degree to which office workers possess and exhibit spe-
cific decision-making traits. 
The z scores for the individual items relating to each null hy-
pothesis have been computed and discussed in detail in each section of 
this chapter. The implications of these findings for office administra-
tion curriculum and for future research will be discussed in detail in 
the final chapter. 
TABLE XXXII 
SUMMARY TABLE OF STGKIFICAi\f'.r A..i:J'D INSIGNIFICANT NULL HYPOTHESES 
AND RESEARCH NULL HYPOTHESIS 
Research Null Hypothesis: Sigriificant ·values Insi gnificartt Values 
No significant difference between 
office workers and office managers 
on the total questionnaire 
Null Hypothesis: 
1. No significant difference regarding 
the office workers' frequency of 
specific duty performance 
2. No significant difference regarding 
the office workers' competence of 
specific duty performance 
3. No significant difference regarding 
the office workers' frequency of 
specific machine operation duties 
4. No significant difference regarding 
the office workers' competence in 
machine operation 
5. No significant difference regarding 
the office workers' frequency and 
desirability of decision-making opportunities 
6. No significant difference regarding 
the office workers' decision-making 
competence 
7. No significant difference regarding 
the importance of specific decision-
making traits 
8. No significant difference regarding 
the office workers' possession and 
exhibition of specific decision-making traits 
9, No significant difference regarding 
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Insignificant Differences of Opinions 
An examination of the summary table shows that four null hypotheses 
are accepted. Therefore, on four of the questionnaire sections, office 
workers and office managers expressed similar opinions. 
Hypothesis 1. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the frequency of specific duties involved in office work, 
Hypothesis 3. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the frequency of specific machine operating duties involved 
in office work. 
Hypothesis 4. There is no significant differeqce of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to the degree of competence with which office workers perform 
these specific machine operating duties involved in office 
work. 
Hypothesis 9. There is no significant difference of opinions 
between office workers and their office managers with respect 
to specific present and future trends for office workers with 
regard to personal traits, individual autonomy, general knowl-
edge, specialized skills, and decision-making. 
The individual~ scores for each item relating to the insignificant 
null hypotheses have been computed and discussed in detail in this chap-
ter. Their implications for office administration curriculum and fu-
ture research are discussed in the final chapter. 
Other Comments 
No comments other than incidental ones were made by the respondents 
in the space provided for additional comment. 
Significant Main Null Hypothesis 
A z value of 2.13 leads to the rejection of the main null hypothe-
sis. An examination of the data reported shows that the two groups 
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differ significantly with respect to the following aspects of the main 
null hypothesis: (1) the office workers' competence in performing spe-
cific office duties, (2) the frequency and desirability of the office 
workers' decision-making opportunities, (3) the office workers' 
decision-making competence, (4) the importance of specific decision-
making traits to the office worker, and (5) the office workers' degree 
of possession and exhibition of specific decision-making traits. 
For gathering sufficient and accurate information concerning these 
five areas important to the office workers' job success for use in plan-
ning and revising the office education curriculum, it appears that of-
fice educators should consult both groups. The results of the informa-
tion gathering should be integrated and synthesized in order to elimi-
nate any bias that obviously occurs in any one group's responses. The 
findings indicate that the office workers tend to rank themselves higher 
than office managers. 
It appears that either office workers or office managers could give 
sufficient information on which to base curriculum plans with respect 
to: (1) the frequency of the office workers' performance of certain 
duties, (2) the frequency of the office workers' machine operation du-
ties, (3) the competence of the office workers' machine operation per-
formance, and (4) the present and future trends for office workers (the 
accepted null hypotheses). 
The next chapter includes a detailed discussion of the recommenda-
tions and implications of the findings on the office administration cur-
riculum. The chapter discusses future research needs as indicated by 
this study, It also includes general recommendations based upon the 
findings. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RE'COMMENDATIONS 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem of this study was to compare the opinions of office 
workers and their office managers concerning: (1) the duties performed 
by office workers and their competence in performing these duties; (2) 
the frequency with which office workers operated various machines and 
their competence in operating these machines; (3) the decision-making 
opportunities given to office workers, the desirability of decision-
making PY office workers, and their competence in making valid deci-
sions; (4) the traits that were important in decision-making and the 
degree to which office workers possessed and exhibited these traits; 
and (5) the present and future trends for the office worker concerning 
personal traits, individual autonomy, general knowledge, specialized 
skills, and decision-making~ 
Significance and Background of Study 
A.review of related literature indicated that these writers thought 
specific facts should be gathered concerning the college-prepared of-
fice worker and her job duties and competence; machine duties, and com-
petence; decision-making frequency, desirability, and competence; im-
portant traits for decision-making; and present and future trends. For 
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proper office administration curricula revision and development, such 
things should be determined as identifying the office workers' important 
individual duties, machine duties, personal traits, decision-making 
ability, decision-making opportunities, and decision-making traits. The. 
degree of competency needed by the office worker in performing the indi-
vidual duties and in possessing and exhibiting the individual traits 
should be determined, along with the future trends for office workers 
regarding personal traits, worker autonomy, general knowledge, higher 
sk~ll specialization, and decision-making abilities. 
This study is significant to business educators because it points 
out discrepancies existing between the opinions of office managers and 
office workers concerning the duties and decision-making opportunities 
involved in office work. The study also points out differences of opin-
ions between office workers and office managers concerning the compe-
tencies with which the office workers perform duties and make decisions. 
The findings also disclose the need for better coordination of informa-
tion from management and office workers as well as the need for future 
research to understand the origination of the differences of opinions. 
The study suggests that some changes in teaching methodology and cur-
riculum structure may be needed, particularly regarding developing spe-
cific skills and decision-making abilities in future office workers. 
Methods and Procedures 
To gather the needed data for testing the null research hypothesis 
and related null hypotheses, survey responses were obtained from 400 
office workers and their immediate supervisors. The participants were 
selected from firms located in the nation's fourteen largest cities from 
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listings in Poor's Register of .Corporations, Di:,;:ectors, and Executives 
(47) on pages 16-165, supplemented by telephone book listings where 
necessary. The office worker's and office manager's questionnaires were 
coded so that responses were used·only if they were received from both 
the office worker and her office manager. Only office workers with a 
two-year college education in office administration during 1966 through 
1970 and their respective office managers were included in the findings. 
An office worker's and an office manager's questionnaire were de-
signed based upon consultations with business educators, office work-
ers, and office managers, as well as upon an extensive review of related 
literature. After analyzing the information, the questionnaires were 
further revised. Each questionnaire consisted of the following four 
sections: (1) general information, (2) duties and competencies in-
volved in office work and machine operation, (3) decision-making oppor-
tunities, desirability, competency; the importance of decision-making 
traits, and the degree to which the traits are possessed and exhibited 
on the job, and (4) present and future trends for office workers. 
The responses on each section of the questionnaire were recorded on 
a scale of one through five. The Mann-Whitney U test at the .05 sig-
nificance level was applied to the research null hypothesis and related 
null hypotheses to determine statistically significant differences of 
opinions. The U test was also applied to individual items related to 
each null hypothesis. The data were also classified and reported in 
frequency and percentage tables with an accompanying descriptive analy-
sis of the findings. 
Significant Findings 
A z score of 2.13 was obtained on the research null hypothesis 
which lead to its rejection. The related null hypotheses were tested 
indicating the exact location and nature of the overall opinion dif-
ferences. 
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The results of the statistical tests on the null hypotheses dis-
closed that office workers' and office managers' opinions differed sig-
nificantly with respect to: (1) the office workers' competencies in 
performing specific office duties, (2) the frequency and desired fre-
quency of the office workers 1 decision-making opportunities, (3) the 
office workers' decision-making competencies, (4) the importance of 
specific decision-making traits to the office workers, and (5) the de-
gree to which the office workers possess and exhibit these specific 
decision-making traits. 
In addition,~ scores were obtained for the individual items in the 
questionnaire sections. The results of these tests were fully dis-
cussed in Chapter IV. The implications of these tests will be included 
in the conclusions and recommendations in this chapter. 
Insignificant Findings 
Insignificant Null Hypotheses 
The tests of four null hypotheses resulted in insignificant dif-
ferences of opinions. There were no significant differences of opin-
ions between office workers and office managers with regard to: (1) 
the specific duties involved in office work, (2) the frequency of spe-
cific machine operating duties involved in office work, (3) the degree 
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of competence with which office workers perform specific machine operat-
ing duties, and (4) the present and future trends for office workers. 
The individual items were also statistically tested. The results 
of these tests were included in Chapter IV, and the implications of the 
findings are discussed in this chapter. 
Conclusions 
From an examination of the findings, the following general and spe-
cific conclusions were evident: 
(1) Business educators can expect to find significant differences 
of opinions existing between office workers and office managers with 
respect to the office workers' competencies in performing specific of-
fice duties, the frequency and desirability of the office workers' 
decision-making opportunities, the office workers' decision-making com-
petencies, the importance of decision-making traits to the office work-
er, and the degree to which the office workers possess and exhibit 
these decision-making traits. 
(2) The office workers perceived their competence in performing 
specific duties and machine operations at a higher level than did the 
office manager. They also reported a higher degree of competence in 
decision-making and a higher level of possession and exhibition of 
decision-making traits than office managers thought th~y did. Because 
the office workers consistently responded to these items in the higher 
categories more often than the office managers, it is necessary to sur-
vey both office workers and office managers in order to have a complete 
picture for curriculum workers. These differences should be reconciled 
for use in revising and designing the business and office administration 
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curriculum, 
(3) Considerable data for use in business education curriculum 
design and revision can be gathered from either office workers .Q.!. of-
fice managers regarding duties involved in office work, the office 
workers' frequency of machine operation, the competence with which work-
ers operate the machines (although the workers' responses will probably 
be somewhat higher than the managers' responses but not significantly 
so), and certain present and future trends for office workers. There-
fore, in these areas worker or management surveys may be sufficient for 
gathering needed information. 
(4) It appears that existing curricula are providing good train-
ing for the office workers in carrying out typing, filing, telephoning, 
and receptionist duties. 
(5) Over half of the respondents indicated that composing, mail 
processing, administrative, and information processing duties were fre-
quently performed by the office worker; and a little less than half the 
respondents indicated they were infrequently performed. Therefore, the 
business educator needs to examine further the trequency with which of-
fice workers perform these duties to determine the amount of time, ex-
tent of training, and methodology used in presenting these skills. The 
relationship between the frequency of these duties and the office work-
ers' competence in performing these duties must be studied further since 
office managers' responses indicated that competence needed improvement. 
(6) Because of the large number of office workers' and office man-
agers' responses indicating infrequent use of dictating, transcribing, 
and bookkeeping skills, and the tendency of some office managers to 
indicate that competence needed improvement, the business educator needs 
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to examine the existing curriculum and analyze further research data 
to determine the extent of training, the amount of time, and methodology 
used in presenting these skills (i.e., intensive training for a few 
students, acquaintanceship for all students, etc.). 
(7) It appears that business education programs are providing con-
siderable training on electric typewriters, adding machines, and photo-
copy equipment as these machines are frequently used in ~e office and 
both office workers and office managers report satisfactory competence. 
(8) Dictating equipment and rotary calculators are often used by 
office workers; over half the office workers but less than half the 
office managers indicated satisfactory competence levels. About one-
third the office managers indicated that competence needed improvement. 
Further research should determine the extent of business education 
training needed in operating this equipment. 
(9) Both groups, office workers and office managers, indicated 
that the manual typewriter and bookkeeping machine were infrequently 
used and that competence was not required for job success. It appears 
that extensive training in operating these machines need not be in-
cluded in office administration programs. 
(10) The printing calculator was frequently used by office workers; 
about one-third of the office workers and office managers reported that 
competence was satisfactory; one-third indicated needs improvement; and 
one-third indicated not required. The implications of these findings 
for the business educator need further study, 
(11) The electronic calculator, mail meter, check writer, offset 
equipment, and duplicating equipment were not frequently used by the 
office worker. While around half of both groups indicated satisfactory 
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competence, around one-third of both groups indicated competence was 
not required. It appears that the competence levels attained by office 
workers using these machines are satisfactory; however, because many 
respondents indicate that competence is not required, the business edu-
cator may wish to carefully study how much time and what competence 
levels are needed in training on these machines. 
(12) A large number of respondents from both groups indicated that 
the accounting machine, data converting equipment, paper-tape equipment, 
random access device, card sorter, summary punch, and interpreter were 
seldom, if ever, used and that competence was not a job requirement. It 
appears that little training on these data processing machines and 
equipment is necessary for many office workers. 
(13) While the keypunch, verifier, reproducer, collator, and com-
puter console were not frequently used data processing equipment, around 
twenty percent of the office managers indicated competence needed im-
provement. This somewhat limited desire for better competence in oper-
ating these machines might indicate that these machines would be used 
more often if qualified operators could be obtained. Before establish-
ing training programs and competence levels for these machines, further 
study of the implications of these data are needed. 
(14) Because office managers indicated a general desire for work-
ers to improve decision-making competence, it appears that office man-
agers would provide more decision-making opportunities for office work-
ers if they were convinced of the workers' abilities to make good de-
cisions. 
(15) Further research is warranted to determine why office workers 
are not making as many decisions as desired by office managers. 
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(16) Highly important decision-making traits indicated by office 
managers were: critical, rational, and logical thinking; adaptability; 
ability to form valid conclusions; objectivity; and ability to communi-
cate ideas and conclusions in verbal and written form. Responsibility, 
dependability, intuition, curiosity, self-confidence, and anticipstion 
of business needs were considered highly important by both groups. More 
office workers than office managers considered initiative and judgment 
important. Because of the high importance of these traits, business 
educators need to include emphasis on developing them in the office ad-
ministration curriculum. 
(17) The office managers indicated a general desire for the office 
worker to possess and exhibit more (1) judgment; (2) initiative; (3) 
curiosity; (4) critical, rational, and logical thinking; (5) anticipa-
tion of business needs; (6) adaptability; (7) ability to form valid con-
clusions; (8) objectivity; and (9) ability to communicate ideas and con-
clusions in verbal and written form. Based upon these findings, the 
business educator could include added emphasis in the office administra-
tion curriculum for developing these traits as well as continuing to 
include the development of the other traits. 
(18) The office managers desire more versatile, creative, and ad-
ministrative trait development than do the office workers as more of-
fice managers than office workers indicated many of these traits to be 
at least of "above average importance." Further research needs to be 
performed to determine why the office managers desire more versatile, 
creative, and administrative traits in office workers than office work-
ers desire. 
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(19) Office workers in the future will need to be more autonomous, 
more conscious of decision-making, more conscious of. personal traits, 
and have more general knowledge than present office workers. The busi-
ness educator must devise a curriculum that produces such workers. 
Reconnnendations 
General Recommendations 
(1) ~usiness educators should use integrated (management and 
worker) surveys to gather suitable, specific information concerning the 
workers' competence in performing general office duties, frequency and 
desirability of the office workers' decision-making opportunities, the 
office workers' decision-making competencies, the importance of 
decision-making traits to the office worker, and the degree to which 
office workers possess and exhibit decision-making traits. The inte-
grated survey is necessary to identify discrepancies that arise between 
the two groups that might be misleading in formulating curriculum re-
vision and design. 
(2) Surveys of either office workers or office managers may be 
adequate to gather considerable information for curriculum design and 
revision concerning general office duties, frequency of machine opera-
tion, machine operating competence, and certain present and future 
trends for office workers. 
Curriculum Reconnnendations 
Relative to the office administration curriculum, it is recommended 
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that: 
(1) Added emphasis be included improving the prospective office 
workers' competencies in performing the following duties: dictation, 
transcription, typing, filing, bookkeeping, composing, processing mail, 
administrative, and information processing (see dictation, tran1;1crip-
tion, and bookkeeping in Future Research Recommendations). 
(2) Continued training for a high degree of competence be included 
for performing typing, filing, telephoning, and receptionist duties. 
(3) An examination of training offered in performing dictating, 
trans~ribing, bookkeeping, composing, mail processing, administrative, 
and information processing duties be undertaken to determine the amount 
of time, extent of training, and methodology used in presenting these 
skills. 
(4) A continuation of offering training necessary to develop a 
high degree of competence on the following office machines be included: 
electric typewriter, photocopy equipment, and adding machines. 
(5) No extensive training for a high degree of competence may be 
necessary for operating the following.machines: manual typewriter, 
bookkeeping machine, mail meter, check writer, offset, and duplicating 
equipment. 
(6) No extensive training for a high degree of competence may be 
necessary for operating the following data processing machines: ac-
counting .machine, data converting equipment, paper-tape equipment, ran-
dom access device, c~rd sorter, summary punch, and interpreter. 
(7) Decision-making experiences be included developing a high 
competence in the office workers' decision-making abilities. 
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(8) Some experiences developing the following decision-making 
traits should be provided: critical, rational, and logical thinking; 
adaptability; ability to form valid conclusions; ability to coD111unicate 
ideas and conclusions in verbal and written form; responsibility; de-
pendabilityj intuition; curiosi.ty; self-confidence; anticipation of 
business needs; initiative; and judgment .• 
(9) Special emphasis be given improving th.e possession and exhi-
bit ion of these decision-making t:r:aits: judgment; ini.tiation; curios-
ity; critical, rational, and logical thinking; anticipation of business 
needs; adaptability; ability to fonn valid conclusions; objectivity; and 
ability to conununicate ~deas and conclusi-ons in verbal and written form. 
(10) Workers who 4·.i:re autonoma.us~ are more conscious of decision-
making and its related traits, and having more general knowledge than 
present office workers should be developed through good office adminis-
tration programs. 
Future Research· Recomm.endati.ons 
' 
Relative to future res~arch-in the office administration curricu-
lum area, it _is reconunenped that the business educator perform further 
res.earch to detennine-: 
(l) The extent and c.ompetence levels necessary for dictating, 
transcribing, bookkeepip~~·composing, mail processing, administrative, 
and information processip.g duties. 
(2) The extent an1:Lcompetency:levels with.which instruction should 
be provided on the following machines: dictating equipment, rotary 
calculators, printing calculators, electronic calculators, mail meter, 
check writer, and offset equipment. 
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(3) Why office managers reported a need for improved competence 
in operating the keypunch, verifier, collator, reproducer, and computer 
console, while at the same time indicating that these data processing 
machines were hardly used. 
(4) Why office workers are not making as many decisions as desired 
by oftice managers. 
(5) Why office managers desire more versatile, creative, and ad-
ministrative traits in office workers than the office workers desire. 
(6) Exactly which office workers with various job titles actually 
perform data processing duties. 
It appears from the findings of this research that the integrated 
survey approach has considerable merit as one aspect of curriculum re-
vision and development. It also appears that the specific implications 
of this study should be examined by-business educators in revising and 
developing office administration collegiate programs. 
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*REQUIREMENTS FOR SELECTING OFFICE WORKER CANDIDATES--IMPORTANT!! 
ALL WORKERS MUST HAVE BEEN IN COLLEGE DURING 1966 to 1970. 
They must have been enrolled in a two-year Office Administration 
program or similar program. If they do not have this educational 
prerequisite, they are not to be selected for this survey. If 
you have no one who qualifies, return the forms. 
JOB CLASSIFICATION DEFINITIONS 
SECRETARY. Performs cle~ical tasks as taking dictation, 
typing, assuming minor executive duties, reminding execu-
tives of appointments, interviewing and screening office 
visitors, reminding people of coming events, and writing 
routine correspondence 
STENOGRAPHER. Takes shorthand or speed-writing notes by 
hand or by machine and reports them 
TYPIST. Records data by means of typ~ng 
FILE CLERK. Classifies, sorts, files correspondence, 
records, and other data 
RECEPTIONIST. Answers telephone, gives information to 
visitors coming into a business regarding matters of the 
business and directions, keeps records of calls and 
callers, makes appointments and sets up interviews 
BOOKKEEPER. Computes, classifies, and records numerical 
data to keep sets of financial records complete, operates 
bookkeeping machines, computing machines, and accounting 
and recording equipment 
MAIL CLERK. Prepares incoming and outgoing mail for 
distribution, stamps mail, reads and sorts incoming mail, 
seals and stamps outgoing mail and packages 
MACHINE OPERATOR. Makes copies of data by means of 
reproducing or photo machines; also operates office 
machines not considered data processing equipment 
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT OPERATOR. Operates machine that 
records, stores, processes, and transcribes data from 
punch cards, paper tape, magnetic tape, or other sources; 
solves math., engineering, or technical problems by using 
data processing equipment; keeps records or supplies 
information by using the equipment 
PLEASE KEEP THESE DEFINITIONS IN MIND WHEN YOU ARE SELECTING PEOPLE 
FROM THE OFFICE WORKER GROUP TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SURVEY! 
* This page was sent to only personnel managers. 
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Personnel Director 
Name of Fit111 
Address 
City, State ZIP 
Dear Sir: 
Apartment D 5 
2640 Dole 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
November 30, 1970 
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With your help, research can be completed concerning the office workers' 
needs for a two;...year college education. This research should be benefi-
cial to you and your firm because it would enable colleges and universi-
ties to prepare better office workers for your employment. As a doctoral 
candidate in business education at Oklahoma State University, I am sur-
veying office workers who have completed a two-year college-level office 
administration program and who are employed in nine specific job classi-
fications in nine various types of business and industry in the nation's 
fourteen largest cities. Your help is needed in locating these workers 
and their office manager (direct supervisor) in your firm. Would you 
please take a minute of your time to study the enclosed job classification 
definitions, notice the job classifi.cation checked on the questionnaires 
of the worker desired from your firm, and select the name of the worker 
to be surveyed. Remember, he or sh~ must have had two years' of college 
experience in the office administration field and must fill a position 
that is comparable to the one checked on the questionnaire and that 
matches the definition provided. 
Once you have selected the worker, would you please give the office worker's 
questionnaire to that worker, encourage her to fill it out and return it, 
and assure her that the results will be confidential. Then would you 
please contact the office worker's immediate supervisor, give the super-
visor the office manager's questionnaire and name of the worker to be rated, 
encourage the supervisor to· complete and return the questionnaire, and 
assure the supervisor that the contents are confidential. You will also 
find a worker's and manager's cover letter enclosed that should clarify 
the purpose of the survey for them. 
Your cooperation is needed and will be appreciated because you are the 
sole. person in the firm that has access to the records that will enable 
the prooer persons to be contacted. Without your help, the· study 
cannot be completed. Because of your interest and help, I will be glad 
to furnish you with an abstract of the completed research for your own use 
if you will contact me., It should furnish some interesting findings that 
will lead to better business and office education college programs as well 
as better worker-management relations. 
Enclosures 
Sincerely, 
Brenda J. Moscove 
Educational Doctorate Candidate 
Oklahoma State University 
Office Employee 
Name of Firm 
Address 
City, State ZIP 
Dear Office Employee: 
Apartment D 5 
2640 Dole 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
November 30, 1970 
Your help is needed in gathering data for a doctoral 
dissertation in business education at Oklahoma State 
University. You have been selected to participate 
in a national survey of office employee,s and office 
managers in various firms to determine the exact duties 
and competencies, decision-making involvement, and 
present and future trends for the office worker in cer-
tain job categories in certain types of businesses and 
industries. The data resulting from your responses will 
be used in evaluating college and university office and 
business education curriculum as well as furnishing in-
sight into worker-management relations. 
Because you have been selected for this survey, won't 
you please take the time to complete and return the 
office employee's questionnaire. An envelope is furnished 
for your convenience. The results will be confidential. 
A copy of the research abstract will be sent to your 
personnel director at his request and he will share the 
information with you. Please take advantage of this 
opportunity to share your opinions and experiences with 




Educational Doctorate Candidate 
Oklahoma State University 
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Office Manager 
Name of Fiim 
Address 
City, State ZIP 
Dear Office Manager: 
Apartment D 5 
2640 Dole 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
November 30, 1970 
Your help is needed in gathering data for a doctoral dissertation 
in business education at Oklahoma State University. You have 
been selected to participate in a national survey of office 
employees and office managers in various firms to determine the 
exact duties and competencies, decision-making involvement, and 
present and future trends for the office worker in certain job 
categories in certain types of businesses and industries. The 
data resulting from your responses will be used in evaluating 
college and university office and business education curriculum 
as well as furnishing insight into work~management relations. 
Because you have been selected for this survey, won't you please 
take the time to complete and return the office manager's question-
naire. The name of the office worker you are rating will be given 
to you by your personnel director. The office worker is not aware 
that you are rating her. The results will be kept purely confi-
dential. A return envelope is furnished for your convenience. A 
copy of the completed research abstract will be sent to your per-
sonnel director at his request and he will share the information 
with you. Please take advantage of this opportunity to share your 
opinions and experiences with interested business educators. 
Enclosures 
Sincerely, 
Brenda J. Mos cove 
Educational Doctorate Candidate 
Oklahoma State University 
1.64 
Personnel Director 
Name of Firm 
Address 
City, State ZIP 
Dear Personnel Director: 
Apartment D 5 
2640 Dole 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
December 12, 1970 
A few days ago you were contacted about selecting office 
workers and office managers to participate in a national 
survey concerning the exact duties and competencies, 
decision-making involvement, and present and future trends 
for the office worker in certai~ job categories in certain 
types of businesses and industries. The replies have not 
yet been received from your office worker and office 
manager. Because your participation is desired, will you 
please check with your office worker and the office 
manager to encourage them to participate and return the 
questionnaires at the earliest possible date. 
Your cooperation is appreciated. Don't forget to contact 
me about receiving an abstract of the completed research. 
Sincerely, 
Brenda J. Mos cove 
Educational Doctorate Candidate 
Oklahoma State University 
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For additional mailings, the same cover letters and follow-up letters 
were used with changed dates for job and firm categories originally re-
sulting in nonresponse. 
APPENDIX B 
PARTICIPATING FIRMS BY CITY 
1 {:..., 
New York 
Canal Randolph Corp~ 
North River Securities 
PARTICIPATING FIRMS BY CITY 
Ogus, Rabinovich & Ogus, Inc. 
Ascot Textile Corp. 
Associated Yarn Products 
Atlantic Yarn~ 
Federal Reserve Bank 
Amalgamated Bank 
American Bank & Trust Co. 
Abrahams Bros. 
Alexander's Department Store 
Allied Stores Marketing Corp. 
Capital District St. Park Commission 
Labor Department · 
Department of Environmental Conservation 
AFIA 
All City Insurance Co. 
American Foreign Insurance Co. 
Peter G. Abbey, Attorney 
Begley & Gurnlan, Attorneys 
Bender, Hess9n, Ford, & Grogan, Attorneys 
Dr. Arthur Adams 
Dr. Janis Best 
Dr. W. Boland 
Dr. Robert Brealt 
Alexander Hamilton Institute 
FAS International, Inc. 
Association for Retarded Children, Inc. 
Gishop Gibbons High School 
Chicago 
Montgomery Ward Real Estate Corp. 
Turner, Bailey~ Zoll, Inc. 
Globe Corp. 
Richard Sutton Corp. 
A.G. Busch 
Edson, Inc. 
Aetna St. Bank 
Lake View Trust & Savings 





Alcoholic Treatment Center 
Auto License Dept. 
Aviation Dept. 
American Motorists Insurance Co. 
American Mutual Reinsurance Co. 
Bankers Life & Casualty Co. 
Continental Casualty 
Aaron, Aaron, Schemberg & Hess, Attorneys 
George Abbamonto, Attorney 
Salvatore Abbene, Attorney 
Jerome L. Abrahams 
Interstate United Corp. 
Aaronson & Aaronson, Limited 
Dr. Armando Abadin 
American Technical Society 
Bell & Howell Co. 
LaSalle Extension University 
Los Angeles 
Carnaco Equipment Co~ 
Atherton Real Estate Corp. 
McCulloch Oil Corp. 
Campus Qu:Uted 
Jenkins-Wright 
American Sportsman Manufacturing Co. 
Union Bank 
United California Bank 
American City Bank 
Hayward Lumber Inv. Co. 
Broadway-Hale Stores, Inc. 
Phoenix Furniture 
Host International 
County Administration Office 
California State Agricultural Commission 
Animal Shelter 
Assessor's Office 
Fire Underwriter's Association 
Insurance Co. df N. America 
Keystone Ins. Co. 
George L. Aames, Attorney 
Roy H. Aaron, Attorney 
Aarons-Lehman, Attorneys 
American Medical Enterprises 
California Medical Center 
Dr. Louis Bartosh 







St. Lawrence & Adirondack 
Pennsylvania Elastic 
Wm. Whitaker Sons, Inc. 
Frankfort Woolen Mills, Inc. 
Nicetown Dye Works 
Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Co. 
Girard Trust Bank 
Provident Tradesmen's Bank 




Army Electronic Command 
City Hall 
Civil Defense 
Pennsylvania General Insurance Co. 
Penna Manufacturer's Association Casualty 
Potomac Insurance Co. 




N2-17005 Broad Clinic 
Office of the Medical Examiner 
Board of Public Education 
Morris Square School 
Seventh Street Methodist School 
Detroit 
Paul Hardeman, Inc. 
Maxon, Inc. 
Realty Development Corp. 
Realty Equity Co. 
No Sag Spring 
John Johnson Co. 
Allen, "!nc. 
Bank of the Commonwealth 
Bank of Commerce 
Bank of Commerce-Canadian Imperial 
Mohawk Lumber Supply Co. 
Bormans, Inc. 
J. L. Hudson Co. 
City Building & Safety Engineering Dept. 
City Building Bureau 
City Children & Youth Commission 
National Casualty Co. 
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Standard Accident Insurance Co. 
Michigan Mutual Liability 
Circuit Court 
Circuit Court Clerk 
Juvenile Court 
Dr. Bruce Douglas 
Commission of l;{ealth & Social Service 
Franklin Settlement Pediatric Clinic 
Alger School 
Amos School 
Ann Arbor Trail School 
Apprentice Training School 
Baltimore 
Fair Lanes, Inc. 
Blums, Inc. 
Canton Co. of Ba~timore 
Belter Hoisery C~rp, 
Cardue Fantasies; Inc. 
Comfort Spring Corp, 
Equitable Trust Bank 
Banker's Guaranty Corp. 
Brager-Gutman, Inc. 
Epstein L. Sons, Inc. 
l;{och schi ld 
Aging Commission 
Agricultural Science Department 
Board of Library Trustees 
Calvert Fire Insurance Co. 
Fidelity Development Co. 
Maryland Casualty Co. 
Circuit Court Administration 




Egges & Melrose Avenue Center 
Dundalk Center 
Essex Center 
Board of Education 
Community College Office 
Special Education Administration 
Bank of Glen Burriie 
Houston 
Ada Oil Co. 






Houston Bank and ·Trust Co. 
North Side State Bank 
Bank of Texas 
Warren Electric Go. 
Lacks Distributors 
National Convenience Stores, Inc. 
City Aviation Dept. 
City Planning Dept. 
City Secretary 
Civic Center 
American General Insurance 
PanAmerican Fire & Casualty Co. 
PanAmerican Insurance Co. 
American Insurance Agency 
City Legal Dept. 
Bankruptcy Court 
Arthur Moller, Attorney 
Blue Ridge Clinic 
Canal Clinic 
Central Clinic 
University of Houston 
University of St, Thomas 
University of Te~as 
Cleveland 
J.M. Clemistaw Co. 
Forest City Enterprises 
Real Estate Board 
F. C. Thornton Co. 
Wagner Awning Manufacturing Co. 
Dougherty Lumber Co. 
Federal Reserve Bank 
Society National Bank 
Bank of Cleveland 
Bank of Berea 
Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc. 
Banner, Inc. 
Fries-Schual Co. 
Giant Tiger Stores 
Cleveland Convention Center 
Income Tax Division 
Air Pollution Control 
Progressive Mutual Insurance 
Insurance Board of Cleveland 
Insurance Co. of North America 
Bankruptcy Referees (U.S. Court & Customs) 
Federal Court Reporter (U. S. Court & Customs) 
Probation & Parole (U. S. Court & Customs) 
Dr. J. Glenn Smith 
City ~ealth Clinic 
Jone$ Memorial Hospital 
Bay Village School 
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Bedford Hts. School 
Brooksville City School 
.Washington. D. C. 
State University Realtors 
Linden Corp. 
Disc, Inc. 
Donohue Construction Co. 
Timber Engineeri~g Co. 
Wm. C. Miller Fu~niture Co. 
Publishers Co. 
Import Bank of the U. S. 
Rigas National Bank 
Alexandria National Bank 
Hechinger Co. 
Garfinkel Brooks Bros. 
s. Kann Sons Co. 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board 
Armory Board 
City Hall Complaint Center 
Criterion Insurance Co. 
Fireman's Insurance C9. 
Government Employee~ Insurance Co. 
Adams, Porter, Radigan & Mays, Attorneys 
Ahalt & Hays, Attorneys 
Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hao.er, & Feld, Attorneys 
Dr. R. Abell 
Dr. Daniel Abramson 
Dr. Adam Hak:i, 
Capitol Radio Education Institute, Inc. 
National Radio Institute 
Abbey School 
St. Louis 
Real Estate Management Co. 
Real Estate Management Consultants 
Real Estate Marketing Corp. 
Interco, Inc. 
H. Wenzel Tent Duck Co. 
Western Textile Products Co. 
Federal Reserve Bank 
Manchester Bank 
Mound City Trust Co. 
Carps, Inc. 
Famous Barr Co. 
Gem International 
U. S. Agriculture Dept. 
U. S. Bureau of Lapor Statistics 
U. S. Civil Service Commission 
General Insurors, Inc. 
Transit Casualty Co. 
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Vol~swagen Insurance Co. 
U. S. Attorney 
U. S. Court of Appeals 
U. s. Justice Department (Civil Rights Division) 
Out-Patient Clinic 
Public Health Service 
County Hospital 
Chief Medical Examiner 




American Appraisal Co. 
City Realty 
Real Estate, Inc. 
E. Z. Painter 
Hansen Glove Corp 
Bouer Paper Co. 
American City Bank & Trust Co. 
Marshall Ilsley Bank 
Bank of Commerce 
T. C. Essex Co. 
T. A. Chapman 
Milwaukee Boston Store Co. 
County Agriculture Busipess .. Agent 
County Air Pollution Control 
County Airport 
Northwestern Nationi;il Insurance Co. 

















Kora Corp. Industries 
Koret of California 
Federal Reserve Bank 
Sumitomo Bank of California 
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Bank of Canton 
American Mercantile Co. 
City of Paris 




Board of Equalization 




Stephen Abbott, Attorney 
Sol Abrams, Attorney 
Dr. Robert Abbott 
Dr. Jacob Abouau 
Dr. Alan L. Abrams 
Eltora Soul Science Academy 
American Academy of Asian Studies, Inc. 
Brandon's Language School 
Boston 
National Realty Investors 
Boston Wharf 
Great Northern, Inc. 
Southern Worsted Mills, Inc. 
Edward H. Best 
Forte Dupee Sawyer Co. 
Federal Reserve Bank 
Fiduciary Trust Co. 
State Street Bank 
Broadway National Bank 
Wm. Filenes Sons Co. 
Jordan Marsh 
Hotel Corp. of America 
Burlington Civil Defense 
Chelsea City Hall 
Everett City Hall 
American Employers Union 
Commercial Union Insurance Co. of America 
Employers Liability Assurance 
Antonio Abbene, Attorney 
Michael Arvatin, Attorney 
Ralph R. Bagley, Attorney 
Dr. Louis Alfano 
Allergy Medical Association 
American Society of Abdominal ~urgeons 
Berlitz School of Language 
Burlington Superintendent of Schools 
Chelsea City Superintendent of Schools 
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Dallas 
L. & L, Realty Corp. 
Bonanza International Development Co. 
Ceniury Boulevard Corp. 
Diversa, Inc. 
Well Made Manufacturing Products, ~no. 
Charming Belt Novelty, Inc. 
American Foam Rubber Products 
Federal Reserve Bank 
Preston State Bank 




City Action Center 
City Planning Office 
Civil Defense & Disaster Commission 
Combined American Insurance Co. 
Gulf Insurance Co. 





Venereal Disease Clinic 
Dental Health Clinic 
Eastfield College 
El Centro College 
Mountain View College 
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Addresses have not been included because many of the participants indi-
cated that they did not desire to be put on a mailing list for future 
surveys. They cooperated in this survey with the understanding that 
they would not be repeatedly contacted for other similar research proj-




BEGINNING OFFICE EMPLOYEE'S QUESTIONNAIRE 
Section I. GENERAL INFORMATION 
Educational experience beyond high school 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Number of previous jobs with other firms 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Number of months and years with your present firm 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Total years' office experience 
~---....a...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Please look below to see if your job title is comparable to the job 





4. File Clerk 
5. Receptionist 
6. Bookkeeper 
7. Mail Clerk 
8. Machine Operator 
9. Data Processing 
Worker 
Section II. DUTIES AND COMPETENCE LEVEL 
Part A. How often do you perform the following duties? 
Place an X in the proper column. 
5--Daily 3--Average of one 
4--Average of two or three times a month 
times a week 2--Rarely 
!--Never 











10. consulting, advising) 
Information processing (organizing 






Part B, How competent are you in performing the following duties? 















10. consulting, advising) 
3--Average Competence 
2--Competence needs improve-
ment to satisfy me 
required on my job 
5 4 3 2 1 
Information processing (organizing, 
11. condensing, and categorizing data) 
Part C. How often do you operate the following machines? 
Place an X in the proper colmnn. 
5--Daily 
4--Average of two or three 
times a week 
Mah" c ines 0 Jperate d : 
1. Electric Typewriter 
2. Manual Typewriter 
3. Dictating Equipment 
4. Rotary Calculator 
5. Printing Calculator 
6. Electronic Calculator 
7. Check Writer 
1--Never 
3--Average of one or two 
times a month 
2--Rarely 
5 4 3 2 1 
8. Reproducing Equipment------------------ ----1--- --- ·--- ----------
a. Photocopy (Xerox, etc.) 
b. Du;elicating (Ditto, etc.) 
c. Offset 
9. Mail Meter 
10. Bookkeeping Machine 





16. Accounting Machine 
17. Card Sorter 
18. Interureter 
19. Data Converting Equipment 
20. Paper-Tape Equipment 
21. Computer Console 
22. Random Access Devices 
23. Sunnnarv Punch 
!. 79 
Part D. How competent are you in operating the following machines? 




M hi ac nes 0 Jperate d : 
1. Electric Typewriter 
2. Manual Typewriter 
3. Dictating Equipment 
4. Rotary Calculator 
5. Printing Calculator 
6. Electronic Calculator 
7. Check Writer 
3··-Average Competence 
2--Competence needs improve-
ment to satisfy me 
required on my job 




8. Reproducing Equipment------------------- --- ---~--- --- --------
a. PhotocoEi (Xerox, etc.) I 
b. Duplicating (Ditto, etc.) 
c. Offset 
9. Mail Meter 
10. Bookkeeping Machine 





16. Accounting Machine 
17. Card Sorter 
18. Interpreter 
19. Data Converting Equipment 
20. Paper-Tape Equipment 
21. ComEuter Console 
22. Random Access Devices 
23. Summari Punch 
Section III. DECISION-MAKING INFORMATION 
Definitions: Decision. A decision is the alternative chosen over 
other alternatives. Alternatives may be 
actions, opinions, judgments, and/or beliefs. 
Decision-Making. Decision-making is defining the 
problem, developing alternatives, and 
selecting the alternative. 




Part A. Answer the following two statements by placing an X in the 
proper column. 
5--Daily 
4--Average of two or three 
times a week 
Question: 
!--Never 
How much opportunity do you have for 
individual decision-making on your 
1. iob? 
How much opportunity would you like 
for decision-making opportunities on 
2. your job? 
3--Average of one or two 
times a month 
2--Rarely 
5 4 3 2 1 








ment to satisfy me 
required on my job 
Question: ' 5 4 3 2 1 
How much competence do you dis-
play in making decisions on 
I 
1. your job? 
Part C. How would you describe the importance of each of the following 
decision-making traits in your job? 
Place an X in the proper column. 
5--Highly Important 3--Average Importance 
4--Above Average Importance 2--Rarely Important 
1--Not important on the job 
D Maki ecision- ng T "t rai : 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Jud21.I1ent 
2. Initiative 




Critical, rational, and 
7. logical thinking 
8. Intµition 
9. Anticipation of business needs 
10. Adaptability 
11. Ability to form valid conclusions 
12. Obiectivity 
Ability to communicate ideas and con-
13. clusions in verbal and written forms 
Part D. How would you describe the degree with which you possess the 





2--Need to possess more 
of the trait 
1--Not applicable to the job 





5. De pen dab ili tz 
6. Self-Confidence 
Critical, rational, and 
7. logical thinking 
8. Intuition ! 
9. Anticipation of business need i 
10. Ada]2 t":_b ili ty 
11. Ability to form valid conclusions ! 
12. Objectivitz i 
Ability to connnunicate ideas and con- i 
I 
13. cl us ions in verbal and written form 
Section IV. PRESENT AND FUTURE TRENDS FOR OFFICE WORKERS 
How does each following statement apply to trends in your 
firm for office workers? Indicate your answer by placing 
an X in the proper column. 
5--True 3--Might be true 
4--Highly probable but not 2--Rarely would be true 
positive 1--Not at all true 
Trends for the Office Worker 5 4 3 2 1 
Presently and in the future, personal 
traits are becoming more important for 
success in office work than they have 
1. Ereviousli been. 
In the future, office workers will 
2. assume more independence and autonomv. 
In the future, more general knowledge 
will be needed for office workers than 
3. has been previously needed. 
In the future, higher skill specializa- ' 
tion will be needed for office employ- ' 
4. ment than i2reviouslz was needed .. 
In the future, decision-making ability i ' 
will be as important as actual job 
11 5. skills i2ossessed by office workers. 
Your additional comments and evaluations will be appreciated in the 
following space. 
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OFFICE MANAGER'S QUESTIONNAIRE 
Section r'. GENERAL INFORMATION 
TYPE OF OFFICE WORKER SUPERVISED: The check mark indicates the job 




















Section II. DUTIES AND COMPETENCE LEVEL 
Part. A, How often does your office worker perform the following 
duties? Place an X in the proper colunm. 
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5--Daily 
4--Average of two or three 
times a week 
3--Average of one or two 
times a month 
2--Rarely 
1--Never 











10. consulting, advising) 
Information processing (organizing, 
11. condensing, and categorizing data) 
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Part B. How competent is your office worker in performing the following 





ment to satisfy me 
!--Competence not required on my job. 







7. Processing Mail 
8. Telephoning 
9. Re cep tionis t 
Administrative (planning, 
10. condensing, and categorizing data) 
Part C. How often does your office worker operate the following 
machines? Place an X in the proper column. 
5--Daily 
4--Average of two or three 
times a week 
M hi ac nes 0 Jperate d : 
1. Electric Typewriter 
2. Manual Typewriter 
3. Dictating Equipment 
4. Rotary Calculator 
5. Printing Calculator 
6. Electronic Calculator 
7. Check Writer 
1--NE~ver 
3--Average of one or two 
times every month 
2--Rarely 
5 4 3 2 ... 
8. Reproducing Equipment------------------- ~-- ---~ -~-~ ~--- ---------
a. Photocopy (Xerox, etc.) 
b. Duplicating (Ditto, etc.) 
c. Offset 
9, Mail Meter 
10. Bookkeeping Machine 





16. Accounting Machine 
17. Card Sorter 
18. Interpreter 
19. Data Converting Equipment 
20. Paper-Tape Equipment 
21. Computer Console 
22. Random Access Devices 
23. Summary Punch 
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Part D. How competent is your office worker in operating the following 





ment to satisfy me 
required on the job 1--Competence not 
M h' ac 1.nes 0 1perate d : 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Electric Typewriter 
2. Manual Typewriter 
3. Dictating Equipment 'i 
4. Rotary Calculator 
5. Printing Calculator 
6. Electronic Calculator 
7. Check Writer 
8. Reproducing Equipment------------------- ---· ---- -------- ---------
9. Mail Meter 
10. Bookkeeping Machine 





16. Accounting Machine 
17. Card Sorter 
18. Interpreter 
19. Data Converting Equipment 
20. Paper-Tape Equipment 
21. Computer Console i 
22. Random Access Devices 
23. Summary Punch 
Section III. DECISION-MAKING INFORMATION 
Definitions: Decision. A decision is the alternative chosen over 
other alternatives. Alternatives may be 
actions, opinions, judgments, and/or beliefs. 
Decision-Making. Decision-making is defining the problem, 
developing alternatives, and selecting the 
alternative. 
Please keep these definitions in mind when you are completing Section III. 
Part A. Answer the following two statements by placing an X in the 
proper column. 
5--Daily 
4--Average of two or three 
times a week 
!--Never 
Question: 
How do you describe opportunities for 
your office worker's decision-making 
1. on the job? 
How much opportunity would you like for 
your office worker to have for making 
2. on-the-job decisions? 
3--Average of one or two 
times every month 
2--Rarely 
5 4 3 2 1 








ment to satisfy me 
required on my job 
Question: 5 4 3 2 1 
How competent is your office worker in 
1. makin decisions on the 'ob? 
Part C. How would you describe the importance of each of the following 
decision-making traits for your office worker? Place an X 
in the proper column. 
5--Highly Important 3--Average Importance 
4--Above Average Importance 2--Rarely Important 
1--Not important on the job 





5 •. Dependability 
6. Self-Confidence 
Critical, rational, and 
7. logical thinking 
8. Intuition 
9. Anticipation of business needs. 
10. Adaptability 
11. Ability to form valid conclusions 
12. Ob1ectivity . 
Ability to conununicate ideas and con-
13. cl us ions in verbal and written form 
Part D, How would you describe the degree with which your office worker 
possesses the following decision-making traits and exhibits 




2--Need to possess more of 
· the trait 
1--Not applicable to the job 





5. Dependabili tv 
6. Self-Confidence 
Critical, rational, and 
7. lodcal thinkin2 
8. Intuition 
9, Anticipation of business need --
10. Adaptability 
11. Ability to form valid conclusions 
12. Objectivity .. 
Ability to communicate ideas and,con-
13. clusions in verbal and written form 
Section IV. PRESENT AND FUTURE TRENDS FOR OFFICE WORKERS 
How does each following statement apply to trends in your 
firm for office workers? Indicate your answer by placing 
an X in the proper column.' 
5--True 
4--Highly probable but not 
positive 
Trends for the Office Worker 
Presently and in.the future, personal 
traits are becoming more important for 
success in office work than they have 
1. previously been. 
In the future, office ·workers will 
2. assume more independence and autonomy. 
In .the future, more general knowledge 
will be needed for office workers than 
3. has been previously needed. 
3--Might be true 
2--Rarely would be true · 
1--Not a~ all true 
5 4 3 2 1 
. 
In the future, higher skill specializa-
tion will be needed for office employ-
4. ment than was previously needed. 
In the· future, decision-making ability 
will be as important as actual job 
5. skills possessed by office workers. 
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